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“Our direction is to establish a democratic, legal,
civilized State in
Azerbaijan, to develop the
democratic principles day
by day, to disseminate all
the democratic achievements of the world in
Azerbaijan and to benefit
from them”
Heydar ALIYEV
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Heydar Aliyev is in one raw with the mightiest politicians of the world as the prominent State figure
who has engraved his name with gold letters on
our national history by realizing the idea of liberty
of the Azerbaijani people and independent statehood; the ideas the Azerbaijani people have been
striving for during centuries. He is the historical
figure who implemented an extraordinary mission
by forming stable statehood traditions with his
progressive ideas and innate abilities for governance. This rare genius could achieve the eternal
and irrevocable future for our independence by
establishing ideological – political stands of our
contemporary statehood system on the background of the political outlook and national values
of our people that were refined during centuries.
Namely due to these unprecedented merits Heydar
Aliyev erected his monument in the souls of all
Azerbaijanis of the world while he was alive.
The statehood concept of our great leader as a
new development model combining historical traditions and contemporary European values in its
essence has been justified in today’s reality of
Azerbaijan. In fact, our present statehood history as
vivid chronicle of his multilateral activity embraces
in itself a new and honorable period. Just during
this period, our nation improving the most important features they acquired in the course of many
years, demonstrated their existence and self governance skills to the whole world.
The Decree of the President Ilham Aliyev’s dated March 11, 2008 “On the 85th Anniversary of
the Azerbaijani People’s National leader Heydar
Aliyev” reads as follows: “The successful solution
of processes related to the establishment of the
independent governmental entities in our country, giving momentum to democratic and legal
state formation based on international norms,
adoption of the main law - the Constitution of
the sovereign Azerbaijan, formation of civil
society, ensuring national security and identifying a new economic course are the personal
merit of Heydar Aliyev”.
Heydar Aliyev’s 34 year-old period of ruling the
country is a bright page in the history of Azerbaijan,
the period of revival and development.
The destiny of this great personality, who was
devoted to his people, and who was always proud
of his being an Azerbaijani man, was the same with
the destiny of his Motherland.
From this point of view the June 15, 1993 was
included into the newest history of the independent
Azerbaijan, in a real sense of the word as the day of

Ogtay ASADOV,
The Chairman of the Milli Majlis
of the Republic of Azerbaijan

National Salvation. That day the proven son of the
Azerbaijani people was elected the Chairman to the
Supreme Soviet of the Republic of Azerbaijan by
the urgent request of citizens of the country. Heydar
Aliyev’s election into the legislative body of the
country comes to happen in a very difficult period.
Along with the other union republics, Azerbaijan
proclaimed its independence as a result of the
political processes going on in the vast space called
the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics (the
USSR) and people’s movements covering wide
range in early 90s of the last century. On October
18, 1991 the Constitutional Act “On the State
Independence” was adopted in the Parliament of
the country.
Historical tasks were pending the country in the
new phase. Unfortunately, the Government of that
time could not meet the requirement of the time.
This was frequently accompanied with changes of
power; our territories were occupied one-after
another by our notorious neighbors living with the
dream of “the Great Armenia”, and crushing blows
were stricken to the national identity of our people.
Chaos, anarchy was prevailing in the country during the one-year reign of the Azerbaijan Popular
Front - Musavat coalition, and extremist trends
were increasing gradually. As a result of rude mistakes and chaos in the governance in the summer of
1993, the country was facing the threat of the civil
war and deletion from the political map of the
world.
Azerbaijan which was facing challenging problems in the first years of independence was very
close to sharing the same destiny with the Azerbaijan
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Democratic Republic, which had existed in the beginning of the last century. But the Azerbaijani people
were lucky that they had such proved leader like
Heydar Aliyev at that period and that they were
already not alone in this life-or-death situation.
In such a time his election as the chairman to the
Supreme legislative body was very important event in
life of the country. This political recurrence in the
true sense of the word returned Azerbaijan to
Azerbaijanis, the nation to themselves. When being
elected the chairman to the Supreme Soviet, Heydar
Aliyev delivered a program kind speech from the
tribune of the Parliament: “I understand today’s
grave, complex and tense situation in the Republic
of Azerbaijan with full responsibility. By taking
over this office I understand my responsibility and
I will do my utmost to be guided by all these. As
the Chairman of the Supreme Soviet I consider
the protection, strengthening, development of the
Republic of Azerbaijan’s State independence
which is a historical achievement of the Azerbaijani
people as one of my main responsibilities. The
State independence of the Republic of Azerbaijan
should be ensured based on the traditions of the
first Azerbaijan Democratic Republic established
in 1918, in connection with the modern requirements and on-going processes in the world. I will
always work in this direction and nobody should
doubt that I will devote the rest of my life wherever it is to the development of the Republic of
Azerbaijan as an independent State. In connection
with this I would like to announce that in my opinion further whatever it happens to the Republic of
Azerbaijan it would never lose its independence,
would never integrate in the composition of any
State and would never fall under the yoke of any
other nation”.
The further course of the events showed that the
15th of June was the beginning of a new political era
in the history of independence of Azerbaijan!
Heydar Aliyev as a national leader forming the
new democratic legal State formation and governance
philosophy identified main directions of the development of our State. The development strategy created
by this historical figure and his national idea rapidly
led Azerbaijan to the way of sustainable development
aimed at strengthening the independent Azerbaijani
State.
Along with being the founder of today’s Azerbaijani
State, Heydar Aliyev is as well fairly considered to be
the founder of the modern Azerbaijani Parliament.
Within the period while he was the head of the
Supreme Soviet as a wise State figure, Heydar Aliyev
properly evaluated the role and place of the Parliament
in the national statehood system and demonstrated
the ability to shrewdly use the existing opportunities
of the legislative body. This was the issue of vital
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importance when the country was in political and
moral crisis.
When the great leader first headed the country he
directed the political potential of the Parliament to
strengthening the feelings of national identity of the
nation, revealing its intellectual features, creating
grounds for its future independence, preserving and
developing its national and moral values. Later,
when he was the chairman of the Nakhchivan AliMajlis (Parliament) he functioned constructively as
a competent politician within the framework of the
competences of the legislative body to ensure the
star of Azerbaijan’s independence shine again.
Heydar Aliyev as the chairman of the Supreme
Soviet gave priority to the principle of opennes
staying loyal to parliament traditions. Meetings of
the Milli Majlis, press conferences, and national
meetings were broadcasted lively. The situation in
the country was delivered to the nation as it was.
Necessary actions began to be taken to eliminate
the tension in the socio - political life.
President Abulfaz Elchibay mysteriously left
Baku when strenuous work was carried on to establish stability in the country. On June 18 Heydar
Aliyev made an appeal to the nation in connection
with the turned out situation. He called everybody
to self-restraint, national unity and civil solidarity.
In discussions held in the Milli Majlis, the appeals
addressed to Abulfaz Elchibay didn’t yield any
result. In the meeting of the Parliament on June 23,
the Milli Majlis took a decision to give the authority of the President to the Chairman of the Supreme
Soviet Heydar Aliyev. It already meant that all the
developments were taken under the Government’s
control and subordinated to the will of the nation.
The parliamentarian traditions acquired a new
breath, new strength in the period of Heydar
Aliyev’s leadership in the Supreme Soviet from
June 15 to October 10. Important decisions were
taken in the field of Army formation. The Republic
of Azerbaijan Law on “Perpetuating the name of
martyr and on the privileges given to the martyr’s
family” was adopted. Changes were made in the
Constitution and various legal documents. Generally
during this period more than 120 laws and decisions were adopted. It became a routine procedure
to discuss the issues that concerned the population
of the country first in the Parliament.
During this period Heydar Aliyev took necessary actions to raise fighting spirit of the population, to conduct propaganda relevant to war times,
to make illegal armed groups harmless and frequently shared his opinion on the situation in the
country with people.
On August 7 “the Talish -Mugan Republic” was
proclaimed in the south of the Republic. In relation
with this Heydar Aliyev met with the deputies, as

well as with intelligent and influential people from
southern districts in the Parliament on August 13
and considered the situation. On August 17 the
Milli Majlis took a decision “On the situation
turned out in the Lankaran, Astara, Masalli, Lerik,
Yardimli, Jalilabad and Bilasuvar districts of the
Republic of Azerbaijan and gave a political evaluation to the adventurism of “the Talish - Mugan
Republic”. Soon this disgraceful claim was put an
end with the will of the nation.
On August 29, 1993 the Referendum on nonconfidence to Abulfaz Elchibay was held by the
decision of the Milli Majlis. The results of the
Referendum once again proved that the Popular
Front-Musavat coalition Government did not have
any support among the people.
As the chairman of the Parliament, Heydar
Aliyev developed the new foreign policy concept
of the country based on strategic interests of
Azerbaijan and set its place in the system of international relations. First of all, mistakes made by the
Popular Front Government in this field were soon
eliminated.
The Chairman of the Supreme Soviet allocated a
great attention to the development of the culture,
science, and education; held meetings with scientists, made exchange of thoughts with them on the
future of the country.
Heydar Aliyev who functioned in the capacity of
the Chairman of the Parliament emphasized more
than once the necessity of establishing the rule of
law and the principles of free civil society: “The
Republic of Azerbaijan should follow the way of
democracy. The principles of true democracy
should be established in Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan
should be established as a multi - party society;
conditions enabling the functioning of the parties should be created, Azerbaijan should follow
the way of market and free economy. The spirit
of national solidarity, peace and sound competition should be created among people, political
parties, and authorities of Azerbaijan”.
In the meeting of the Milli Majlis held on July 3
Heydar Aliyev announced that he would temporarily suspend all negotiations held by the Popular
Front Government on oil sector and reckoned that
this issue should be scrutinized by the experts and
any decision should be taken only after taking into
account the opinion of the experts, and the interests
of the Azerbaijani people should be taken as a
basis. The time once again proved that this prominent State figure was right.
Though he worked in the capacity of the
Chairman of the Supreme Soviet for 4 months,
Heydar Aliyev radically changed the spirit in the
Parliament during this short period of time, brought
political culture to the Parliament. His way of con-
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ducting meetings, precisely justifying his thoughts,
ability to catch the essence of the speeches, skill to
generalize valuable thoughts was a new model in
itself and real parliament school for members of the
Parliament.
It is possible to say without exaggeration that the
foundations of Azerbaijan’s future development as
a democratic, legal, secular State was laid during
the short period of time of Heydar Aliyev’s working in the capacity of the Chairman of the Supreme
Soviet. It is no mere chance that during the
Presidential elections of October 30, 1993, 98,8
percent of the voters voting for Heydar Aliyev
demonstrated to the entire world that they were
intended to entrust the destiny of the country to this
prominent State figure.
Socio-political stability gained in the country
after Heydar Aliyev’s coming back to power due to
the firm will, determination, and far-sighted policy
of this unique genius, created favorable background
to carry out reforms in all fields of the country’s
life.
At this period the main law of the country was
the Constitution that was adopted during the Soviet
period. Although the Presidential elections were
held in 1993, the Constitution didn’t reflect the
changes happened in the life of the country. At the
initiative of Heydar Aliyev, the Commission was
established in the Milli Majlis to develop new draft
Constitution. Personally he himself headed the
Commission. While working on the document
Heydar Aliyev gave priority to taking into account
the historical traditions, universal values, benefiting from the experiences gained by the democratic
countries of the world. If we look at the history of

the Azerbaijani Constitution formation, we can see
that although some decisions of the Constitutional
character, laws concerning State attributes were
adopted during the reign of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic, there had been no enough
time to approve the main law of the country. It is no
mere chance that Heydar Aliyev evaluated the decisions adopted at this period as the beginning of the
Constitution formation. It is an apparent example
of respect to the statehood traditions of our people.
Despite the Constitution adopted during the
Soviet time, on April 12, 1978 was valid with some
changes until 1995, this document didn’t reflect the
legal principles of the State authority. As the leader
of the independent Azerbaijan, Heydar Aliyev
characterized the requirements to the new draft
Constitution as follows: “The Constitution shall
first of all reflect the relations between the State,
Government and people. Distribution of power,
supreme executive, legislative and judicial
authorities – all of them shall be based on the
will of the people, and ensured through elections. The State shall be the work of the people.
The people shall not exist for the State, but the
State shall exist for the people and these principles shall constitute the foundations of the
Constitution”
When developing the draft Constitution, simultaneously the draft law on the Parliamentary election’s was also submitted to the Milli Majlis and
adopted after the discussions. When the work on
the draft Constitution was finished it was put on
popular vote on November 12, 1995 and that day
the first democratic Parliament of the independent
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Azerbaijan was elected.
The new Constitution adopted in the Referendum
demonstrated our people’s determination to form
an independent sovereign State, to take its deserved
place in the world community and to make its
deserved contribution to the development of the
humanity.
The first democratic Constitution of the independent Azerbaijan created legal framework for the
new State formation in our country, and for the
future development of the society. The newly
adopted main law of the State embraced the following principles, as division of power, political pluralism, protection of human rights and freedoms,
presumption of innocence, private and free ownership, immunity of ownership. Giving enormous
place to the human rights and freedoms was just
realized on the initiative of our great leader.
Due to opportunities provided by the new
Constitution it was possible to take legal measures
to implement legal, economic, social reforms and
to establish democratic values in the society during
short period of time in Azerbaijan. The Commission
on Legal Reforms was established by the Presidential
order dated February 21, 1996.
In the first meeting of the Commission dated
March 4, 1996 Heydar Aliyev as the chairman of
the Commission characterized the responsibilities
in the field of law formation as follows: “The
development and adoption of the laws in relation with the reforms of judiciary and law-enforcement bodies is of great importance. Now we
are facing very important responsibilities like
adoption of laws based on the Constitution.
Laws shall be adopted in all fields. Now I can not
say exact time, - one year, two years – anyway
within some period of time we shall achieve the
stage when the independent Azerbaijan has laws
for all fields. It is four years that Azerbaijan has
become an independent State. However most of
the laws are inherited from the former Soviet
Union. They shall undergo some changes and
amendments, but the basis, roots of the present
laws are the laws that had been adopted during
the times of the Soviet Union”.
The Parliament always supported Heydar Aliyev
in the implementation of this work. Since 1995
hundreds of laws, resolutions, and other acts were
adopted in the Milli Majlis. Soon the laws in relation with legal reforms “On Constitutional Court”,
“On Judiciary and Judges”, “On the Police”, “On
Prosecutor’s office”, “On Advocates and
Advocacy”,” On Notary system”, “On compensating the damages to physical persons as a result of
illegal acts of investigating, inquiring, prosecuting
and judicial bodies”, “On making complaints to
courts from decisions and acts violating rights and
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freedoms of citizens”, “On Municipality elections”,
“On the status of Municipalities” were adopted and
the Civil Code, Civil-Procedural Code, Criminal
Code, Criminal - Procedural Code, Administrative
Misdemeanors Code, Family Code, Labor Code,
Tax Code, Customs Code were adopted in the
direction of formation of new legal system.
Azerbaijan, which established the first democratic Republic in the East, was the first to abolish
the death penalty in 1998 on the initiative of Heydar
Aliyev. It was an obvious example of the attention
of the State to human rights and freedoms.
Constitution laws “On the Human Rights
Commissioner (Ombudsman) of the Republic of
Azerbaijan”, “On Regulating the Implementation
of Human Rights and Freedoms in the Republic of
Azerbaijan”, “On Supplementary provisions of the
right to solve the issue of confidence to the Cabinet
of Ministers by the Milli Majlis” adopted in the
Milli Majlis were very important steps in the field
of regal reforms. Adoption of these laws indicated
that the top priority issue for the Azerbaijani State
is the protection of human rights and freedoms.
The Republic of Azerbaijan Law “On Means of
Mass Media”, and Changes and Amendments made
to this Law; Law “On Television and Radio
Broadcasting”, “Laws on Public Television and
Radio Broadcasting” were adopted in the field of
Freedom of Speech and Press.
Important laws were also adopted in the field of
establishment of free market principles in the
economy, and dvelopment of entrepreneurship. As
a result of this, within a short period of time largescaled privatization of the state property was
launched and land reform was carried out. A contract called “the Contract of the Century” on the
development of oil fields in the Azerbaijani sector
of the Caspian Sea and other oil contracts were
approved in the Parliament and started to yield real
results. The State’s voice of just was heard from
the influential tribunes of the world. Azerbaijan
became a full fledged member of the influential
Organization like the Council of Europe.
Azerbaijan became an active participant and
initiator of enormous regional projects as the
Rehabilitation of the Ancient Silk Road, BakuTbilisi- Ceyhan oil pipeline and Baku-TbilisiArzurum gas pipeline.
Heydar Aliyev characterized the achievements
gained by Azerbaijan as follows: “During historically very short period of time we could achieve
a lot of things based on advanced European
practices. Despite all difficulties we advanced in
the way of liberal economy and civil society. We
gave priority to the protection of human rights,
tried to save our country and our citizens from
the heavy legacy of the totalitarian period. We

achieved the internal stability, which is one of
the important preconditions to develop democracy. We established freedom of speech, free
media and multi-party political system. We
adopted the new Constitution one third of which
was devoted to the protection of human rights
and fundamental freedoms. We abolished the
death penalty being first in the East; we established new legislative system, and we held the
Presidential, Parliamentary and Municipality
elections. We carried out some important political and economic reforms and we continue this
course”.
The architect of our statehood, the prominent
State figure Heydar Aliyev put the draft referendum act on making changes to the Constitution to
general vote by his Decree on June 22, 2002 to
improve our national legislation and to more reliably ensure the protection of human rights and
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freedoms. The changes suggested to the Constitution
along with being of progressive character, first of
all were aimed at strengthening our statehood,
democratic norms and principles more.
The Milli Majlis of the country in its ad hog
meeting on July 29, 2002 considering the draft
Referendum act comprehensively adopted An
Appeal to the Azerbaijani people concerning this
issue. The Appeal said: “The changes envisaged
to be made in the Constitution are related to the
supplementary provisions for the protection of
human rights and freedoms, the election system,
the regulation of activities of the State authorities, and increasing the role of judiciary.
... The Milli Majlis of the Republic of
Azerbaijan announces that it supports the
changes to the Constitution brought to popular
vote (Referendum) by the President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan Mr. Heydar Aliyev once
more emphasizes their vital importance”.
It was one of the bright examples of Heydar
Aliyev’s and the Parliament’s unity of work. The
changes made in the Referendum envisaged to
more strengthen the protection of human rights and
freedoms, to enable the citizens to appeal to courts,
the Ombudsman, and the Constitutional Court.
According to the results of the Referendum, now
every individual citizen of the country may appeal
to the Constitutional Court.
One of the issues related to the protection of
human rights and freedoms was the adaptation of
the legislation to the Conventions of the Council of

Europe. Though the provisions reflected in the
Conventions were ratified in the Milli Majlis, they
were not included in the Constitution of 1995. The
establishment of the Ombudsman institution in the
country and including the provisions on it to the
Constitution was approved in the Referendum. The
referendum of August 24, 2002 identified the rule
of conducting elections in single mandate constituencies to make the elections more democratic, and
to express the will of people more substantially.
According to the changes made to the Main Law
of the country powers of the Milli Majlis were
specified and the Milli Majlis was given the competence to select Ombudsman, to appoint judges in
the Court of Appeals. A group of these changes was
related to increasing the role of the judiciary, and
granting the legislative initiative to the prosecutor’s
office.
Certainly the great leader gained enormous
achievements in the formation of the legal State in
close cooperation with the Parliament.
According to statistics we could see that 975
laws and resolutions out of 1715 adopted by the
Milli Majlis from October 10, 1993 to December
30, 2002 were adopted upon Heydar Aliyev’s initiative.
One of the bright examples indicating the high
level of the President - Parliament relations in independent Azerbaijan was the meeting of the Milli Majlis devoted to the issue of the process of peaceful settlement of the Armenian-Azerbaijani, Daghlig
Garabag conflict held on February 23-24, 2001.
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Representatives of the political parties, non governmental organizations functioning in the
country, as well as of the intelligentsia, and general
public were invited to this meeting attended by the
head of the country.
Actually it was President’s consultation with the
people. The conduct of such an important event in
the Milli Majlis certainly proves that Heydar
Aliyev respected the authority of the Parliament.
The great leader gave priority to the development of foreign relations of the Parliament, and
considered the achievements gained in this field the
success of the Parliamentary diplomacy. From this
point of view, he, as the head of the State, always
supported the extension of international relations of
the Legislative body.
Heydar Aliyev approached the development of
the parliament traditions in the light of the protection of our independence, making it more consolidated; he considered this field as an integral part of
the idea of statehood. More than once he stated that
the independent Azerbaijan is the successor of the
People’s Republic of Azerbaijan (the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic) established at the beginning
of the XX century.
When delivering a speech in the solemn meeting
of the Milli Majlis devoted to the 80th anniversary
of the People’s Republic of Azerbaijan (the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic) Heydar Aliyev
expressed his thoughts about this as follows: “Now
the Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan is
the successor of the Parliament established by
the People’s Republic of Azerbaijan. Inheritance
always means great responsibility at the same
time. Inheritance does not mean that you should
repeat that event as it had been, or you should
experience it in that level. Every successor
should glorify that event, that period, that State
as a successor, highly respecting to the principle
of inheritance. We are doing it in Azerbaijan
and we gained great achievements in this field. I
think that today’s Milli Majlis of Azerbaijan
honorably holds the name of successor, at the
same time it had performed enormous work in
the years passed, particularly during the recent
years to develop the independent State of
Azerbaijan”.
Today’s Milli Majlis as a successor of the
Parliament of the People’s Republic of Azerbaijan
(the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic) is benefiting
from Heydar Aliyev’s ideas to eternalize the
Azerbaijani Statehood. The recurrence to political
power of the historical figure, who has extensive
experience in governance and invincible will, along
with rescuing Azerbaijan’s independent statehood,
political identity from disruption, laid the foundation of a new era in history of the Azerbaijani par-
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liament. Thanks to his astonishing salvation mission, Azerbaijan escaped the destiny of the People’s
Republic (the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic),
which existed at the beginning of the last century.
Successfully facing turbulence and distress,
Azerbaijan soon became a State that is optimistic
about its future.
It is no mere chance that the Parliament of the
independent Azerbaijan has announced the day of
Heydar Aliyev’s return to the leadership of the
country as the National Salvation Day of the
Azerbaijani people by its decision of June 27,
1997.
Justly, the Azerbaijani nation who has honorable
history full of struggles is solemnly, celebrating at
these days the 85th anniversary of their Great son
and 90th anniversary of the first Parliamentary
republic in the East -Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. The country President Ilham Aliyev says
the following about the merits of the great leader
before the Azerbaijani people: “The Azerbaijani
statehood was formed during 1993- 2003.
Azerbaijan’s development strategy was developed. Our foreign relations with all the countries were established on the basis of mutual
respect and mutual interests and this is also the
case today. The economic and political reforms
that started since 1993 and continue until today
played very important role in our country’s
accession to the world community as a deserved
member. The foundations of the strong social
policy in Azerbaijan were just laid during those
years. That was why great leader Heydar
Aliyev’s merits in front of the Azerbaijani people are unforgettable and they are of historical
importance”.
High level President – Parliament relations, the
foundation of which was established by Heydar
Aliyev continues successfully in the new phase as
well. Today as a result of reforms carried out in
Azerbaijan under the leadership of President lham
Aliyev, who has turned the statehood ideology of
our great leader into native Azerbaijan’s success
story, the progress and revival in all fields is obvious. Indeed these changes necessitate the updating
of the existing legislative base in compliance with
the demands of the time, and adoption of new laws
and resolutions and the expedient work is carried
on in this field in the Milli Majlis of the III
Convocation.
At present, the independent Azerbaijan has a
legislative base for all fields. The adopted
Constitution laws, codes, laws, the approved conventions and treaties serve to regulate the relations
appeared in the life of the society and the State. The
mechanism of political, legal, economic, social
reforms successfully continued in the country and
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democrati ation process is developed
democratization
de eloped more.
more The
Milli Majlis staying loyal in its activities to the
statehood philosophy of the great leader and taking
into account the national features attaches special
importance to benefiting from the experience of the
advanced countries of the world and European parliament traditions.
Significant part of the documents adopted in the
Parliament was submitted to the consideration of
the MIlli Majlis on the legislative initiative of the
country President. Ilham Aliyev closely participated in the Milli Majlis law development work in
1995-2003 when he still was the deputy to the
Azerbaijani Parliament and made his deserved contribution to the improvement of legal base of the
reforms carried on in the country and making our
legislation compatible with the European standards
and to the extension of the international relations of
the Parliament.
Ilham Aliyev along with being the head of the
Azerbaijan Parliamentary delegation to the Council
of Europe at that period, also was elected the Vice
President of the Parliamentary Assembly and a
bureau member of that influential international
organization. Just because of his tireless activities,
resolute speeches the Armenian aggressors were
revealed in the Council of Europe and the special
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Resolution
Mountainous
Resol tion N 1416,
1416 on the Mo
ntaino s Garabag
conflict was adopted in this organization.
Mr. Ilham Aliyev said the following about his
activity in the Parliament: “The Milli Majlis is
very dear and native place for me, it is my native
home… We serve one goal. We have single goal
and single desire – to reinforce our country, to
strengthen it, to improve the welfare of the
Azerbaijani people, to establish a powerful and
wealthy State”.
It is no mere chance that the Azerbaijani President
as the head of the State provided great support to
the establishment of the Institute of Deputy
Assistants in the Milli Majlis of the III Convocation
to create working conditions up to the demands of
the present time and to improve the functioning of
the Parliament. It is very important in terms of frequent meetings of deputies with their voters in the
places, getting familiarized with their concerns,
giving operative feedback to applications and complaints. This is related to the fact that progressive
trends are prevailing in Ilham Aliyev’s statehood
philosophy. As the head of the State he always has
a sensitive approach to the issues raised in the
Parliament and brings new shades to the high level
President –Parliament relations.
The Milli Majlis provides high level support to
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Great leader’s political successor President Ilham
Aliyev’s policy aimed at bringing Azerbaijan
among the advanced countries of the world, and
ensuring the national interests of the country. From
this point of view the development of the international relations of the Parliament is always in the
focus of attention of the leadership of the Milli
Majlis.
Working groups were established in the
Parliament for relations with the legislative bodies
of 69 countries of the world.
At present the Milli Majlis is a full member of
the Inter-Parliamentary Union, the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe, the
Parliamentary Assembly of the CIS, the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Organization of the
Islamic Conference, the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation, the
Parliamentary Assembly of the GUAM, and the
associative member of the NATO Parliamentary
Assembly. The Milli Majlis closely cooperates
with the European Parliament and other influential
international organizations. Our deputies closely
participated in the work of these organizations
regularly and deliver the truth about the Armenian-

Azerbaijani, Daghlig Garabag conflicts to the
Azerbaijani
world community.
Today the exterior (facade) of the administrative
building of the legislative body as been renewed
completely. Achievements of the modern technology have been widely used for this purpose; the
meeting hall was restored and the Conference hall,
Heydar Aliyev’s Memorial hall is beingf upgraded
upon the world standards. Currently a new building
of the Milli Majlis is being built. This is a bright
example of the construction work in the renewed
Azerbaijan. President Ilham Aliyev said the following on the rehabilitation work in the Parliament:
“There are great opportunities to effectively
work in the newly rehabilitated building of the
Milli Majlis”.
Azerbaijan, which is benefiting from Heydar
Aliyev’s rich statehood legacy, astonishes the
world with its successes. Milli Majlis, the advocate
of the great leader’s ideas of civil statehood formation unambiguously supports in this work the policy
pursued by the head of the State Ilham Aliyev. In
today’s Azerbaijan reality the high level PresidentParliament relations is contributing to the implementation of the honorable mission of “serving the
nation with loyalty” which is the essence of Heydar
Aliyev’s statehood idea.
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At present, our Republic is experiencing a great renaissance period. This progress, the foundation of which was
laid by our National Leader Heydar Aliyev, ensures
Azerbaijan’s rapid progress towards the summits of the
development through evolution.
Today the successful consequences of deservedly following up Heydar Aliyev’s political course by Ilham Aliyev,
enriching this political course in compliance with the
requirements of the modern time, bringing it to a qualitatively new phase is strongly felt in political and socio-economic spheres. It is known to everybody that the strategic
course set by Heydar Aliyev is underlying all the achievements gained. Within a very short period of time Mr.
Ilham Aliyev’s gaining unprecedented success towards the
development of all spheres proved that he is really the
political successor of the great leader and the carrier of
his statehood, socio-economic development missions.

I think, along with all of these, some qualities determination, principality, and the ability to say his
word in the right time, to take radical measures
should be reckoned the main factors preconditioning
the development of the State, and the success achieved
in various spheres. The political will demonstrated
both in foreign and domestic policy issues by
President Ilham Aliyev who acquired these qualities
from the policy giant Heydar Aliyev who had rich
statehood and governance experience, was the main
driving force in making the Azerbaijani statehood
more mighty and in the development of the country
during the recent years. Ilham Aliyev who was a witness and participant of very big political processes
when he was still a teen-ager is accepted both as a
personality who has reached excellence in these
processes and as a political leader who has victoriously and honorably passed through the severe trials
of history.
President Ilham Aliyev’s statehood and governance activities differ with its originality and specificity. In this respect, the administrative style of the
Head of the Azerbaijan State is highly modern, innovative, and full of initiative, resolute, fighting, scientific and intellectual. For this reason, there is no mere
chance that from the first day when Ilham Aliyev
started to act as the President he announced that he
considered the power to be a tool to serve the nation.
The Head of the State works determinedly to meet all
the commitments he made with his work. For this
reason, he is highly appreciated by the people unambiguously as the political leader without alternative
and the influential State figure. The studies and surveys conducted at different times by some famous

Bahar MURADOVA
The Deputy Chairman of the Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan

sociological research centers, distinguished with their
objectivity, obviously confirmed it. In other words
today Ilham Aliyev’s rating as the head of the State
and the popular public-political figure is very high. It
is accounted for the fact that President Ilham Aliyev
in his every step gives priority to the social interests
of the citizens and attaches special importance to the
implementation of a variety of State programs preconditioning the social welfare of all strata of the
population. He continues the national governance
traditions at high level by bringing the shades of progressiveness, new spirit and modernism (modern
tendencies) to the national governance system.
It is true that the great leader Heydar Aliyev generally, during more than 30 years of functioning as the
head of the State and as the influential public-political figure, made great contribution to the progress of
Azerbaijan, to the revival in all fields of the sociopolitical, economic and cultural life in the country.
Thanks just to the greatness of Heydar Aliyev
Azerbaijan’s contemporary statehood started to have
real sense and context. The foundation of the independent, prosperous and luxurious Azerbaijan was
laid thanks to high-level governance skills and great
political experience of our national leader. That is
why the successful continuation of Heydar Aliyev’s
political course is of historical importance for the
future of the Azerbaijani nation and the Azerbaijan
State.
The election of Ilham Aliyev, the most deserved
graduate of Heydar Aliyev’s political school, as the
head of the State in the 2003 Presidential elections
was once again the visual incarnation of the nation’s
confidence in him. The Azerbaijani people confiding
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to him actually voted for the follow-up of Heydar
Aliyev’s ideas. The election of Ilham Aliyev as the
Chairman to the New Azerbaijan Party (YAP) in the
III Congress of the New Azerbaijan Party in 2005
once again revealed that Heydar Aliyev’s political
course does not have any alternative. “Heydar
Aliyev’s policy shall live. This is the demand of
the Time. It is the only policy that will strengthen
Azerbaijan more, and will serve the improvement of living conditions of the Azerbaijani
nation …” – it was said by Ilham Aliyev in that
Congress.
Ilham Aliyev approached solution of all the problems of the country from the perspective of the
national statehood principles. The Head of the State
can precisely evaluate the general regularities of the
development of the Azerbaijani society in the present
situation. That is why the Azerbaijani nation’s supporting the passing on the helm of statehood machine
that was brought to operating condition during a
short period of time by Heydar Aliyev’s strenuous
and diligent work in 90s of the last century as a
baton to Ilham Aliyev, who has strong will and is
able to continue this concept, is a bright indicator of
our nation’s wisdom.
Indeed Ilham Aliyev’s multilateral, wide-ranged
activities during the period of time up to the 2003
Presidential elections gained great sympathy to
Ilham Aliyev’s personality among the nation, at the
same time attracted the attention of the community
to his personality. Successful implementation of the
mission that he took over in many fields of excessive
importance for the life of society, his approaching
style to political processes, particularly his speeches
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based on rational- analytical thinking caused great
interest in the Azerbaijani society, as well as in the
international community. Mr. Ilham Aliyev along
with his wide–ranged activities as the First VicePresident of the State Oil Company of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, as well as, as the President of the
National Olympic Committee since the middles of
90s, carried out important work in the capacity of the
head of our delegation to the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe (PACE) to ensure
Azerbaijan’s national interests. As a result of Mr.
Ilham Aliyev’s activities the Azerbaijani delegation
gained great achievements during the discussions of
the Mountainous Garabagh issue at the Council of
Europe, and from the tribune of the PACE included
this issue into the agenda generally as a threatening
issue to Europe. In the Council of Europe the
Azerbaijani delegation disseminated wide range of
documents on returning captives and hostages, on
growing narcotic drugs and directing the revenues
gained from these drugs to terrorist activities, on
destructing historical and cultural monuments in the
occupied territories. As a result of continuous efforts
by Mr. Ilham Aliyev who was elected to such an
important post as the Vice President of the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
(PACE) during his leadership of the Azerbaijani
delegation the Council of Europe recognized the
aggressive occupation policy of Armenia against

Azerbaijan. As a deputy to the Parliament Ilham
Aliyev who proved to be the most deserved successor of Heydar Aliyev’s statehood traditions with his
constructive steps was recognized as a serious phenomenon that can influence on the direction of
politico-economical processes in the geopolitical
area since that time.
Ilham Aliyev’s activity as a deputy left undeletable traces in memories of the Azerbaijani voters. The
residential buildings, multiple number of infrastructure objects built on his initiative and with his close
help in the territory of the Garadag district that he
represented in the Parliament still during the term of
the Milli Majlis of the first convocation opened wide
perspectives to the development and progress of this
area. “The foundation for assistance to the socioeconomic development of the Garadag district” that
he founded as a deputy to the Parliament played a
decisive role in the solution of many social problems
and the construction of social and cultural-communal objects in this district.
Great success gained by Ilham Aliyev who headed the proportional list of candidates from the YAP
Party (the New Azerbaijan Party) during the 2000
elections to the Parliament of the second convocation confirmed that he was accepted as the leader
without alternative among the voters.
“He is a person of high intellect, pragmatic thinking, an expert of the modern world policy and
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economy, an energetic personality and an initiator…
I believe that with your help and support Ilham
Aliyev will be able to follow up the issues of vital
importance, plans, works that I failed to complete. I
trust in him as in myself and cherish hopes for his
future” – these words expressed in the great leader
Heydar Aliyev’s Appeal to the Azerbaijani people at
the eve of the 2003 Presidential elections has constructively justified today.
Since the last Presidential elections, hundreds of
draft laws have been submitted to the Milli Majlis by
the head of the State based on the legislative initiative. These instruments first of all served just the
formation of the legal secular State in Azerbaijan,
and making the legislative framework, which is
important for the strengthening of the Statehood,
compatible with the international standards.
So, it is possible to say with confidence that
Mr. Ilham Aliyev has great historical role in the
development of the modern Azerbaijani Parliament.
It is possible to say without exaggeration that one of
the important factors of maintaining Azerbaijan’s
political independence is the formation of single
statehood interests. The fortune of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic, which existed as the first
democratic State in the East and which could maintain its independence only 23 months in 1918-1920,
as well as the chaos and uncontrollability happened
in the first years of independence of the Republic of
Azerbaijan at the end of the last century once again
proved that the principle of single center is the most
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satisfying political system. Just for this reason after
the historical return of the great leader Heydar
Aliyev to power, the single position taken by the
three branches of power (legislative, executive and
judicial) in terms of statehood, their functionality
based on the principle of unanimity enabled to
ensure the formation of the State policy just from
strategic point of view. Today Azerbaijan is the
State, which already evaded socio-political disorders
and which has a society united around the single
ideology and where the rule of law is prevailing. It is
no mere chance that representatives of political elites
of many western countries do not refrain from
apparently expressing their sympathy to the governance and statehood system of Azerbaijan formed in
the period of independence, and they recognize
without exaggeration the advantages of this model
specific only to Azerbaijan.
In 1995 the first Constitution of Azerbaijan that
was developed under the direct leadership of Heydar
Aliyev and that meets the world standards, and
includes all of the human rights and freedoms was
adopted by popular vote (referendum). Parliamentary
elections based on multi-party system were held for
the first time in the history of the Azerbaijani
Parliament, the 90th anniversary of which is going to
be celebrated in these days.
As the State independence and political freedom
creates conditions for the development of national
economy, strengthening of political independence
by developing the national economy reinforces the
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stands of the State independence. The political legacy left by Heydar Aliyev who said that “the State,
economy of which is strong is able to everything”
preconditioned the development course in this field.
Despite a lot of obstacles and pressures the foundations of economic development were laid in the
country by signing the Contract of the Century in
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Baku on September 20, 1994 thanks to the political
will and determination of genius Heydar Aliyev.
Hereby the Republic of Azerbaijan as an independent State signed the great success in its history of
political and economic diplomacy. The gained
achievements were further followed by the implementation of the Baku-Tbilisi –Ceyhan oil pipeline
and Baku- Tbilisi -Arzurum gas pipeline projects,
our country is actively involved in the regional and
international economic integration processes.
According to the opinion of many experts “the Long
Term Strategy for the Use of Oil Revenues“ approved
by President Ilham Aliyev will ensure currency
inflows amounting to even about US $ 400 billion
from this sector during the forthcoming 20 years.
That is why I think that there is no need for a detailed
explanation of the importance of this strategy.
The dynamic rate of the development visible during the last 10 years, the socio-economic summaries
of the latest years confirm that Azerbaijan has
become the leading State in the Southern Caucasus
by all parameters. Azerbaijan gained progress in
the sectors of vital importance during this period.
During the power of Ilham Aliyev – since 2003
socio- economic development of the country has
been accelerating more. The socio- economic development strategy continued successfully by the head
of the State, the reforms implemented with great
determination open new horizons from the development perspective of Azerbaijan in the real sense of
the word. It testifies his high-level governance skills
and excellent working experience.
The non-analogous development rate of the
Azerbaijani economy in the world, the increase of
the budget revenues up to US $ 10 billion by more
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that 10 times during last 4 years, huge investments
made by foreign investors in the economy of the
Republic and other conditions are among the factors
that strengthen the economic independence of
Azerbaijan. Despite the strong resistance even by the
US department under the influence of the Armenian
lobby the realization of the construction of the GarsAkhalkalaki – Tbilisi – Baku regional railroad is just
the triumph of the strong will and determination of
President Ilham Aliyev. Allocation of US $ 200 million credit for the period of 25 years to the neighboring Georgia to ensure the timely completion of this
project testifies that Azerbaijan is not only a country,
which is economically independent from any foreign
State, but also it is even a country with the capacity
to act as a donor State in the international economic
relations. Now it is today’s reality that the implementation of any regional project is impossible
without the consent of Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan,
which as well earlier than others put forward its proposals on joining the “Nabukko” gas pipeline, once
again demonstrated its determination to sign greater
success in this direction.
The Azerbaijani economy, which is developing
dynamically today along with all parameters, is also
accompanied with the real results of the steps made
towards the improvement of the social prosperity,
welfare of the people, the solution of the social problems, and the improvement of the infrastructure.
The creation of great opportunities for the solution
of these issues, which is one of the priorities of the
Government policy, was met with great sympathy in
the country. Putting into operation new enterprises
along with giving impulse to opening new working
places (jobs) also accelerates the development in the
social sectors. It is the result of successful implementation of the State programs that since the last
post Presidential elections period more than 680
working places were opened in the country, the poverty level decreased from 49% to 16 %. All of these
are a bright example of the unity of country President
Mr. Ilham Aliyev’s promises that he made to the
people and his deeds.
The policy pursued by the President relies on
profound scientific bases by all parameters. The
social regulation policy carried on in the country in
its essence complies with the principles of market
economy. Social care to the citizens is always on the
focus of attention. The increase of social expenditures in the State budget of 2008 can be considered
a good example of this care.
The dividends gained from the economic development of the country, successful results of the new
oil strategy is being directed to the solution of social
problems of our people, and to the improvement of
the living conditions of our citizens. The Government
successfully continues the implementation of special
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program on the targeted social benefits for the lowincome parts of the population. Thus, Azerbaijan’s
socio-economic progress creates conditions to the
high-level solution of the social problems of the
population.
Today, the country of the President Ilham Aliyev
is carrying on regular and expedient work and taking
efficient steps to strengthening the defense capacity
of the country staying loyal to the military-political
course of the great leader in the implementation of
profound quality changes in the armed forces of our
Republic, which is in the state of war with Armenia,
in establishing the regular state-of-art army which is
in line with modern standards. It is enough to note
only one fact that the military expenditures of the
country envisaged in the State budget for 2008 are
equal to the total annual budget of Armenia. The
Azerbaijani army is in the process of becoming a
body, which is up to the NATO standards. Today its
soldiers in the composition of the UN peacekeeping
troops as the detachments of limited contingents are
representing Azerbaijan with dignity in many conflict zones of the world –in Iraq, Afghanistan, and
Kosovo. The technical capacity of our Army was
qualitatively upgraded with the new military equipment, the process of forming fighting spirit of soldiers and their military- patriotic education is yielding its effective results. That is why there is great
confidence that we will be able to be witnesses of
triumphant attacks and victory of the independent
Azerbaijani army on the enemy under the leadership
of the High Commander -in -Chief Ilham Aliyev
who in the meetings with the Internally Displaced
Persons, soldiers and officers of the military unit

during his visit to the Fizuli district in April of this
year announced more determinedly that we will continue the struggle. President Ilham Aliyev who
proved that Heydar Aliyev’s political course has no
alternatives by covering great distances in the direction of the socio-economic development of our
country during the last 4 years, by fulfilling the big
proportion of the promises he made, was near the
people in all his steps that he made and proved that
he is the President of every Azerbaijani. During the
recent period as a result of strengthening Azerbaijan’s geo-strategic position in the region and
more developing our economic relations with the
leading States of the world Azerbaijan gains large
maneuvering opportunities in terms of diplomacy as
an independent State. If the development concept
formed by Heydar Aliyev with political foresight
created very strong background to make Azerbaijan,
which was making fragile steps in the way of independence, known in the international arena, in the
further phase this political course, which was implemented and proceeded by President Ilham Aliyev,
ensured that our country has become a leading State
in the Southern Caucasus region. Nobody already
can deny the truth that it is already Azerbaijan’s
word that is counted in the region. That is why the
tendency of the States like the USA, Russia, Iran,
France , which have strong opportunities to influence on the world policy to have horizontal relations
with Azerbaijan actually should just be accounted
for the strength of the geopolitical position of
Azerbaijan located between Europe and Asia and
Azerbaijan’s increasing influence. President Ilham
Aliyev’s considerations on the Mountainous
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Garabagh conflict and on the perspectives of resolving this conflict is causing interest. The head of the
State more than once announced that the ethic
cleansing policy was pursued against Azerbaijanis,
more than one million people became refugees and
IDPs, but this policy was not properly condemned
by the world community. The 20 percent of the territories of the UN member sovereign state has been
occupied, but the world community does not properly treat this issue. According to the head of the
State all of these are injustice, unfortunately the
world community does not exert necessary pressure
to the aggressor to put an end to this occupation.
Despite this, Azerbaijan that could develop its
existing potential up to high level under the leadership of the President Ilham Aliyev was able to
maximum “press down” Armenia in the diplomatic
and socio- economic domains. The adoption of the
resolution “On the situation in the occupied territories of Azerbaijan” with the majority votes in the
General Assembly of the United Nations in March
of this year certainly should be considered the victory of the Azerbaijan diplomacy and the policy of
Ilham Aliyev. These and other undeniable facts,
gained achievements that are the result of strenuous
work of the Azerbaijani Prsident Ilham Aliyev prove
that serious shift was achieved in the resolution of
the Armenia-Azerbaijan, Mountainous Garabagh
problem, that Azerbaijan’s just position is gradually
supported more in the international arena, and
increase hopes that the day when the occupied
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Azerbaijani territories soon will be taken back is
coming nearer and nearer.
It is the result of the implemented expedient policy that today Azerbaijan’s economy is by 10 times
of the Armenia’s economy, the Azerbaijani Army is
the strongest Army in the Southern Caucasus, its
strengths and budget is increasing every year. The
President who purposefully emphasizes the existence of the known 4 UN resolutions related to the
conflict announces that he supports the resolution of
this problem within the norms of the international
law, but the Armenian side by all means avoids it.
When speaking on the possibilities of resolving the
conflict by military way he always states that
Azerbaijan will use its right to reinstate its territorial
integrity by military way if negotiations fail to give
results, and if Armenia does not agree to return our
territories in the peaceful way.
The political course pursued by the leadership of
the country, successful diplomatic moves ensure that
the political views of all international organizations
concerning this problem change for the favor of
Azerbaijan.. It is already obviously felt that the
Minsk group of the OSCE that directly deals with
the resolution of the conflict, more exactly that has
been implementing mediation mission for more than
15 years to achieve peace between the sides and the
political leaders of the OSCE member countries
separately can not exert pressure on Azerbaijan as
they did before, on the contrary in all cases they are
obliged to take into account the position of the offi-
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cial Baku.
The right foreign policy of the Government of
Azerbaijan that it formed and developed in this
direction, the increasing influence of our State in the
region, the increase of its economic mightiness, and
generally its ranking in the row of the influential
States of the world makes not only other countries
and international organizations, but also Armenia to
make corrections in their foreign policy related to
Azerbaijan.
After gaining State independence, one of the very
important tasks in front of our country was to identify the foreign policy course. Today our independent State is a full member of the United Nations
Organization, the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the Council of
Europe, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, the
Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation, the Organization of the Islamic Conference, the
CIS and other influential international organizations,
the initiator and active participant of the regional
organization of GUAM. One of the biggest achievements is Azerbaijan’s accession to the Council of
Europe. Accession to this influential organization as
a full-fledged member summarized the process of
political integration (unification) of Azerbaijan to
the European family. Particularly the improvement
of the attitudes of the Council of Europe and the
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OSCE to our country shows that the present development line of Azerbaijan’s interrelations, which
was initiated by Heydar Aliyev, with the international organizations is very correct and is based on
the precisely calculated political course.
Today Azerbaijan along with being distinguished
with its proactive position, has recently hosted many
international political, social, economic, cultural and
sport events. It is related to the fact that our country
has already managed to take one of the influential
places in the political map of the world. The acceptance of the proposal on Baku’s hosting the 2016
Olympic Games by the IOC on one hand is connected with the active position of our country in
sports and the Olympic movement, on the other hand
it is a hint to the fact that Azerbaijan has enough
political influence and economic mightiness necessary to hold the most magnificent sport events.
During his Presidency Mr. Ilham Aliyev’s multiple number of visits to the leading countries of the
world, the agreements and treaties signed with different countries made decisive impact on the increase
of the influence of Azerbaijan in the international
arena. At present Azerbaijan’s diplomatic representations are successfully functioning in 55 countries
and 54 countries have already opened their embassies and permanent representations in our Republic.
Briefly speaking, national leader Heydar Aliyev’s
successful foreign policy doctrine polished up with
the accuracy of a goldsmith is as well yielding its
results today. It is the result of this doctrine that differing from the previous periods now in the relations
with international organizations and foreign countries the role and place of Azerbaijan in these relations is more spoken than the opportunities of influencing on Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan’s more and more
increasing opportunity to influence on the world
policy is also observed by me as the head of the
delegation representing our country in the
Parliamentary Assembly of the OSCE.
Briefly speaking, reliable formation of the
Statehood institutions in Azerbaijan today plays the
role of a sustainable base for ensuring the renaissance and continuous development and creates favorable background for stability and welfare. In this
regard the following thoughts expressed by the
country President Mr. Ilham Aliyev already leaves
no doubt in anybody that these are the thoughts that
come out of today’s reality, that are the result of
pragmatic thinking, political foresight and that they
justified themselves: “I believe in the happy future
of Azerbaijan. I am sure that our country will
also be developing and strengthening from now
onwards, too. Democracy will develop more in
Azerbaijan, political pluralism, and freedom of
speech will be ensured. Our country will become
a modern State. To achieve all these much work

should be performed in Azerbaijan. However to
implement all of these and to turn Azerbaijan
into a mighty State first of all Heydar Aliyev’s
policy should be continued in the country”.
Since the large- scaled socio-political processes
and economic reforms that gained impetus (momentum) during the leadership of genius Heydar Aliyev
whose 85th anniversary was solemnly celebrated at
the State level this year, have created substantive
grounds in all fields for positive radical changes during a short period of time. It is possible to say with
full confidence that the well-considered and accurately deliberated political course of the present
political leadership of Azerbaijan will ensure the
more increase of these achievements and rapid
progress towards the revival of national-moral values and raise of culture in the process of increasing
the economy and improving social welfare of the
population.
So, the sketches of the successful future of the
Azerbaijani people and the independent Azerbaijan
State originated from the great Leader Heydar
Aliyev’s ideas are more obviously seen as the result
of the political course continued today by President
Ilham Aliyev.
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A new milestone
in the Azerbaijani
parliamentarism:

MILLI
MAJLIS
Milli Majlis as the legislative authority

Ziyafat ASGAROV
I Deputy Chairman of Milli Majlis
of the Republic of Azerbaijan

Under the principle of division of powers, the legislative power is executed by
the Parliament in Azerbaijan. Other branches of the state power are functioning
on behalf and for the sake of application of law. In the legal society, the people
on one hand, and the state, on the other, undertake the responsibility to abide
laws.
On November 12, 1995, the Constitution of the independent Republic of
Azerbaijan was adopted. The comprehensive and ideal constitution, meeting the
existing requirements, is almost one the most democratic amongst the constitutions of the world states. The Constitution has played an important role in the
development of democracy, in further strengthening of legality and legal statebuilding in Azerbaijan since 1995. The Chapter V of the Constitution of the
Republic of Azerbaijan is titled as “Legislative power”. Article 81 of this Chapter
stipulates that the legislative power in the Republic of Azerbaijan is executed by
Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The organization and activity of Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan is governed by the following legislative
acts: the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Electoral Code of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, Internal Charter of Milli Majlis of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan “On the legal status of a
deputy of Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan”.
The reforms carried out in the Republic of Azerbaijan require further improvement of legislation towards the legal, democratic and secular state-building. In
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this regard, the amendments and additions made to
the legislative acts on the legal status of Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan may be given
as an example. On August 24, 2002, several amendments were made to the Constitution of the Republic
of Azerbaijan by referendum. In view of the advantages of a majoritarian election system, the conduct
of elections to Milli Majlis on the basis of this system should be noted as one of the steps taken
towards the democratic state-building. Later on, the
amendments and additions were made to the Internal
Charter of Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan
in December 2002. At the same time, the additions
to the Constitution should not be disregarded as
well. On December 24, a Constitutional Law “On
supplementary provisions of the right of Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan to solve the
issue of credence to the Cabinet of Ministers of the
Republic of Azerbaijan” was adopted by Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
It should be noted that the parliament is both
legislative and representative body. In modern
democratic legal states, the parliament is a supreme

authority of national representation expressing the
sovereign will of people, which acts as a legislative
body. Although it is not directly indicated in the
Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, parliament is also presented as the authority of national
representation in the Constitutions of most states.
This double pecularity (legislative and representative) of a legilsative body is ensured in a different
way and have certainly distinct forms of the realization.
According to the Constitution of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, Milli Majlis is titled as a legislative
body having its basic function of adopting laws.
Neither any authority, except Milli Majlis, nor any
person has the power to adopt a law. It has supreme
powers in this filed and the results of its lawmaking
activity cover the entire territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan. All state authorities, public agencies,
legal entities and citizens have to comply with
them. That is, the legislative initiative belongs to
parliament as an exclusive right in the execution of
the state power.
Using for the first time the notion of parliament
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approximated this body towards the model parliament existing in the world practice.
Powers of Milli Majlis
The most significant attribute and feature of the
legal status of a state authority is identified by the
extent of its powers. These powers specify its rank
within the system of state authorities.
The Constitution grants certain powers to the
Parliament to perform its functions successfuly.
This is a digest of powers regarding the adoption of
laws and resolutions; in particular, the adoption of
laws is a principal part of parliament’s powers.
Adoption of laws is the basic form of State’s activity in the field of lawmaking.
The extent of powers granted to Milli Majlis is
precisely indicated in the Constitution of the
Republic of Azerbaiajn. The Constitution divides
the powers of the Parliament into two groups: general rules identified by Milli Majlis (Article 94) and
the issues solved by Milli Majlis (Article 95). The
powers of Parliament are listed in the above-mentioned Articles.
In general, the powers of Milli Majlis prescribed
in Articles 92-95 may be formally classified by
several criteria:
1. powers to arrange the work of Milli Majlis;
2. legislative powers;
3. powers to establish state authorities
and appoint the officials;
4. powers to declare a referendum;
5. financial powers;
6. powers in the field of defense and security;
7. powers to approve and denunciate the
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8. powers to control the Government’s acivities.
The powers to arrange the work of Milli Majlis
are indicated in Article 92 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Azerbaijan. Milli Majlis of the Republic
of Azerbaijan sets up its mode of operation and
establishes the relevant agencies of Milli Majlis, at
the same time, elects its chairman and deputy chairmen, establishes its standing commissions and the
chamber of accounts.
The legislative powers are one of the basic powers of Milli Majlis. The Azerbaijani Parliament
adopts the constitutional laws, laws and resolutions
on the issues within the framework of its powers.
Article 94 of the Constitution includes the general rules identified by Milli Majlis; the issues
solved by Milli Majlis are listed in Article 95.
It is mostly introduced in the powers of Milli
Majlis to appoint the officials and establish public
authorities by the recommendation of public authorities and officials. According to Article 95 of the
Constitution, the following powers of Milli Majlis
as to establish the diplomatic representations, ratify
the appointment of the Prime Minister, appoint the
judges of the Constitutional Court, Supreme Court
and Court of Appeal, appoint and dismiss the
Prosecutor - General of the Republic of Azerbaijan,
ratify the appointment of Ombudsman, dismiss
judges, appoint and dismiss the members of Board
of the National Bank of the Republic of Azerbaijan
are implemented upon the recommendation of the
President.
The power of Milli Majlis to declare a referendum is prescribed in paragraph 18 of Article 95 of
the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan. In
addition, the scope of issues not to be put to referendum is stipulated in Article 3 of the Constitution
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of the Republic of Azerbaijan. Thus, the following
issues cannot be put to referendum:
1. taxes and state budget;
2. amnesty and pardoning;
3. elections, appointment and approval of officials, whose election, appointment and approval are
respectively under the competence of legislative
and (or) executive authorities.
As regards the financial powers of the Parliament,
firstly, the way of approving the amount of state
incomes and expenditures by parliament, as well as
identifying taxes are meant. The powers of parliament in the financial sphere are reflected in the
approval of budget and imposing taxes.
The powers concerning defense and security are
envisaged in paragraphs 7 and 17 of section I in
Article 95 of the Constitution. The substantial powers such as approving the military doctrine upon the
recommendation of the President, ratifying the declaration of war and making peace based on the
appeal of the President are passed to the disposal of
Milli Majlis.
The powers on international relations include the
ratification and denunciation of the international
treaties. Participation of the legislative power in the
ratification and denunciation of the international
treaties is vital. Because, it is of great importance to
indicate in the Constitution the parliament’s participation in the ratification and denunciation of
international treaties in order not to cause a collision between the domestic legislation of the country and its international treaties.
One of the basic powers of the Parliament is the
control the Government’s activities. This function
and the powers set under it practically concern all
parliaments regardless the form of administration.
However, the scope of the function varies depending on the administration form. The function of
controlling the Government’s activities is also one
of the disputable issues. Most people state that
Milli Majlis – the legislative authority of the
Republic of Azerbaijan doesn’t possess these powers. They substantiate this argument with the fact
that Azerbaijan is a presidential republic and the
power to control the Government’s activities
belongs solely to the President. It is possible to
agree with this to a certain extent, since the
Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan grants
very extensive powers to the President. But there is
a delicate point: the paragraph 14 of Article 95 of
the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan provides for the solution of the issue of credence to the
Cabinet of Ministers. The paragraph 14 yeilds that
the consent of any body is not needed for Milli
Majlis to solve the issue of credence to the Cabinet
of Ministers. That is, Milli Majlis can independently consider the issue of credence to the Cabinet

of Ministers. Although the powers of parliament to
contol the government in the presidential republic
is less diverse, the Azerbaijani Parliament has quite
extensive powers in this field. Thus, the Government
regularly reports to the Parliament and responds the
questions of deputies. The Parliament has extensive
powers to criticize the Government. In this case,
the lack of Government’s power to dismiss the
Parliament further increases the effectiveness of
this control.
It should be noted that the adoption of the
amnesty act is also included among the Parliament’s
powers. Through the act of amnesty, persons who
have convicted of a crime may be released from
punishment or main part of punishment, or the punishment imposed on them may be reduced or
replaced with a milder penalty for the unserved
term of imprisonment. The imprisonment of persons who served punishment may also be lifted by
an act of amnesty.
Organization of Milli Majlis
Milli Majlis arranges its work in compliance
with the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and the Internal Charter of Milli Majlis. There are
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Affairs;
3. Standing Committee on Economic Policy;
4. Standing Committee on Natural Resources,
Energy and Ecology;
5. Standing Committee on Agrarian Policy;
6. Standing Committee on Social Policy;
7. Standing Committee on Regional Issues;
8. Standing Committee on Science and
Education;
9. Standing Committee on Culture;
10. Standing Committee on Human Rights;
11. Standing Committee on International and
Interparliamentary Relations .
The Standing Committees confirm their work
plan for the following session at least 1 week
before the beginning of the next session of Milli
Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Legislative procedure
instructions in the Chapter I of the Internal Charter
of Milli Majlis regarding the parliamentary bodies.
The chairman of Milli Majlis is elected by secret
voting among deputies using the ballot papers. A
candidate for the chairmanship of Milli Majlis is
nominated by deputies. Each deputy may nominate
only one candidate. The candidates adhered by at
least 10 deputies are included to the voting bulletin.
The candidate receiving votes by at least 63 deputies through a secret ballot is elected the chairman
of Milli Majlis. The candidates for deputy chairmen of Milli Majlis are nominated by the chairman
of Milli Majlis and the deputies. The chairman of
Milli Majlis and the deputies may nominate only
one candidate for the first deputy chairman and
deputy chairmen. The candidates adhered by at
least 7 deputies participate in voting. The candidate
receiving votes by at least 63 deputies through an
open ballot is elected the deputy chairman of Milli
Majlis.
At the beginning of the first session of each summoning of Milli Majlis, the standing commissions
of Milli Majlis are established. The standing committees are functioning during the term of office of
Milli Majlis. The numerical composition of standing commissions is identified by Milli Majlis. The
Committees should include at least 5 and at most
20 deputies. The Standing Committees with members more than 15 deputies may set up a sub-committee. Generally, the activity of standing commissions is governed by the Law “On Standing
Committees of Milli Majlis of the Republic of
Azerbaijan” (July 10, 1998). The Standing Committees of Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan
are the following:
1. Standing Committee on Legal Policy and
State-building;
2. Standing Committee on Security and Defense
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The legislative process includes several consistent stages. These stages are logically consistent. It
wouldn’t be a mistake to characterize the legislative process as the procedure of adopting legal
acts.
As it is of major importances, the legislative
activity of Milli Majlis is precisely regulated and
the parliament implements its activities within the
framework of the mentioned procedure.
The stages of legislative procedure are the steps
of comprehensive prosedural actions, which aim at
creating the normative acts to form the public
administration and are in close interrelation. In this
process, the end of a certain stage confirms the
transition of work on creation of the normative acts
to the next independent stage. The acts formed at
every new stage acquire a new quality.
To generalize the above mentioned, it can be
regarded that the legislative process is the operational procedure for preparation, official consideration, adoption and publication of normative acts.
The right of legislative initiative in the Republic
of Azerbaijan belongs to the deputies of Milli
Majlis, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan,
Supreme Court of the Republic of Azerbaijan,
Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Azerbaijan
and Supreme Majlis of Nakhchivan Autonomous
Republic. There is a direct instruction on this in
section I of Article 96 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Azerbaijan. Alongside with these subjects set out in the Constitution, according to
Article 1.5 of the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan
“On Commissioner (Ombudsman) for Human
Rights”, the commissioner may put forward proposals to Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan
on adoption or reconsideration of laws with the aim
of ensuring human rights and freedoms.
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The way of developing and considering draft
laws and resolutions at the standing committees of
Milli Majlis is set out in line with the Constitution
of the Republic of Azerbaijan and Internal Charter
of Milli Majlis. A standing commission may set up
a task force to work on the draft laws and resolutions. A joint task force may be established when
the draft laws and resolutions are developed by
several standing committees. If there are two or
more draft laws and resolutions on the same issue,
they are discuseed jointly. In case of a controvercy
among several standing committees working on the
same project, the idea of leading standing committee is taken as a basis.
Under the instruction of a standing committee,
the Milli Majlis Administration carries outlegal and
linguo-stylistics expertise of draft laws and resolutions, as well as compiles the list of laws and other
normative acts to be adopted, amended or liquidated in regard with the adoption of a draft law.
As a rule, draft laws pass three readings at Milli
Majlis. Draft laws may also be passed through only
one reading based on the decision of the chairman
of Milli Majlis or resolution of Milli Majlis adopted
in procol order.
Laws are submitted to the President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan for signing within 14 days
since adoption. The draft laws declared urgent are
submitted to the President of the Republic of
Azerbaijan for signing within 24 hours from adoption. In case the bill submitted for signing meets an

objection of the President, it shall be reconsidered
by Milli Majlis.
The President signs the laws submitted to him
within 56 days. The approval of a law is realized
through signing by the President of its official
text.
Laws and resolutions of Milli Majlis are effective since the date of their publication, unless it is
indicated otherwise in the same laws and resolutions.
Namely the published normaive act ensures the
effective and efficient delivery of its content to all
civil servants, officials and ordinary citizens.
In a word, Milli Majlis of the Republic of
Azerbaijan was formed in consideration of the parliamentary practice of the world countries. Its single-chamber structure is pre-conditioned by the
developoment characteristics specific to our statehood, features of state administration of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, which were historically
generated, including social and political realities of
the country. Meeting the present requirements for
legal, secular and democratic state-building, our
Parliament serves as a main ring in the development dynamics of constitutionalism.
Looking through the legal reforms conducted in
the country, it can be noted that Milli Majlis has
worked at full productivity and carried out a significant work to further strengthen the Azerbaijani
statehood and establish the legislative framework
for the reforms conducted in the Republic.
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It became a tradition to have a look at past, to analyze the
achievements, to appreciate the current problems and to define
the future perspectives on the eve of each anniversary. It is
envisaged to hold a number of events dedicated to the 90th
anniversary of the Azerbaijan People’s Republic and
Parliament of Azerbaijan, and publish scientific publicist
articles. In this article, I would like to share my thoughts on
development perspectives of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
It is well-known that the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was the first democratic parliament in the East. But after the occupation of Azerbaijan by Bolsheviks and establishment
of the Soviet power in 1920, democratic development was stopped, which was also a hard blow on
parliamentary traditions in the country. At that time
both existing Soviet Congresses and Supreme Soviet served as a screen for making the decisions of
the ruling Communist Party official and creating an
impression of “socialist” democracy in the country.
Holding parliamentary elections without alternative
(one candidate for one deputy mandate), lack of the
permanently acting parliament, adoption of every
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decision unanimously and other similar features
prove that there was no real parliament during Communist authority. It is true that the parliament was
able to demonstrate its capacity in the last years of
the Soviet Union when authority of the Communist
party became weaker. At that time it became clear
that without a democratic parliament none of the
problems that societies face could find its real solution. The painful practice of that time indicated that
the time of the decorative parliament had already
passed.
Immediately after Azerbaijan restored its independence it became obvious that the forces which
came to the power on the wave of people’s move-
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ment, being guided by Neo-Bolshevik tactics instead of democratic parliament building in Azerbaijan and promoting unskilled and inexperienced
personnel instead of using the rich human resources
stocked in the country with great difficulty, were
pursuing a simple policy instead of dealing with the
important problems of the country.
The process of the real state building commenced
in the Republic of Azerbaijan only after the return
of the great son of Azerbaijani people, national leader Heydar Aliyev to the power. Attention and care
that Heydar Aliyev paid to the parliament, wide and
comprehensive discussion of all important problems
of the country in the parliament were examples of
the statehood attitude towards parliament. During a
short period of time, draft Constitution of the independent Republic of Azerbaijan was developed and
adopted on 12th November, 1995 through referendum. At the same time, the first elected parliament
of the independent Republic of Azerbaijan – Milli
Majlis was established. Milli Majlis, the elections
to which were held on 12th November, 1995 was
really the first elected parliament in the history of
Azerbaijan, as the National Council which existed
during the People’s Republic was not set up through
elections, but rather representation; Supreme Soviet which was elected during Commissariat was a
parliament of a non-independent country; National
Council (later Milli Majlis) which was established
in 1991 was a body was formed from the deputies
of the Supreme Soviet.
As it is a practice in the majority of the modern
developed democratic countries, Parliament of the
Republic of Azerbaijan – Milli Majlis realizes three
main functions. These functions include legislative,
representative and controlling functions. Development perspectives of the Parliament of Azerbaijan
are tightly connected with improvement and modernizing these functions, their directing and adjusting to new requirements.
In the context of events and processes taking
place in today’s globalizing world, one of the striking factors is the changing the role and importance
of parliaments. There are several reasons for these
changes.
First of all it should be mentioned that legislation of the developed countries has been formed
since long ago, that is to say, all necessary laws
have been adopted in these countries and are currently applied quiet efficiently. Indeed it does not
mean that legislation process stopped there, no, not
at all. It means that the legislation activity reached
the new quality level.
Legislative activity mainly relates to making
various necessary changes and amendments to current laws, as well as adopting laws which regulate
newly created public relations, particularly those

regulating public relations
established as a result of using new technologies. Otherwise, in the beginning of the
21st century, legislative activity in the majority of parliaments of the modern developed countries has decreased
in volume and changed in
content.
On the other hand, one
more inclination is clearly
observed nowadays in modern parliaments. This comparatively new tendency
consists of the fact that parliaments started adopting deSafa Mirzeyev
cisions on matters which were
Head of the Administration
not traditionally included into
of Milli Majlis (Parliament) of
the context of their authority.
the Republic of Azerbaijan,
This type of decisions are the
1st Rank State Advisor
decisions adopted by parliaments commenting on the events taking place in
other countries, assessing the matters which took
place in the historical past and other similar situations.
There might be various reasons for adopting
such decisions – promoting the Western democracy
model in all countries of the world regardless their
development level, as if restoring historical justice,
protection of human rights, taking into the consideration the interests of national and other social minorities, and etc.
Nevertheless, analyzing such decisions one can
find out that there other grounds standing behind
them. In most cases, the real reason for adopting
such decisions is the desire to interfere into political
affairs of other countries, the purpose of agitating,
in some cases making these countries adopt economical, political, social decisions which are based
on political motives.
For example, adoption of decisions by parliaments of several countries on recognition of the
“Armenian genocide” as an instrument for influencing Turkey belongs to this category. It is well
known, that some European countries are against
Turkey’s accession into the European Union and
more generally, its integration into European space.
Thus, the president of France Nicolas Sarkozy has
recently declared it clearly. For achieving that purpose, the forces having anti-Turkey position and
standing against accession of this country into Europe are using all a great variety of methods. Such
an idea that adoption of decisions on recognition of
the “Armenian genocide” in a range of countries of
the world is as if the result of power and influence
of Armenian Diasporas settled in those countries
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has widely expanded in Azerbaijan. To my mind,
such kind of attitude is wrong. Without diminishing
the influence of the Armenian Diasporas, I think
that unless the purpose of hindering the rapid development of Turkey would not be in the interests of
authorities of those countries, no foreign Diasporas
would be able to achieve adoption of such kind of
decisions.
It shall be clearly comprehended by everyone
that decisions adopted by parliaments in modern
developed countries, which in the majority of cases
haves no normative impact and directed to “promotion” of democracy is nothing, but political maneuvers conducted in the framework of the “Big game”
taking place in world arena.
From the theoretical point of view, one of the
features of this type of decisions is that, as a rule
they do not create any legal consequences. Their
non normative characteristics and declarative nature
raises arguments in the legal theory on legal nature
of this kind of documents adopted by supreme legislative bodies. In most cases, it is possible to tell
definitely that such kind of decisions is not a part of
the national legislative system. It is true that sometimes, in very rare cases, some laws are adopted as a
logical consequence of these decisions. Thus, right
after recognizing the “Armenian genocide”, the
French Parliament adopted a law assuming criminal responsibility for the French citizens refusing
to recognize the “Armenian genocide”. Adoption
and entering into force such a “law” in the country
as France, which has great democratic traditions,
emerges nothing more than the feeling of surprise
and regret. This kind of “laws’ denying such fundamental values as the freedom of speech, freedom of
thought, freedom of expression, and ignoring nonpolitical scientific-historical researches, do not add
value to the Western democracy.
Sometimes the Holocaust (genocide against
Jewish in fascist Germany) is shown as an example
in order to acquit such attitude. Though, there is a
serious principal difference between them. First of
all, genocide against Jewish in the fascist Germany
was proved and confirmed in Nuremburg process
which was held observing all legal procedures.
Later on, the Holocaust was recognized by all international community. Finally, the modern German
state (German Federative Republic) confirmed this
fact. Without having all these factors, determining
criminal liability for the persons not recognizing
the “Armenian genocide” is a ridiculous situation
which has no analogue.
And now let’s pay attention to the development
perspectives of the legislative activity of the Parliament of Azerbaijan. Since adoption of the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan in 1995 till
now, the legislative framework of the independent
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Azerbaijan has been intensively developed. Almost
all laws inherited from Soviet times lost their validity leaving their place to the national legislation
system directed towards establishment of a legal
democratic state, statehood traditions, formation of
a free market economy, protection of human rights
and freedoms, strengthening social protection of
population, development of science, education, culture and art, raising international image and defense
power of the country.
Yes, it shall be acknowledged that there are still
some fields remaining which require adoption of
new laws. For example, although a Law on “Administrative Proceedings” has been adopted within
the framework of the administrative reforms and
current discussion of the Administrative Procedural
Code is taking place in Milli Majlis, a great deal of
work shall still be carried out in this field. Particularly, laws on pecuniary administrative law should
be adopted. This work has already been started –
construction code is on the stage of development
while drafts of other acts regulating other administrative relations are being prepared.
Still, in the majority of cases, legislative procedure consists of improvement of the existing
laws through making changes and amendments to
them. This tendency of the legislative activity of
the Azerbaijani Parliament is in succession with
inclinations existing in the developed countries.
Nowadays, efforts are made to develop legislation
meeting new quality requirements. On the modern
stage, main responsibility consists of conducting
expertise of the valid laws in order to bring them
in line with the present-time demands and making
necessary changes in necessary situations without
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delay. It is important to study both legislation of the
European Union and other progressive experiences
existing in the world.
Another development perspective of Milli Majlis
of Azerbaijan relates to its representation function.
Representation function of the parliament means
that the members of the parliament represent entire
population of the country in the parliament, interests of all strata of the society are reflected in the
parliament, and MPs have constant close relations
with their electorate. In this connection, the Constitutional referendum held in 2002 determined that
elections to Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan are held on the basis of the majoritarian system.
Elections to Milli Majlis used to be held on the basis
of the mixed election system. 100 out of 125 deputies of the Parliament were elected on majoritarian
system from single-mandate election constituencies
and 25 on the basis of the proportional system according to party lists. But in parliamentary elections
of 2005, all the deputies were elected in the majoritarian election constituencies. To my mind, majoritarian election system is developing representative
function of the parliament. For the reason that in this
system the framework of each deputy’s responsibility covers concrete area, its population and election
constituency. Besides, in order to develop representation function of the parliament, an institute of deputy assistants has been established since 2007. At
present, assistant- deputies are permanently acting
in the offices of deputies existing in each election
constituency. It has strengthened mutual relations
between deputies and their electorate.
Finally, it is possible to elaborate on the control
function of Milli Majlis of Azerbaijan strengthen-

ing its development perspectives. As a parliament
in every modern state, Milli Majlis of Azerbaijan
also realizes control function in several directions.
Here it is possible to include control over budget,
control over the government, control over administrative bodies working with municipalities, control
over prosecution bodies and etc. As time passes, it
is observed that control function of the parliament
is expanding. For example, until Constitutional
Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan on “Additional
Guarantees to the Right of the Milli Majlis to Solve
Issues Related to the Confidence by Milli Majlis of
the Republic of Azerbaijan to the Cabinet of Ministers” was adopted, control of the parliament over
the Cabinet of Ministers was limited. However, currently the government reports to the parliament in
the 5th meeting of the spring session of Milli Majlis
and Milli Majlis solves the issue of confidence towards Cabinet of Ministers.
No doubt, that our parliament has a number of
other development perspectives as well. For example, expansion of international relations of Milli
Majlis: both relations with international parliamentary organizations and parliaments of foreign countries, as well as with their various chambers are
being expanded year by year.
It is not accidental that the head of the state, the
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Mr. Ilham
Aliyev says: “Deputies of Milli Majlis are fulfilling their duties with great responsibility. They are
continuously in close relations with their electorate.
They are actively participating in adoption of improved laws in Azerbaijan. They are actively participating in social-political life of Azerbaijan and
thus, role and image of Milli Majlis is increasing”.
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Elections to Milli Majlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan are held every five
years. All 125 deputies are elected by free, individual and secret ballot
based on universal, equal and direct suffrage using a majority rule.
Election rules are governed mainly by the Constitution and Electoral
Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Who can be a candidate?
According to the Law, the President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan sets the new parliamentary
elections, which are held on the first Sunday of
November. The Decree on setting the elections
should be officially published in the press within 2
days since the date of its approval.
Every citizen of the Republic of Azerbaijan, who
has reached the age of 25, can be elected a deputy.
However, there are certain restrictions on nomination of candidates. So, persons, who have dual citizenship and commitment to other foreign states,
employees of executive and judicial systems
engaged in remunerated activities, excluding scientific, pedagogical and creative activity, religious
figures, persons, whose incapacity was approved by
a court, those charged with grave crimes, subjected
to penitentiary service by official court judgment,
cannot be elected a deputy. Candidates can be
nominated by political parties, blocks of political
parties, directly by the voters or by candidates themselves. According to the Law, a political party
adopts in a collegial order a decision on nomination
of candidates in accordance with its charter.
Candidates nominated by the block of political parties should be approved by each political party
included in that block. A decision on nominating
candidates by the block of political parties is made
in the meetings (congresses, conferences, meetings
of superior body) of representatives of political parties. At least 450 voters’ signatures should be collected in the election district for the registration of a
candidate. The following documents should be submitted to the district election commission at earliest
105 days and latest 70 days prior to the Election
Day for the registration of a candidate:
z signature sheets, which include voters’ signatures in support of candidates;
z two copies of minutes on results of collection
of voters signatures;
z notification on changes in the information
about the candidate, submitted according to the
articles 53.3 and 54.8 of the Electoral Code;
z information on the amount and sources of candidate’s income;
z information on candidate’s property based on a
property right;
z candidate’s draft financial statement (including
data on expenditures for the organization of collec-

tion of voters signatures).
The election commission has to make a justified
decision on registration or refusal of registration of
candidates, within 10 days after the receipt of documents necessary for the registration of a candidate.
Each registered candidate is provided with a registration card. The relevant election commission provides the mass media with the information on the
registered candidates by the election districts within
48 hours after the registration. The Election
Commissions display the information about the candidates in the rooms of election commissions and on
information boards as prescribed by Law, at least 15
days prior to the Election Day.
If none of the candidates or only one candidate
from the election district was registered, election in
the relevant election district is postponed for 2
months, with the aim to nominate additional candidates.
A registered candidate gains some privileges in
line with the law. His/her transport expenditures
(with the exception of taxi and ordered trips) are
covered by the state budget until the election returns
are officially published. It should be also noted that
within this period a candidate can be involved to
prosecution only by the consent of ProsecutorGeneral according to the law.
Pre-election campaign
After the registration, a candidate also gets the
right to conduct election campaign. The pre-election
campaign starts 60 days prior to the Election Day
and ends 24 hours prior to the commencement of
voting. The Law provides for the special requirements to the conduct of pre-election campaign.
Participation of registered candidates, political parties and the blocks of political parties in the preelection campaign is regulated by the Chapter 13 of
the Electoral Code. A candidate, political party or
the block of political parties are provided with airtime in the state television and radio broadcasting
companies and periodicals to conduct their preelection campaign using the state budget funds. The
free airtime is distributed amongst the candidates,
political parties and blocks of political parties on the
basis of equal terms and amount by casting lots. As
well as, such television and radio broadcasting companies, including editorial offices of periodicals,
which are broadcasted and distributed in half or
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more than half of the county’s territory, are bound
to create conditions for the candidates to conduct
their pre-election campaign. The Central Election
Commission (CEC) discloses the list of TV and
radio broadcasting companies and the editorial
offices of periodicals not later than 20 days following an official publication of a Decree on setting the
elections.
Election funds
A registered candidate can submit an application
to the relevant election commission and withdraw
his/her candidacy at least 10 days prior to the
Election Day. Thus type of applications cannot be
withdrawn. The relevant election commission makes
a decision on cancelling candidate’s registration
within 1 day. If a registered candidate withdraws
his/her candidacy without a compelling argument,
he/she must return funds provided to him/her from
the budget by the relevant election commission. In
this case the registration deposit is not returned.
Creation of election funds of candidates, political
parties and the blocks of political parties during the
elections to Milli Majlis is one of the interesting
points as well. So, the ceiling for a candidate’s election funds may not exceed 75,000 times of the conventional financial unit identified by the day of

official publication of the Decree on setting the date
for elections. Election funds can be generated from
the following funds:
z candidate’s private funds not to exceed 10,000
times of the conventional financial unit (c.f.u);
z funds of a political party or block nominating a
candidate not to exceed 25,000 times of c.f.u.;
z funds allocated by the district election commission;
z voluntary donations not to exceed 500 times of
c.f.u. from citizens and 2,000 times of c.f.u.
from legal entities.
Furthermore, political parties and blocks, which
nominate candidates or have registered candidates
in more than 60 single-mandate election districts,
can establish single election funds. The single election funds can be generated through private resources of political parties (up to 50,000 times of c.f.u.),
the funds allocated by the Central Election
Commission (CEC), voluntary donations from citizens and legal entities (150 times of c.f.u. from citizens, 5,000 times of c.f.u. from legal entities).
Candidates, political parties or blocks of political
parties have to open specific election accounts to
create election funds. Financial statements of expenditures on the election funds during elections should
be published in press.
Candidates, political parties and blocks of political parties are to return state funds unexpended during the parliamentary elections.
Voting
Voting is conducted from 8.00 to 19.00 o’clock
on the Election Day. The district election commission defines the election returns by the single-mandate election district at least within 2 days after the
Election Day. Candidates, who win majority of
votes of voters participated in the elections, are considered to be elected a deputy from the single-mandate election district. District Election Commission
or the Central Election Commission considers the
elections to be invalid in the single-mandate election district, when:
z violations occurred during the conduct of voting or during the determination of voting results in
the election constituency, do not allow to identify
the will of voters;
z number of precincts, where the election returns
are considered to be invalid during the elections in
a single-mandate constituency makes up more than
2/5 of total voting stations in that election district or
cancelled, provided that the number of registered
voters in those precincts makes up more than 1/4 of
total number of registered voters in the election district;
z based on a court decision. In line with the
Article 86 of the Constitution, the Constitutional
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Court of the Republic of Azerbaijan verifies and
confirms the election returns. The Central Election
Commission verifies the minutes (together with the
papers attached in accordance with the Electoral
Code) of the Constituency Election Commissions at
latest 20 days after Election Day and submits to the
Constitutional Court within 48 hours. After the
receipt of documents mentioned above, the
Constitutional Court verifies their compliance with
the Electoral Code within a 10-day period involving
the relevant experts. The Constitutional Court may
extend the term by its own decision depending on a
check-up process.
The Constitutional Court confirms the election
returns if the minutes of the district election commissions are in compliance with the present Code.
This decision of the Constitutional Court is resolute.
If overall election returns are not confirmed, the
Constitutional Court makes a decision and the new
elections is determined in line with the Law.
The first meeting of Milli Majlis is held within a
week following the approval of authorities of 83
deputies of Milli Majlis of the Republic of
Azerbaijan. If after elections to the Milli Majlis of
the Republic of Azerbaijan authorities of 83 deputies are not approved before the 10th of March, the
date for the first meeting of Milli Majlis of the
Republic of Azerbaijan is determined by the
Constitutional Court of the Republic of
Azerbaijan.

Improving legislation
All the necessary conditions to conduct democratic and fair elections are provided for in the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan. There are
insidious intentions behind the efforts of certain
forces hidden under the democracy claiming for
changes in the election legislation and overstating
this issue in public on the eve of each elections in
Azerbaijan. Those forces hope to change the
Electoral Code and the structure of election commissions in favour of themselves and achieve a success in the elections knowing in advance that they
would fail to win people’s support on the eve of
elections. It discredits the democratic law and legality to change the election legislation and apply the
new “rules of play” prior to each election.
Dissatisfaction of some people with the election
returns may not be the basis for changing the election legislation. Naturally, the world is changing
and developing. A rapid progress is observed in all
sectors in Azerbaijan as well. This time, there is a
need to bring the legislation of Azerbaijan and election legislation as well in conformity with the
growth rates and modern requirements. Therefore,
technical changes are made to the legislation and to
the Electoral Code when necessary. The present
Electoral Code creates equal and fair conditions for
all forces taking part in the election process and
meets the international standards.
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THE DEVELOPMENT
The parliamentarism traditions sprung in Azerbaijan
in the early XX century. As
in 1905 the Manifest issued by the Tsar Nikolas
II stipulated the convocation of the legislative body
- the State Duma, which
would ensure the involvement of all strata of the
population. Hereby Azerbaijan acquired the experience of a legislative by
participating in the formation of the first Parliament
of Russia.
46 / Milli Majlis / Special Issue / 2008
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The preliminary experience
The Russian Dumas, which were the supreme
representative legislative bodies, functioned
during 1906-1917. Four Dumas were convoked
during this period of time. The elections to the I
Russian State Duma (27.04.1906-08.07.1906)
were held in February-March 1906. The elections
to the Duma in the Baku and Yelizavetpol
(Ganja) provinces of Azerbaijan started in May
of the same year. The Bolsheviks boycotted the
elections. The Russian People’s Freedom Party
(the Cadets) carried on an active election
campaign. In the elections held in a condition of
political activeness, the Azerbaijani intelligentsia
mainly supported the Russian People’s Freedom
Party for the reason that the Cadets promised to
give autonomy to all compactly living nations. 5
representatives were sent to the I State Duma
from Azerbaijan including the Baku, Yelizavetpol
and Iravan provinces. As a result of strenuous
struggle carried out in the complex and
challenging condition, the well known intellectual
people from Azerbaijan, Alimardan bey
Topchubashov, Ismayil khan Ziyadkhanov,
Abdurrahim bey Hagverdiyev, Mammadtagi
Aliyev, and Asadulla bey Muradkhanov were
elected deputies to the first Parliament of Russia
– the I State Duma in 1906. The Cadets were
represented in majority in the I Duma. The
number of Muslim deputies was 36 including
those from Azerbaijani. They set up the Muslim
Fraction by unifying. The Muslim Fraction
elected its Bureau of 7 people in its first session
held on June 21, 1906. The Azerbaijani deputies
Alimardan bey Topchubashov and Ismayil khan
Ziyadkhanov were as well included in the Bureau.
Alimardan bey Topchubashov was elected the
chairman of the Muslim Fraction, which was one
of the biggest fractions in the Russian State
Duma. The Muslim Fraction of the I State Duma
took decision on acting unanimously with the
Cadets. This idea was accepted by the Russian
People’s Freedom Party. The unanimity of the
Muslim deputies with the Cadets was connected
with their advancing a motto on the equality of
all nations.
The Azerbaijani deputies that actively
participated in the work of the first Parliament of
Russia making speeches from the tribune of the
Duma openly and severely criticized the Russian
Empire’s policy of national destruction pursued
in the Southern Caucasus, discrimination against
our nation, the policy of displacement, the lack
of rights of the whole nation, its being forced
into slavery and protected the interests of not
only Azerbaijanis, but also all the Muslims of

Russia. Ismayil khan Ziyadkhanov’s thoughts
that he expressed while delivering his speech in
the State Duma on behalf of his nation to the
address of the Tsarist monarchy and that required
extremely great carriage to say at that time,
stated very clearly who were these freedom
strugglers that went through the fire (ordeal) on
their way towards the Republic for their nation:
“We (Azerbaijan) were occupied a century ago.
No right was given to us. We were enslaved. Our
national identity was subject to aggression. Our
admittance to several higher education institutions
was prohibited. It is impossible to encounter the
Turkic officials in the Governmental offices. We
are suffering from the lack of the land. However,
peasants have been moved form Russia to
Azerbaijan in flows. You will build residential
settlements planned for the Russian villagers in
these lands covered with blood shed on the
ground of national massacre committed directly
with the hands of the Government. It is nothing
but the governance style of the Government
“divide and conquer!”. In our country, which has
been choked in the see of blood since two years,
we are moving on the human corpses. Our
patience has already exhausted”.
In the I State Duma, which functioned only 72
days, there was a severe struggle between the
Tsar Government and the deputies. That was
why the Tsar considering the I State Duma too
democratic, announced its dissolution with its
Manifest of July 9, 1906. The Cadets, Trudoviks
and Social Democrats who did not agree with
this decision, decided to continue the meetings in
Viborg. On June 9-10 some meetings were held
with the participation of up to 200 deputies in
Viborg where the Viborg Appeal was adopted.
That Appeal was as well signed by Alimardan
bey Topchubashov and Ismayil khan
Ziyadkhanov. The Tsar Government arrested
those who signed the Appeal for three months
and deprived them of the right to participate in
the elections to the next Duma.
The law limited the circle of those people who
would participate in the II State Duma elections
(20.02.1907-02.06.1907). In the elections held in
January-February of 1907 6 deputies were elected
from Azerbaijan: Fatali khan Khoyski, Khalil
bey Khasmammadov, Ismayil Tagiyev
(Zeynalabdin Tagiyev’s son), Mahammad aga
Shahtakhtli, Mustafa Mahmudov and Zeynal
Zeynalov. But Ismayil Tagiyev who was elected
from the city of Baku did not participate in the
work of the Duma. As a result, the city of Baku
was not represented in the State Duma. The rest
of the deputies were represented in the Muslim
Fraction of the Russian Parliament. Fatali khan
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Khoyski and Khalil bey Khasmammadov were
elected to the Bureau of the Fraction. It should
be noted that Alimardan bey Topchubashov was
closely involved in the practical activities of the
Muslim Fraction; he even conducted its the
meetings. The members of the II State Duma Fatali khan Khoyski, Khalil bey Khasmammadov,
Mustafa Mahmudov,
Mahammad aga
Shahtakhtli, and Zeynal Zeynalov expressed
there severe protest like their predecessors
against the national and religious discrimination
policy pursued by the Tsarism in all fields,
including the governance of the State. F.
Khoyski delivered a speech on behalf of the
Muslim Fraction in the discussions of the
agrarian issue in the Parliament. The Muslim
Parliamentary Fraction published its program in
a separate brochure. The program identified the
rights of citizens; it also included the issues of
local self-governance, public education, the
position of the citizens in the public and religious
structures, finance and national economy, the
issue of workers and peasants, main political
objectives and responsibilities. The Fraction
supported the restructuring of governance system
of the Russian Empire and the parliamentary
constitutional monarchy. In March 1907 the
Muslim Fraction disintegrated. Some deputies
including Zeynal Zeynalov not believing the
efficiency in working with the Cadets entered
the Group of Trudoviks (Laborists). The II
Duma did not satisfy the Tsar Government, too.
The II Duma always functioned under the threat
of being evicted. Ultimately, after 103 days of
functioning on June 3, 1907 the II Duma was
evicted, too and a new election law was
announced.
According to the new election law, one
deputy from the Azerbaijani population supposed to be elected to the Duma. That was why
in the III State Duma (01.11.1907-09.06.1912)
Azerbaijan was represented by one deputy
–Khalil bey Khasmammadov. As the number of
deputies from national peripheries was decreased,
there were only 8 Muslim deputies in the III
Duma. Khalil bey Khasmammadov actively
participated in the work of the III State Duma.
In all his speeches in the III State Duma he said
that no work had been performed towards the
equalizing the rights of the Muslim population
with the rights of the Russian population. Rights
and freedoms of Muslims, the issue of
displacement, education in the mother tongue,
and other issues were emphasized in his speeches.
He criticized the displacement policy of the
Tsarism and considered important the solution
of the land issue of the peasants who had little
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lands: “Only by carrying out reforms it is
possible to gain the trust of the population in the
Government”. But the representatives of other
nations were treated very severely in the III State
Duma. When any Turkic deputy went to tribune
and demanded that his rights should be observed,
he was offended from the places, in most cases
the Turkic deputies were not given the floor to
speak. The Muslim and Turkic deputies expressed
their protest against the policy of taking off their
lands from them and forcibly moving them to
other places. However these demands of the
Muslim deputies were rejected by the chauvinist
Russian deputies. Differing from the previous
Dumas, the Russian Government was able to
take the domination into its hands in the III State
Duma. The III State Duma finished its activity
on June 9, 1912 after its legal term was
completed.
One person from Azerbaijan – Mammad
Yusif Jafarov was elected the deputy to the IV
State Duma (15.11.1912-06.10.1917) in the
elections held in September – October, 1912.
Mammad Yusif Jafarov traveled to the
Azerbaijani cities and villages, got closely
interested in the needs and problems of the
population when he was preparing his speeches.
He was represented in the Muslim Fraction in
which the number of deputies was already
reduced down to 7. In his speeches in the Duma
Mammad Yusif Jafarov touched on the issues of
land, zemstvo self governance, and displacement
of the population and put forward various
suggestions. But the Duma did not have any
power and influence. It turned into a toy in the
hands of the bureaucracy. The attitude towards
the Muslim deputies in the Russian Parliament
was negative as it was before. The IV State
Duma that did not function effectively till the
February revolution set up the Provisional
Government after the February revolution on
March 2, 1917. The Provisional Government
dissolved the IV State Duma on October 6, 1917
in connection with the start of the elections to the
Muassislar Majlis of Russia. Herewith the
preliminary phase of the parliamentarism in
Azerbaijan- the phase of constructive experiment
came to an end. In this preliminary phase the
Azerbaijani parliamentarism gained a lot of
things: the first roots of parliamentarism were
taken, election experience was gained, and the
democratic forms of governance were
experimented. The great leader Heydar Aliyev
evaluating this complicated socio-political phase
said: “The course of the complicated socio political processes, which started from the XIX
century led to substantive changes in the
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Azerbaijani society and our prominent public and
political figures who were formed in the new
environment were able to deservedly meet the
challenges and requirements of the century.
Favorable conditions were established to build the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic”.
Differing from the South Azerbaijan that was
unified to the composition of the Iranian Shahdom
and was governed by the Gajarar dynasty, the
Northern Azerbaijan got familiarized with the new
democratic state formation traditions and the
Parliamentary culture of the world during the first
Parliaments of Russia. The Russian State Dumas
made a positive impact on the development of the
Azerbaijani parliamentarism. It was the first
parliamentary experience of Azerbaijan. A
significant part of the Azerbaijani intelligentsia, as
well as professional lawyers headed by Alimardan
bey Topchubashov gained the this experience in the
Russian Parliaments. They were ready to establish
the most democratic republic system where all
rights and democratic freedoms were ensured, the
system that was completely different from the
Russian monarchy, which they hated and in which
the brutal colonialism oppression was dominating.
The ideas of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s
figures to establish the democratic State were
formed just when they were still functioning in the
Dumas. The majority of the Azerbaijani deputies
functioning in the Russian Dumas were represented

as well in the National Council, which was the
embryo of the Azerbaijani parliamentarism.
The embryo of the Azerbaijani parliamentarism
The next phase of the Azerbaijani parliamentarism
is the phase of the National Council. The formation
of the National Council, which was both the supreme
State authority of Azerbaijan and the first legislative
body, has the specific history. The National Council
emerged as a result of complex socio – political
cataclysms of that period and the processes caused
by the revolutions. The embryo of the National
Council, which itself was an embryo of the
Azerbaijani parliamentarism, was the deputies
elected to the All-Russian Muassislar Majlis from
Azerbaijan. So the Provisional Government, which
was established in Russia after the February
revolution was considering its primary task to
convene its supreme representative body - the AllRussian Muassislar Majlis to identify the governance
form (system) of the State and to develop the
Constitution. The Provisional Government set the
date for holding elections to the All- Russian
Muassislar Majlis for November 12, 1917, and the
date for the convocation of the All- Russian
Muassislar Majlis for November 28, 1917. Though
the Provisional Government was overthrown by the
Bolsheviks, the elections to the Muassislar Majlis
were held. The elections that were held based on the
Party lists took place in the Southern Caucasus, as
well as in Azerbaijan on November 26-29, 1917. 15
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parties and 2.455.274 voters participated in the
elections for the Southern Caucasus. The Bolsheviks
and the soft socialists, the supporters of the unitary
Russian State and the federalists (those who wanted
greater autonomy for the countries that were
included in the Russian Empire) were struggling for
getting the votes of voters in the Southern Caucasus
that was the single constituency. The elections
finished with the complete victory of the latter. The
Azerbaijani parties got the 37,7% of the votes
66,5% of which was the share of the Musavat Party.
The Musavat Party’s getting the great majority of
the votes indicated that the Azerbaijanis were fully
supporting the idea of development of the national
statehood that was put forward by the Musavat
Party. 14 Azerbaijani deputies were elected to the
Muassislar Majlis. Though the Bolsheviks hoped
that they would get the majority of the seats in these
elections, the conditions for them were very
unfavorable. The Bolsheviks gained 25% of the
seats in the All- Russian Muassislar Majlis. The
Bolsheviks who lost the elections dissolved the
Muassislar Majlis, which was going to start
functioning in Petersburg on January 5, 1918. It
should be noted that the deputies who were elected
from the Southern Caucasus were unable to attend
the meeting of the All- Russian Muassislar Majlis
due to the civil war and the difficulties of going to
Petersburg. The troops of Russia were leaving the
Southern Caucasus disorderly. Then the
Transcaucasian Commissariat convening the
Transcaucasian Seim that consisted of the deputies
(34 people) of the Muassislar Majlis from the
Southern Caucasus decided to hand over the local
power to the Transcaucasian Seim. On February 14,
1918 the deputies of the Muassislar Majlis who
were elected from the Southern Caucasus established
the supreme authority of the region – the
Transcaucasian Seim. The list of the deputies that
were included in the Transcaucasian Seim was
increased in accordance with the votes that the
parties gained in the elections to the Muassislar
Majlis. As a result, the number of the representatives
of the Azerbaijani political parties increased from
14 people to 44: The Musavat party and the Non
-party democrats – 30 people, the Muslim Socialist
bloc – 7 people, the Ittihad – 3 people, the Hummat
– 4 people. The Seim was divided into 3 national
sectors in its first meeting: Azerbaijani sector,
Georgian sector and Armenian sector. As Azerbaijani
sector was represented by 4 parties, it was not as
unanimous as its neighbors. But despite this, these 4
parties acted together by setting up the Muslim
Fraction in the Transcaucasian Seim. It was
interesting, as well as natural that as in the Russian
Dumas the most active members of the
Transcaucasian Seim concerning the issues of the
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general interest of the Caucasus were the
representatives of Azerbaijan. Just with their
request on April 22, 1918 the Transcaucasian Seim
proclaimed the independence of the Southern
Caucasus and the Transcaucasian Democratic
Federative Republic was established. However the
existence of the severe confrontations of the national
interest both in the field of internal and external
policies did not enable the Transcaucasian Seim and
the Government of the Transcaucasian Democratic
Federative Republic to take concrete steps. As a
result, on May 26, 1918 the Georgian Fraction left
the Seim and Georgia proclaimed its independence.
So the Transcaucasian Seim collapsed. The next day
– on May 27, 1918 the members of the Muslim
Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim held their
separate meeting and considered the turned up
situation and decided to proclaim the independence
of Azerbaijan. With this purpose the Muslim
Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim announced
itself the Azerbaijan National Council. Herewith
actually the first legislative body of Azerbaijan was
established and the foundation of the first
parliamentary republic was laid. In the meeting held
on May 27, 1918 Mahammad Amin Rasulzade was
elected the chairman to the Azerbaijan National
Council in absentia (in his absence) (he was
conducting negotiations in Batumi). Hasan bey
Agayev and Mir Hidayat Seyidov were approved as
the deputies to the chairman. On May 28 the
Declaration of Independence of Azerbaijan was
unanimously adopted in the historical session of the
Azerbaijan National Council presided by Hasan bey
Agayev (Sultan Majid Ganizade and Jafar bey
Akhundov were abstained in the voting). At that
period the Agdnama or the document entitled
Misaqi-Milli announced on the establishment of the
most democratic republican governance style in
Azerbaijan for the first time in the whole Turkic –
Muslim world. The following was said in the
Declaration of Independence of the Azerbaijan
National Council:
1. As of today the Azerbaijani nation has the right
to sovereignty and Azerbaijan, which consists of the
South-East Caucasus, is an equal independent
State.
2. The form of governance of the independent
Azerbaijan State is the People’s Republic.
3. The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic is
determined to establish friendly relations with all
States, particularly with the neighboring nations and
countries.
4. The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic ensures
the civil and political rights of all citizens living
within its territories regardless of their nationality,
religion, class, strata, and sex.
5. The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic ensures
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large opportunities for the free development of all
nations living within its territories.
6. The National Council, which was elected by
universal voting of the people and the Provisional
Government, which is responsible before the
National Council are in charge of the governance of
Azerbaijan unless the Muassislar Majlis is
assembled.
The Azerbaijan National Council committed to
the non –party member Fatali khan Khoyski in that
meeting to organize the Government. After a one
hour break Fatali khan Khoyski submitted the
structure of the first Government of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic to the National Council. The
Azerbaijan Parliament expressed their confidence to
the Government set up by Fatali khan Khoyski.
On May 30, 1918 Fatali khan Khoyski sending
radiogram to the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
some States announced that Azerbaijan was
proclaimed an independent State. Beside this, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs M.H. Hajinski sending
a confidential telegram asked from Turkey’s
Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmad Nasimi bey that
the Ambassadors of Turkey to the European States
assume the diplomatic representation of Azerbaijan
as well.
So, as a result of the struggle for freedom of the
Azerbaijani nation, which was oppressed under the
100-year Russian occupation the ancient Statehood
traditions were rehabilitated in the North Azerbaijani
territories. One of the biggest historical merits of the
figures of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic is
this that they gave back to the nation the name of
“Azerbaijan” that was deliberately made forgotten
during the dominance of the Russia. The new State
was included in the row of the States of the world

under the name of “Azerbaijan”.
First steps
The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was
established in extremely complex internal and
external situation. In Baku the power was captured
by the dashnak-Bolshevik forces headed by S.
Shaumyan. At the same time terrible genocides
were committed against Azerbaijanis in the Baku
province by the dashnak-Bolshevik forces. Ten
thousands of the Turkic – Muslim population were
killed because of their national and religious
belongings and their property were plundered.
Hundreds of residential areas, cultural monuments,
and the Azerbaijani people’s moral wealth created
along the centuries were being destroyed.
The Azerbaijan National Council and the
Azerbaijan Government that immediately started its
functioning moved from Tiflis to Ganja on June 16,
1918. In Ganja the Azerbaijan National Council and
the Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic faced serious difficulties. The bankrupted
landlords of the Baku and Ganja provinces who
escaped the massacres committed by the dashnaks
considered the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic too revolutionary and did not
want to accept it.
They established close contacts with the
Commander-in-Chief of the Caucasus Islamic Army
Nuru Pasha who already came to Ganja to help the
Azerbaijani people who were subject to genocide in
accordance with the conditions of the Batumu
Treaties and they were able to draw him to their
own side on this issue. Due to this reason and other
considerations Nuru Pasha did not trust in the
Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic
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and the Azerbaijan National Council. To avert the
Government crisis long negotiations were held with
Nuru Pasha. Ahmad bey Agayev who was of great
influence on him suggested to come to common
agreement based on mutual concession. According
to this suggestion the National Council should
dissolve itself by handing over the power to the
Government that it established again. On June 17,
1918 the next seventh session of the National
Council presided by M. A. Rasulzade was held for
the discussion of this issues.
After the tense discussions the only right decision
was adopted to avert the crisis. The Azerbaijan
National Council issued two important resolutions
that day in Ganja taking into account the real
situation and concrete historical circumstances: it
suspended its functioning and handed over all
power to the newly established Provisional
Government and commissioned it to convene the
Muassislar Majlis soon.
The first document on dissolving the National
Council stated that taking into account the difficult
situation turned up both in the domestic and external
policy in Azerbaijan, the National Council of
Azerbaijan handed over all power to the new
Government presided by F.Khoyski and
commissioned him to concede its power to none
except the Muassislar Majlis to be convened for a
short period of time. The second document on the
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rights and authority of the Provisional Government
said that the Azerbaijan Government could not
abolish the State independence and existing political
rights of Azerbaijan. At the same time the
Government was not competent to adopt the agrarian
and other important revolutionary laws of this type.
According to the document the Government of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic should convene
the Muassislar Majlis not later than 6 months. The
Government was given authority to act independently
concerning the rest of the issues.
The II Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic headed by Fatali khan Khoyski and which
came to power on June 17, 1918 started functioning
in very difficult circumstances. The beginning of
the attack of the armed forces of the DashnakBolshevik regime consisting of Armenians and
headed by S. Shaumyan to Ganja complicated the
situation in Baku even more. The Provisional
Government started taking urgent measures. On
June 19 the state of martial law was announced
throughout the Azerbaijani territory. On June 21 the
flag depicting a white crescent and eight- edged star
on the red cloth was adopted as one of the National
Symbols of Azerbaijan. On June 26 the Government
began founding the Azerbaijani Army by changing
the Muslim Military Corps into the Detached
Azerbaijan Corps. The Azerbaijani language was
announced the State language. The schools were
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nationalized. New teacher courses and schools were
opened. Mobilization was carried out to the National
Army. On July 15 the decision was taken on the
establishment of the Extraordinary Investigation
Commission. The Commission should investigate
the atrocities committed to the Turkic – Muslim
population in the Southern Caucasus during 19141918 and the plunder of their property and should
bring the criminals to trial. With this decision the
Government actually laid the foundation of giving
legal evaluation to the genocides committed against
the Azerbaijanis. Along with all these the major
responsibility of the Fatali khan Khoyski Government
was to establish the power of the Government of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic throughout the
territory of the country, to clean Baku from the
enemies. However, it was not an easy task, as the
well armed Bolshevik-dashnak troops of the Baku
Soviet that consisted mainly of Armenians and were
attacking to Ganja already seized Kurdamir on June
12, 1918. But in bloody battles for Goychay the
Azerbaijan Army and the Caucasus Islamic Army
of Turkey with the active help of the volunteers
from the people disrupted the Bolshevik-dashnak
military detachments. On June 20 Shamakhi was
liberated. The next task of the triumphant liberation
attack of the Turkic soldiers together with military
forces of Azerbaijan was to liberate Baku.
Baku was liberated after heavy battles on
September 15, 1918. The city was cleaned from the
“Sentrokaspi” dictatorship- the Dashnak and the
Eser-Menshevik rabbles (riffraff) that seized the
power after S. Shaumyan’s Bolshevik-Dashnak
regime and that were protected by the military
forces of the English general Dansterwill.
On September 17, 1918 the Azerbaijan
Government moved to Baku. Baku was announced
a capital. On November 9 the State flag of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic adopted in June
was replaced by the three color flag with the
description of a white color crescent and eightedged star. The construction work in various fields
of socio- political, economic and cultural life was
extended more. The Khoyski Government that was
loyal to the legal norms and regulations of the
governance of the Parliamentary Republic at the
same time started doing preparations for convening
the Muassislar Majlis. Special Commission was set
up for this purpose.
The Majlisi - Mabusan is the
first Azerbaijani Parliament
However the favorable internal situation that
turned up after the liberation of Baku did not last
longer. At the end of October 1918 the international
situation again changed unexpectedly and Azerbaijan
faced the next ordeal. Turkey that was defeated in

the World War I signed the Mudros Armistice
Treaty in 1918 and in accordance with the Treaty
the South Caucasus became the area of influence of
England. In accordance with Article 11 of the
Mudros Treaty the detachments of the Turkish
Army present in Azerbaijan had to be recalled from
here. Though the representatives of the Government
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic met in
Anzali with Commander of the English troops in
Iran general Thompson to clarify the situation, he
announced that he did not recognize the Azerbaijani
Government. Fatali khan Khoyski who took into
consideration the difficulty of the situation and
challenges emerged in connection with convening
the Muassislar Majlis summoned the Azerbaijan
National Council. The Azerbaijan National Council,
which suspended its functioning in Ganja on June
17, 1918, again started its functioning in Baku on
November 16 of the same year. The head of the
Government Khoyski delivering a speech in the
meeting of the National Council announced that as
there was not enough time to do the preparations for
convening the Muassislar Majlis he asked the
National Council to assume this work on itself. The
Azerbaijan National Council accepted this
suggestion. This time, at the request of the
Commander of the English military forces in the
Anzali port of Iran General Thompson, the Ottoman
and Azerbaijani military forces left Baku. On
November 17, 1918 military forces of General
Thompson entered Baku. Thus, the English generalgovernorship headed by General Thompson was
founded In Baku. The city of Baku and its oil fields
became under the control of the English. The forces
that were against the independence of Azerbaijan,
particularly Armenians-Dashnaks again became
active.
In such a difficult condition, the Government of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic and the
National Council did not lose their balance: they
continued their way of the Statehood formation and
democratic development. The National Council
taking into account the difficulties concerning the
convocation of the Muassislar Majlis took a very
important step in the history of the Azerbaijani
parliamentarism on November 19, 1918 and adopted
the Law “On Convening the Azerbaijani MajlisiMabusan”. In the law prescribed that taking into
account the turned up emergency situation in the
country and the impossibility of convening the
Muassislar Majlis of Azerbaijan, the Majlisi –
Mabusan - the Azerbaijani Parliament should be
established. It was also announced that all the
nations living in Azerbaijan should be represented
in the Majlisi - Mabusan.
The composition of the Parliament should consist
of 120 deputies, one deputy per 24 thousand
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population of the country (2 million 750 thousand).
80 seats were allocated to the Turkic-Muslim
population, 21 seats to the Armenians, 10 seats to
the Russians, 1 seat to the German and 1 seat to the
Jews in the Parliament. Even the etnicities, like the
Georgians and the Poles, which were not eligible to
send representatives to the Parliament because of
their low number were agreed to be represented
each by one deputy. According to the law adopted
by the National Council all the representatives of
the ethnic minorities should be the newly elected
representatives. As from the Muslims, 44 members
of the National Council that had been elected by
general voting were included into the composition
of the Majlisi- Mabusan. The remaining 36 seats
out of 80 deputy seats allocated to Azerbaijanis
should be elected as additional representatives from
various cities and provinces of Azerbaijan. Besides,
it was envisaged to send 3 representatives from the
Baku Trade Unions Organizations and 2
representatives from the Baku Oil Industrialists
Union. According to this law for the first time in the
Islamic world women were entitled to vote and to be
voted. The law also included the rules on identifying
the representatives to be represented in the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. If there was
a dead, or resigned representative, or a representative
that left the Parliament due to other reasons, out of
the 44 National Council members included in the
Parliament, then instead of the representative that
left the composition of the Parliament, the other
representative from his party should be included.
The deputy to the Parliament from the provinces
that did not have the municipalities and national
committees were elected in the general meeting of
representatives sent from the village councils. The
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representatives to the Parliament from the nations,
which were in minority, were sent by their national
councils or national committees.
As it seems, though only half year had passed
since the March genocide of 1918, 21 seats were
allocated for the Armenian representatives in the
Azerbaijani Parliament. This step, which was taken
at the historical circumstances of that time, is a
bright proof of the Azerbaijani people’s democratic
nature, and their deep respect to human rights.
This undeniable fact of the Parliamentary
democracy was reflected as well in Mahammad
Amin Rasulzade’s Appeal to the Nation on
November 29, 1918 in connection with the
convocation of the new Parliament:”... We should
put aside the enmity and controversy which gives us
nothing, but disaster and destitution. History obliged
all of us to live in one place. To easily overcome the
natural hardships of life we should built our life
based on reason and human backgrounds; we should
love and respect each other. Despite the national
and religious differences, all the citizens of
Azerbaijan are the children of one country. They
should give their hands to each other and help each
other to build their mutual life in the common
country and find their happiness together.”
At the end of the Appeal it stated “The new
Parliament will be the owner of our country until
assembling the Azerbaijan Muassislar Majlis, it will
decide its destiny, it will set up the Azerbaijan
Government and it will protect Azerbaijan’s
interests…”
Herewith, the new phase of the Azerbaijani
Parliament – the phase of the National Council
came to an end. The Azerbaijan National Council,
which functioned from May 27, 1918 to November
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19, took very important historical decisions: it
proclaimed the independence of Azerbaijan,
assumed the governance of the country, adopted the
Declaration of Independence, established the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, set up the I and II
Governmental Cabinets of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic and etc. During its functioning,
altogether 10 meetings of the National Council were
held. The Azerbaijan National Council, which held
its first meeting in Tiflis on May 27, and last
meeting in Baku on November 19, 1918 functioned
in Tiflis, Ganja and Baku.
The Azerbaijan National Council having adopted
the law on founding the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic – Majlisi Mabusan terminated
its functioning. The inauguration of the MajlisiMabusan was envisaged to take place on December
3, 1918. However, as a result of the extension of the
negotiations held by the Government with the
Commander-in – Chief of the ally troops in Baku
General Thompson and the failure by all of deputies
from the provinces to come to Baku in time, the
inauguration of the Parliament was set for 4 days
later - December 7.
Ultimately the expected day came. On December
7 the center of Baku was festively decorated. The
shops were closed; the Governmental offices and
educational institutions interrupted their work. The
population was rushing to the building of the
Parliament. Everybody wanted to be a witness of
this historical event. The inauguration ceremony of
the Parliament was set for 13.00 o’clock in the
building of the Girl’s school of Haji Zeynalabdin
Tagiyev (at present the building where the Institute
of Manuscripts named after M. Fizuli is located).
The representatives of the Musavat Party, as well as
the representatives of the ethnic minorities were
sitting in the center; the Mensheviks of the Hummat
and the Socialists were sitting in the left; and the
Non-party members and the Ittihad members were
sitting in the right in the meeting hall of the
Parliament that was decorated with the National
flags and carpets. The representative of General
Thompson Cockerel, The Senior Consul of Iran
Sadulvuzade and his advisor for Finance, the
Chairman of the Daglilar (the Mountainous people)
Government T. Chermoyev and the representative
of this Government in Azerbaijan Gandamirov, the
representative of the Georgian Republic Karsevadze
and the representative of the Turk-Araz Republic
Aliyev were sitting in the boxes (seat) for diplomatic
guests. The Chairman of the Azerbaijan National
Council Mahammad Amin Rasulzade opened the
first meeting of the Parliament and delivered a
detailed speech of congratulation. Mahammad Amin
bey called on the deputies to give the top priority to
the care for the Motherland and to the sense of the

nation. He finished his speech with the words
addressing the Azerbaijan Flag: “The Flag hoisted
once would never come down again!” There were
loud acclamations in the hall. Having finished his
speech Mahammad Amin Rasulazade made
suggestion to elect the chairman and the deputy
chairman of the Parliament. With the suggestion of
Safi bey Rustambeyli (the Musavat Fraction) the
Non-party member Alimardan bey Topchubashov
was elected the Chairman of the Parliament in
absentia. Hasan bey Agayev was elected his first
deputy. The Secretariat of the Parliament, which
consisted of three persons, was approved with
Mehdi bey Hajinski as a senior secretary. Alimardan
bey Topchubashov was not participating in the
inauguration of the Parliament for the reason that he
was not in Azerbaijan and Hasan bey Agayev was
chairing the further course of the meeting. Then
Fatali khan Khoysky having given a report on the
activities of the Government announced the
resignation of the II Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. The resignation
of the Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic was accepted and Fatali khan Khoyski
was committed to set up the III Government Cabinet
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. The first
Constituent meeting ended with the adoption of the
proposal of the Ittihad Party member G.Garabeyli
on pardoning of the political prisoners on the
occasion of the inauguration of the Parliament and
then with the election of the members of the
Mandate, Economic, Regulation Commissions.
One of the very important lessons learned from
that period is that though the members of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, the peace loving
Azerbaijani nation allocated 21 seats to the
Armenians and 10 seats to the Russians, they did
not participate in the inauguration of the Parliament.
The Russian National Council, which was
functioning in Baku, did not recognize “the fact of
Azerbaijan’s separation from Russia” and took a
decision on boycotting the Azerbaijan Parliament
for the reason that Azerbaijan by proclaiming its
independence opened a way to the disintegration of
”the Single and indivisible Russia”. But later the
Russian National Council was obliged to annul this
decision under the pressure of the Russian population
living in Azerbaijan. At the same time the Armenians
that could not reconcile with the independence of
Azerbaijan supported the Russian National Council
and did not participate in the meetings of the
Parliament for more than two months period. When
they attended the Parliament, they always took the
treacherous position against the Azerbaijan
Statehood.
On December 26, 1918 Fatali khan Khoyski who
made a speech on his program in the Parliament
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introduced the III Governmental Cabinet to the
deputies for the approval. The Parliament adopted
the program of the Government and expressed
confidence to the III Governmental Cabinet set up
by Fatali khan Khoyski. General Thompson who
saw that the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic was protected by the people recognized
the Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic on May 28 as the only legal Government
of Azerbaijan. So the relations between the
Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic
and the English military Command (Headquarters)
became softened. As a result, the Armenian military
detachments in the city were disarmed and
eliminated.
The Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic set its work on the bases of the democratic
principles from the first day of its existence. All the
laws and decisions adopted by the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic were of great
importance ,as they were the first laws and decisions
of the independent State. Some laws of the exclusive
importance among them set the strategic directions
of the activities of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. For example, the laws on the citizenship,
on the general military service, on the press, on
Founding the National Bank, on the establishment
of Baku State University, on the improvement of the
Customs and the Post-telegraphy service, judicial
legislation and other laws.
The laws on the Army formation were adopted in
the Parliament without argument and based on
general consent.
The issues of the development of the national
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education in the country, nationalization of the
educational and theatre-performance entities,
establishment of new educational institutions, and
the improvement of welfare of the people were
always in the focus of attention in the Parliament.
One of the important acts adopted by the Parliament
in the field of the development of science and
education in the country, the development of national
cadres was the draft law related to the education of
100 Azerbaijani young people in the Higher
Education Institutions of foreign countries at the
expense of the State. The important task in front of
the Parliament was achieving the recognition of the
independence of Azerbaijan in the international
world. For this on December 28, 1918 the Parliament
sent a delegation headed by the Chairman of the
Parliament A. Topchubashov to the Paris Peace
Conference in France. The delegation headed by
Alimardan bey Topchubashov who had irreplaceable
merits in the recognition of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic in the international world on
January 11, 1920 achieved the de-jure recognition
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic by the
Supreme Council of the Paris Peace Conference. On
April 22, 1920 the Parliament of Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic dissolved the Azerbaijan
delegation that fulfilled their mission in the Paris
Peace Conference and adopted the law on opening
the diplomatic representations of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic in the western European
States, as well as in the USA. Some important steps
were taken in the regulation of relations with Iran as
well, and the Friendship Agreement on the
confirmation of the de-jure recognition of the
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Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, as well as some
bilateral treaties on the consulate, trade, posttelegraphy relations, on the enforcement of judicial
decisions and on other issues were signed and
ratified between Iran and Azerbaijan on March 20,
1920. The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, which
always pursued peaceful policy towards the
neighboring States, made efforts to establish close
friendship relations with them. After the negotiations
that were held, the relations with Georgia were
regulated and an agreement was reached on the
demarcation of the boundary line.
A number of treaties, including the treaty on
military cooperation between Azerbaijan and
Georgia were concluded. But due to the great
territorial claims of the Government of Armenia, it
became impossible to direct the Azerbaijani –
Armenian relations into a normal course. To regulate
these relations, in the first days of its existence, the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic made a concession
giving Armenians Iravan, one of the ancient cultural
centers of Azerbaijan, and recognized it as their
“political centre”. In spite of this, the Republic of
Armenia raised new territorial claims against
Azerbaijan and did not stop its aggressive policy.
Another important problem to be solved by the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was carrying out a
land reform. The bill on Land Reform developed by
the fraction of the Musavat and Non-Party members
was published in the newspaper “Azerbaijan” and
was brought up for nation-wide discussion on
February 21, 1920. In March 1920 this bill was
submitted to the Parliament for discussion, but the
parliamentary fractions failed to come to a common
denominator in the agrarian issue, as a result of
which the implementation of the land reform was
postponed. Generally, several out of 11 fractions
functioning in the Parliament preferred in many
cases their own limited group interests to the
national interest. The Armenian and Dashnaktsutyun
fractions could in no way accept the independence
of Azerbaijan and at the moment when they had a
good opportunity they tried to realize their diversion
activities. The fraction of Socialists that was
particularly distinguished with this regard, was
engaged constantly in sabotage against the ADR
under the slogan “to defend the interests of the
poor”, tried to create obstacles to the work of the
Parliament. They permanently propagated the
unification of Azerbaijan to Russia, created a
ground for the intervention of the Red Army in the
country. The ADR Parliament and Government
were functioning in such tense internal and very
complicated international conditions. Regardless of
the foreign and domestic policy pursued by the
Government, the then international situation was
threatening the independence of Northern

Azerbaijan. Having defeated Denikin, the Soviet
Russia striving towards the Baku oil, started a wide
range of diversion activities mobilizing the local
Bolshevik organizations to overthrow the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. By the order from Moscow,
the Azerbaijan Communist (Bolsheviks) Party
founded even special headquarters to stage a coup
d’etat. The Socialists, Dashnaktsutyun, Armenian
and Slavic-Russian community fractions, which
paralyzed the activity of the Parliament and the
Government, were actively participating in the
preparation of an advantageous ground for the
Soviet-Bolshevik intervention. Moreover, when
Armenians saw that advantageous conditions were
created to tear off new territories from Azerbaijan
they contacted the Bolshevik Russia to prepare a
joint plan to overthrow the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. On the basis of that plan, the Republic of
Armenia organized a rebellion of Armenians against
the State in Garabagh and Ganjabasar. Then, the
Republic of Armenia once again started to wage war
against Azerbaijan. The Azerbaijan Government
was compelled to direct all of its military forces to
the war with Armenia. Thus, the northern borders of
the country remained defenseless. The Soviet Russia
already started wide preparatory actions to seize
Baku and occupy all the territory of the Northern
Azerbaijan from the beginning of 1920. On April
20, 1920 the “Baku operation” plan, which envisaged
a rapid attack on Azerbaijan was approved.
According to the plan of the aggressors, the
Soviet troops were to intervene in independent
Azerbaijan under the pretext of “going to help” the
Independence War headed by Gazi Mustafa Kamal
Pasha in Anatolia. On the basis of the given plan,
the XI Red Army of the Soviet Russia roughly
violating the norms of the international law
trespassed the borders of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic and attacked Azerbaijan in the night from
April 26 to 27, 1920. At the same time, the
Bolshevik fleet approached Baku from the sea. On
April 27, 1920 early morning the armed groups of
the communists seized important objects both within
the city, and in its suburbs. Rapidly moving to
Bakuç the Bolsheviks gave an ultimatum to the
Azerbaijan Parliament to hand the power over to
them peacefully. To discuss the ultimatum and
turned up situation, the Parliament started meeting
presided by Mahmud Yusif Jafarov at 20.45 p.m. on
April 27, 1920. With the proposal of M.A.Rasulzade
the doors of the Parliament were opened for the
people: “Gentlemen! We shall not take this historical
decision without informing the nation. Let us keep
the doors of the country’s Parliament open to enable
everybody to know in what a dangerous situation
we are, what decision we are going to take. Therefore
I propose not to have our meeting behind the closed
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to the nation doors and not to take any decision
without announcing to the nation”. Giving
information about the ultimatum, M.H.Hajinski
announced that the power must be handed over to
the communists that evening:” Otherwise, the
Central Committee of the Azerbaijan Communist
(Bolshevik) Party informs that it will do all possible
to hand over the power to the Red Army. The
communists also warned that if we did not hand
over the power to them tonight, all the political
parties represented in the Parliament, including the
“Musavat” party would be banned”. In the ultimatum
the communists warn that in case the power was not
handed over voluntarily, all the responsibility for its
consequences would fall on the Parliament members.
At the end of his speech M.H.Hajinski called to
adopting a right decision “for the sake of the
salvation of the nation” in the existing situation.
However Samad aga Agamalioglu, Gara bey
Garabeyov, Aslan bey Safikurdskiç Mahammad
Amin Rasulzade, and Sultan Majid Ganizade did
not agree to hand over the power to the communists
unconditionally. However, to prevent the bloodshed,
they announced that they agreed to hand over the
power to Communists only under certain conditions,
first if all, under the condition of preserving the
independence of the Motherland. As a result, the
ADR Parliament took a decision on handing over
the power to the Communist (Bolsheviks) Party of
Azerbaijan by a majority and under certain
conditions, to save the population from a massacre,
taking into consideration that the National Army
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was defending the borders with Armenia, and the
irresistibility of the attack of the Red Army. The
conditions suggested that the Russian army should
go directly to Anatolia without entering Baku, the
independence and the territorial integrity of
Azerbaijan should be maintained, the National
Army should not be disbanded, political parties
should be able to freely function, the Government
established by the Communist Party of Azerbaijan
should be of temporary character and the Parliament
to be organized soon in the democratic way should
determine the future form of governance of
Azerbaijan. Under these heavy conditions, in the
circumstances of practical encirclement and armed
threat, the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic remained faithful to its democratic
traditions and ideas of independence. Thus, as a
result of the armed threat and the military
intervention, the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic terminated its functioning.
The Bolsheviks who accepted the conditions set
forth by the Azerbaijan parliament, later on did not
fulfill any of them and the Northern Azerbaijan was
again unified into Russia’s structure. Thus, like the
independence of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic, the life of its first Parliament, which was
functioning for 23 months, was also interrupted.
Despite of the unsuccessful end, the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic worked
very fruitfully during its 17-month life. The activity
of the Parliament was regulated by its Charter “The
Nakaz (Guidelines) of the Parliament of Azerbaijan”.
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Mahammad Amin Rasulzade evaluated the position
of the ADR Parliament in the following way: “The
National Parliament had represented all classes and
nations of the country, was an absolute ruler of the
State. No order passed, no expenditure was made,
no war started, no peace treaty was signed without
it. The Government was kept when it gained the
trust the Parliament, and it fell when losing the trust
of the Parliament. There were no means – no
position to be a ruler there. The Parliament was an
absolute ruler”.
The Majlisi- Mabusan, the second legislative
body of Azerbaijan covers the first parliamentary
stage in the history of our parliamentarism. The
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic,
which held its first meeting on December 7, 1918
and the last meeting on April 27, 1920, had 145
meetings. The meetings were held in the Azerbaijani
language. However, the none-Azerbaijanis were
allowed to speak Russian. 15 meetings did not take
place because there was no quorum. Out of the
remaining 130 meetings, two were historical
meetings (historical meetings of May 28, 1919 and
September 15, 1919, held on the occasion of the 1st
anniversaries of the Independence of Azerbaijan
and the Liberation of Baku), the four were solemn
meetings (the meeting of March 12, 1919 and 1920,
held on the occasion of II and III anniversaries of
the Russian Revolution, the meeting of June 27,
1919, devoted to treaty on the military cooperation
of Azerbaijan with Georgia, and the meeting of
January 14, 1920, held on the occasion of the
recognition of the independence of Azerbaijan by
the Paris Peace Conference), the two were
extraordinary meetings (the meetings held on
December 20, 1918 concerning the declaration of
war by Armenia against Georgia and on March 17,
1920, held on the occasion of approval of the
treaties on the economic cooperation between
Azerbaijan and Georgia). The rest of the meetings
were related to legislature and the resolution of a lot
of problems.
More than 270 bills were brought up for discussion
of the Parliament; about 230 of them were adopted.
The laws of the Parliament were drafted in the
commissions represented by 11 fractions. 11
commissions functioned in the Majlisi-Mabusan
stand as follows: Financial-Budgetary Commission,
Legislative Proposals Commission, Mandate
Commission, Military Commission, Commission
for Agrarian Problems, Economic -Regulation
Commission, Commission for Problems of Workers,
Edition Commission, Commission for the Control
over the use of Productive Forces, Commission for
Surveys and Commission for Conducting Elections
to the Muassislar Majlis. The laws developed in the
commissions were discussed in the Parliament in

the condition of the business-like exchange of views
and democracy, and adopted after the third reading.
All the adopted laws were designed to secure the
territorial integrity of the country, to defend and
maintain its independence, to entirely provide
human rights and freedoms, to establish a modern
secular, legal, and democratic State remaining
faithful to the principles specified by the Declaration
of Independence of Azerbaijan.
The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic has left a
deep trace in the history of the liberation movement
of our people. “Although the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic functioned in the tense and complex sociopolitical conditions during 23 months in total, it will
always remain in the memory of the next generations
as one of the brightest pages of the history of our
people. Though it failed to complete its important
steps in the field of the democratic State formation,
economy, culture, education, health care, military
formation, the measures that it implemented during
a short period of time have left an indelible trace in
the history of our people, played a big role in the
resumption of our national statehood traditions.
Though the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic
existed only 23 months, it has proved that the
freedom ideas and the independent statehood
traditions of the Azerbaijani people were able to live
withstanding all difficulties of the history. The
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic that was the first
Parliamentary Republic in the history of the
Azerbaijani people, and at the same time in the
Muslim East, is one of the most sparkling pages of
our history as the example of a democratic, legal,
and secular State. In terms of its political structure
and the measures of the democratic state formation
it carried out, as well as the objectives and tasks it
set forth, the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic did
not lag behind the traditionally democratic Republics
of Europe. The most important thing is the fact that
although the life of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic was short, it has strengthened more the
ideas of freedom, independence in our people.
Although as a result of the Soviet Bolshevik
intervention the Northern Azerbaijan was occupied
and the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was
suffocated in blood, it failed to extinguish the torch
of independence flaming in the spirit of the
Azerbaijani people. The people acquired the ideas
of the Democratic Republic lived in their soul,
spirit, continued the struggle for liberation by giving
martyrs as a sacrifice. The three-color-moon-starry
flag of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic again
fluttered over the head of our holy Azerbaijan on
October 18, 1991. The Azerbaijani people once
again proved that they deserve to live independently,
to rule, but not to be ruled and they can and they
attained their eternal independence.
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Delegates of the I All-Azerbaijan Congress of Soviets (06.05.1921)

The Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic took a decision on “Handing
over the power to Bolsheviks” having strenuously considered the ultimatum (demand)
issued by the Central Committee of the Azerbaijan Communist (Bolshevik) Party and
the Caucasus Oblast Committee of the Russian Communist (Bolshevik) Party under
the blockade of the XI Red Army and the direct military threat of the Caspian Navy
of Russia. In the decision, some conditions were raised before the Bolsheviks that
took the power over, like maintaining the independence, establishing the temporary
(Provisional) Government of Bolsheviks, identifying the future governance form of
Azerbaijan by the Parliament to be convened soon.

Formal independence
The Bolsheviks did not implement the conditions
that they had accepted. Russia’s intentions of occupation at it veiled under the revolution was revealed
just in the next day of the April occupation – on April
28, 1920: The Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary
Committee (the Azerbaijan Military-Revolutionary
Committee, the Azerbaijan Revolutionary Committee) organized by the decision of the Russian Communist (Bolshevik) Party was proclaimed the Supreme
Public Authority (Governing body) of the Republic.
Including only the Azerbaijani communists - Nariman
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Narimanov (the Chairman), Aliheydar Garayev, Gazanfar Musabeyov, Mirza Davud Huseynov, Hamid
Sultanov, A. Alimov, Dadash Bunyadzade into the
Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee
(the APRC), which implemented legislative function
was intended to veil eyes. A bit later local branches
of the Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee in the places – province, district and village
revolutionary committees were established. Though
it was the Supreme Public Authority, this organization did not have real powers and it was dependent.
The real power belonged to the Central Committee
of the Azerbaijan Communist (Bolshevik) Party,
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which was a local branch (organization) of the Russian Communist (Bolshevik) Party, more exactly to
its Baku bureau. The Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee was a toy in the hands of the
bosses that were in Moscow and a tool to bring the
people on their knees.
The Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee adopted many radical laws that established the
legal framework for carrying out political, economic
reforms and Cultural Revolution by rude and forceful methods with the will of a group of the Bolshevik
leaders under the veil of the interests of the working class. The Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary
Committee liquidated the Azerbaijan National Army
(got the generals and military officers of the Azerbaijan National Army shot), confiscated their private
lands and distributed to peasants. The Azerbaijan
Provisional Revolutionary Committee nationalized
the industry, issued the Decrees on the workers’
control over the production, on the abolishment of

the strata and citizen ranks. Administrative changes
were made and judicial reforms were carried out.
Though the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic had formal independence, from the first days the
Soviet Russia considered Azerbaijan as a colony and
dishonestly made a trade with Azerbaijan’s lands.
On August 1920 Russia illegally gave the SharurDaralayaz territory, which Azerbaijan had in possession, to Armenia. Garabagh, Zangazur and Nakhchivan were proclaimed as “disputable provinces”.
Hereby Russia pursued the policy to tempt Armenia
and to establish the Soviet Government in Armenia.
Indeed Nariman Narimanov in the telegrams that he
sent to Moscow expressed his serious protest against
considering the territories that unconditionally had
been considered as Azerbaijani lands until the Soviet
power was established there as disputable territories
for unknown reasons and against putting the lands of
the Republic to auction. But nobody listened to him.
Everything was decided in Moscow. Then Zangazur
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was divided into two parts and forcibly unified to
Armenia. Armenians were moved to this territory
from Egypt, Turkey, and Russia. Azerbaijanis were
evicted from there by different ways. Hereby a corridor was formed there between Azerbaijan and Nakhchivan. At these years the mountainous area of the
Gazakh province – the valley of Dilijan was given
to Armenia contrary to the will of the Azerbaijani
people.
As it seems, the independence of Azerbaijan was
of formal character and Russia did not reckon with
Azerbaijan at all. Russia tried to abolish this formal
independence. Russia took measures to unite Azerbaijan into its composition and to pretend it to be
legal. On September 30, 1920 the Azerbaijan Soviet
Socialist Republic lost its military and economic
independence with the treaty on military-economic
union that it was obliged to conclude and naturally
the law making efforts concerning this field was put
an end in the Republic.
One of the characteristic features of the Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee was
the severe struggle between its members that were
divided into the right and left forces. While the left
wing headed by M. D. Huseynov and A. Garayev
preferred severe measures, Jacobinic (radical) terrorism in the implementation of reforms, in the
implementation of policy concerning nationalization, religion and class enemies, the right wing that
was headed by Nariman Narimanov required not to
replicate the mistakes made during the implementa-
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tion of the revolutionary reforms in the Soviet Russia; not to confiscate properties of petty bourgeoisie
and the middle peasants; not to repeat the practices
of the nationalization of small industries and trade
in Azerbaijan; they also required to have respectful
approach to the religion, the customs and traditions of the people. Moscow that used as a pretext
the struggle between the left and right wings in the
Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee appointed its own vicegerent (governor) to this
body. So in November of 1920 Sergo Orjonikidze
was appointed the political leader to the Azerbaijan
Provisional Revolutionary Committee.
Dummy soviets
Azerbaijan’s political independence already was
completely of formal character. The system of representative government bodies started to be set up to
create the illusion in the eyes of people that the power
belongs to them. Although Russia, which overthrew
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, proclaimed
that the Soviet Government had been established in
Azerbaijan, in the very beginning – in September
1920, the Committees for the Poor were established.
It indicated that there were no favorable conditions
to establish soviets in the country. As a result of the
introduction of Soviets from the “Upper” bodies and
the implementation of non - democratic measures
(restriction of the right to vote and etc.) in the spring
of 1921, the Soviets of the worker and peasant deputies began to be elected in the places. 1400 local vil-
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lage soviets that had 30 thousand deputies were set
up in the Republic. Deputies to the city soviets were
elected as one deputy per 1000 people and deputies
to the village soviets were elected as one deputy per
5000 people. The All-Azerbaijan Soviets Congress
that was elected based on this procedure started its
work in May 1921. The election of deputies mostly
from the poor and indeed incompetent and inconsistent workers and peasants, communists lessened the
managing of the Parliament from above. With the
adoption of the first Constitution of the Azerbaijan
Soviet Socialist Republic in the I All-Azerbaijan
Soviets Congress the power of Soviets was given
a legal status in Azerbaijan. The Azerbaijan Provisional Revolutionary Committee was eliminated and
instead of it the All-Azerbaijan Soviets Congress
was approved as a supreme governing body that
functioned some days after being elected and in the
period between the congresses the Azerbaijan Central Executive Committee (the CEC, its first chairman was Mukhtar Hajiyev ) elected by the Congress
was approved. The elections to the Azerbaijan Central Executive Committee that functioned in the new
format and composition as the legislative, directing,
and controlling body was multiphase. First the elections were held to the supreme governing body- the
All-Azerbaijan Soviets Congress; then the Congress
elected the Central Executive Committee that was
the legislative body and the Central Executive Com-

mittee elected its Presidium. The Azerbaijan Central
Executive Committee had 75 members and 25 candidates. 13 people were elected to the Presidium. All
the party leaders were included in the Presidium. In
1921- 1937 the All-Azerbaijan Soviets Congresses
were held in the following sequence:
The I All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress – May
6-19, 1921
The II All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress – April
28 - May 03, 1922
The III All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress – November 25-December 01, 1923
The IV All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress –
March 10-16, 1925
The V All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress – March
18, 1927
The VI All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress – April
1-9, 1929
The VII All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress –January 19-25, 1931
The VIII All-Azerbaijani Soviets Congress –
January 11-17, 1935
The IX All-Azerbaijan (Extraordinary) Soviets
Congress – November 17 1936; March 10-14, 1937
But the Bolsheviks get down to the work to
eliminate the remnants of the independence of
Azerbaijan to achieve their political goal and on
March 12, 1922 the 3 republics of the South Cauca-
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sus (Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Armenia) were unified in the single State – the Transcaucasian Soviet
Socialist Federative Union (TSSRFU). Despite this
after 9 months Russia was afraid that Azerbaijan’s
independence was maintained more or less, and
replaced the Transcaucasian Soviet Socialist Federative Union with the Transcaucasian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic in the I Transcaucasian
Soviets Congress held on December 10, 1922. The
establishment of the Transcaucasian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, which had the single
legislative and executive bodies, stroked the next
destructive blow to the independence of Azerbaijan. The I Transcaucasian Soviets Congress held on
December 10-13, 1922 was attended by 175 deputies from Azerbaijan. The Transcaucasian Central
Committee was elected in this Congress (150 members and 50 candidates).
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Establishment of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (the USSR)
The Transcaucasian Central Committee adopted
a decision jointly with Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus
on setting up the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics. The I All-Union Soviets Congress held in
Moscow on December 30, 1922 took a decision on
the establishment of the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics. Hereby the independence of Azerbaijan
was completely put an end. Though the Azerbaijan
Soviet Socialist Republic was able to maintain some
of its State attributes – the flag, the National Emblem, the Anthem and the Constitution - that were
adapted to the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics’ attributes, it lost its status to be the subject of the
international law and turned into the colony of the
Bolshevik Russia. The supreme public authority in
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the USSR was the Soviets congress, in the period between the congresses - the Central Executive Committee that was elected by the Congress.
Azerbaijan’s joining the USSR within the Transcaucasian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic led
to Azerbaijan Central Executive Committee’s losing its existing formal independence, its becoming
dependent from the Transcaucasian Central Executive Committee and the USSR’s Central Executive
Committee. Although Azerbaijani representatives
were involved in all these legislative bodies, even
though they took high positions, an anti-Azerbaijan
policy was pursued by the Center. Even the situation reached to such extent that the Azerbaijani communists who hold top ranking positions obviously
announced their discontent. The Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Azerbaijan Communist
(Bolshevik) Party Ayyub Khanbudagov condemned
Moscow in 1924 for the excessive interference in
the soviet and party work of Azerbaijan, in making the Republic faceless, moving Russians here, in
forcing out the national cadres, and expressed his
protest against this policy. Just at that year he was
dismissed from the administrative position and was
expelled from the Party. The Co-chairman of the
Central Executive Committee of the USSR Nariman
Narimanov bravely exposed the unjust policy pursued against Azerbaijan in his famous letter entitled
” On the History of Our Revolution in the Peripheries” that he wrote to the Central Committee of the
Russian Communist (Bolshevik) Party and to Stalin.

Nariman Narimanov announced that Azerbaijan’s
fortune was entrusted to the Dashnaks. In 1927 with
the decision of the Transcaucasian Central Executive Committee 24 villages from the Mehri-Jabrayil
provinces, 1065 dessiatina (measure of land = 10.
900 sq meters or 2.7 acres) lands from the Lower
Zangazur, in 1929 another 13 thousand hectares of
Azerbaijani Territory – Nuvandi, Tugut, and Yernazir villages, as well as 9 villages from Nakhchivan, the areas between Gatymagli and Kurumuzlu
(228,9 dessiatina) were given to Armenia. The representatives of Azerbaijan functioning in the legislative bodies of the Transcaucasia and the USSR failed
to do any constructive work against the violations of
sovereign rights of our Republic.
The development of administrative- commanding system as well influenced on the work of the legislative body. The law making process in the field of
protection of the existing political and economic system, improvement of the judicial system accelerated
a lot. In March, 1927 the V All-Azerbaijan Soviets
Congress adopted the II Constitution of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic that was developed
based on the model of the Russian Constitution. The
changes implemented so far by forcible methods
in the political, economic structure of the Republic
were included into the Constitution. In 1937 by the
adoption of the new Constitution of the Azerbaijan
Deputies
Soviet Socialist Republic in the IX Extraordinary
of the Supreme
Soviets Congress the legislative body entered into
Soviet of the
the new phase.
Azerbaijan SSR
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The Supreme Soviet
In accordance with the newly adopted Constitution the legislative body of Azerbaijan was set up
in the new format – as the Supreme Soviet of the
Republic. However it was not an ordinary change of
the form. The composition of deputies, who should
be elected, how many workers, kolkhoz members,
office employees, women, young people, independents should be elected to the Parliament and other
were decided by the upper bodies. Out of 310 deputies elected in the direct elections (held on June 24
1938) to the Supreme Soviet (of the I convocation)
of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic 107 were
workers, 88 were kolkhoz members, 115 were office employees, 72 out of them were women. In the
situation where the Communist Party possessed all
the state functions, and met any political initiative
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with enmity the Supreme Soviet could not function
efficiently. That was why in 1937- 1938 and the following years the Azerbaijanis elected to the representative legislative bodies could not outspoke their
protest against the destruction of the scientific, cultural, political elite of the Republic, against striking
a blow to the genofond of our people, and against
giving our lands to Armenia more than once. On the
contrary under the pressure of the Upper bodies the
Supreme Soviet of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist
Republic approved the protocol on giving 2 thousand hectare of lands from the Lachin, Gubadli, Kalbajar and Gazakh districts to Armenia on May 7,
1938. However the ordinary people, population of
the villages resisted to that decision and did not give
their lands. On May 7, 1969, the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist
Republic reaffirmed this disgraceful decision that it
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had adopted in 1938. But Heydar Aliyev who came
to power a bit later prevented the implementation of
this decision.
The wise leader
Heydar Aliyev having been elected the First Secretary to the Central Committee of the Communist
Party started to make steps to use the limited opportunities for the favor of the nation, to help national
–moral revival of the nation without attracting attention. The wise leader with great shrewdness directed
the work of all public authorities, the Parliament
to the implementation of the policy of the nation’s
economic, socio-political progress and national revival. Along with being the party leader, he was as
well functioning as a deputy to the Supreme Soviet
(of the VIII- IX convocations) of the USSR, deputy
chairman of the Union Soviet (of the IX convocation) which was the Upper Chamber of the Supreme
Soviet, also a deputy to the Supreme Soviet (of the
VII – X convocations) of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic and a member of the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic. On his initiative the leadership of the
USSR – the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the Council of Ministers of the USSR adopted five decisions, which were
of excessively great importance for the economic

development of Azerbaijan. Each of them related to
the allocation of enormous amount of money from
the Union’s fund to the development of the national
economy of Azerbaijan. The cadre policy carried on
by Heydar Aliyev created conditions to the election
of the most skillful and deserved people to the legislative body as it was it the case in all the fields.
The work of the Supreme Soviet stirred up a lot,
new standing commissions were established, and actions were taken to ensure their efficient work. The
Azerbaijani Parliament adopted tens of laws developing the legal framework for the economic and cultural development of the Republic. Heydar Aliyev
was the initiator of the important measures towards
strengthening the legal framework of the legislation
in the Republic.
In 1970s and in early 1980s changes and amendments were made to the Legal Codes. Laws on judiciary, health, State Notary, public education, preservation of historical and cultural monuments, Soviet
of Ministers, soviets of people’s deputies, the Land
Code, the Labor Code, Administrative Offences
Code, Family Code and Marriage Code were ad- Heydar Aliyev
delivers a
opted in Azerbaijan. Heydar Aliyev prevented all
speech at the
attempts aimed at violating the sovereign rights of
Supreme
Azerbaijan with determination and in time. When
Soviet of the
developing the Constitution of the USSR that was Azerbaijan SSR
(April 1978)
adopted in October 1977 such attempts were par-
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ticularly increased by Armenians and only because
of the resolute demands raised by Heydar Aliyev in
front of the leadership of the USSR the issue on the
status of the Mountainous Garabagh was not considered at that time. The new Constitution of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic developed by the
Constitution Commission headed by Heydar Aliyev
and adopted on April 21, 1978 within the limited existing possibilities extended legal framework to preserve and to develop the moral wealth of the nation,
particularly its language. The Azerbaijani language
gained the status of the State language in the Republic. “Let Justice win!” - these words, which were
said by Heydar Aliyev at that time and that was in
the essence of all his work, became the slogan of the
people.
In 1970s and in early 1980s the Azerbaijani parliament performed important work in establishing
the legal framework of the great construction work
carried out in the Republic. Important advancements
in the country, particularly in the work of the legislative body of the Government were closely connected
with the personality of Heydar Aliyev, his multisided
governance talent, magnificent political- statehood
activities. Unfortunately, when he was promoted
to the top- ranking Party and Government positions
in the leadership of the USSR in 1982 there was no
necessary strength, will and enthusiasm in the new
leadership of the Republic, as well as in the members
of the Parliament to continue these works.
At the eve of the disintegration of the USSR – in
1988 the Republic’s leadership and the Parliament
of that time facing the Armenian separatism that
emerged in Azerbaijan and Armenia’s actual aggression demonstrated unforgivable inaction and indifference concerning the events. Even the Azerbaijani deputies in the supreme legislative bodies of the
USSR failed to protest against the decisions of the
USSR’s leadership that obviously violated the sovereign rights of Azerbaijan. The Azerbaijani Parliament blindly approved these decisions.
The Supreme Soviet of Azerbaijan elected in
the state of emergency in September 1990 became
a toy in the hands of the forces that tried to keep the
USSR, which was already collapsing. The Azerbaijani territories were being occupied one by one and
the Azerbaijanis were being evicted from their own
native lands and houses.
Genius Savior
Heydar Aliyev who came back to Nakhchivan to
be with his nation in these difficult days was elected
a deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the Azerbaijan
Soviet Socialist Republic and to the Supreme Soviet
of the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic. Hereby a
new period started in Heydar Aliyev’s statehood activity, in the Azerbaijan Statehood and in the strug-
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gle for independence of Azerbaijan. He called on
the nation to fight for liberty till the end. While the
conservative Azerbaijani parliament was giving its
consent to the referendum to be held to express opinions for keeping the USSR, the Supreme Assembly
of Nakhchivan on the initiative of deputy Heydar
Aliyev who said that “The Common Union will not
rescue us!” did not allow to hold referendum in the
Autonomous Republic. The national statehood traditions started to be renewed in the Autonomous Republic on the initiative of Heydar Aliyev. The words
of “Soviet Socialist” were deleted from the name of
the Autonomous Republic. The three-colored flag
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was accepted as the National flag of the Autonomous Republic
and legislative initiative was made concerning this
in front of the Azerbaijani Parliament. The Azerbaijani Parliament took decisions (February 5, 1991)
on changing the name of the Republic and on the
National Flag. Azerbaijan gained independence by
adopting the Constitution Act on the Rehabilitation
of the State independence in the Parliament on October 18, 1991.
During this period as a result of bargaining between the Government and the opposition the Supreme Soviet of Azerbaijan delegated its authority
to the National Council of 50 members elected from
amongst its members. The Parliament abolished the
procedure that enabled the Chairman of the Parliament of the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic to
become the Deputy Chairman of the Azerbaijan
Parliament, set the age qualification for the President and etc. These non-democratic measures were
directly aimed against Heydar Aliyev who was
elected the Chairman of the Parliament of the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic and had great influence among the people. Hereby they hoped that they
would be able to reduce the political activities of the
great leader.
The nation that was tired of political instability,
anarchy, coups invited his deserved son, the Chairman of the Parliament of the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic Heydar Aliyev again to power. The
leadership of the Republic that was helpless in front
of the day by day deepening crisis, the country’s being in the brink of the civil war and the Armenian
aggression and that has become the hostage of the
situation that they had caused themselves were
obliged to join this pressing demand of the Azerbaijani nation.
Heydar Aliyev’s return to power along with rescuing Azerbaijan’s independent statehood and its
political identity from disruption laid the foundation
of the new phase in the history of the Azerbaijan Parliament. It was already the Parliament of the independent Azerbaijan that was independent and served
to the interests of the nation.
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Although the legislative body of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was envisaged to
be composed of 120 people, this number of deputies never participated in the Parliament
for various reasons. 97 deputies in 11 fractions were already represented in the
Parliament by the end of 1919. When a deputy of the Parliament suspended his activity
in the Parliament for certain reasons, a new representative relevant to his election style
was called. The correlation of deputies elected from the places and from the political
organizations represented in the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was
as follows: the Fraction of the Musavat and Non-party members- 38 people, the Fraction
of the Ittihad -13 people, Ahrar Fraction – 6 people, Socialist Fraction – 13 people, the
Fraction of Non-party members -4 people, the Fraction of Independents – 3 people, the
Fraction of Left Independents -1 person, the fraction of the Slavic-Russian Community –
4 people, the Fraction of Ethnic minorities – 4 persons, the Fraction of Armenians – 5
people, the Fraction of Dashnaksutun – 6 people.
The Armenian National Committees took severe position against the Azerbaijani
Parliament. They didn’t participate in the meetings of the Parliament for the period of
more than two months. Then they raise their crazy idea of “the Great Armenia” and
decided to return back in order to promote this idea from the tribune of the Parliament.
Though the Armenians were represented in the Parliament in two fractions, actually they
took the same position and did their best to hinder the work of the Parliament. When the
Soviet occupation took place, the Armenian fractions took the Bolsheviks’ side.
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THE FRACTION OF THE MUSAVAT AND NON-PARTY MEMBERS
The fraction of the Musavat and Non-party members, the biggest and leading fraction, was also
a carrier and main defender of national interests. When the Parliament started functioning, this
Fraction had 18 members. The Fraction was headed by M.A. Rasulzade. Azerbaijan’s recognition by
the States of the world and achieving the Caucasus peoples’ unity were indicated as the main direction of the foreign policy in the Declaration announced by the Fraction in the II session of the
Parliament held on December 10, 1918. The idea of equality of all the nations living in Azerbaijan
was particularly emphasized in the Declaration. The Fraction supported the idea of giving all the
lands to the villagers free of charge. Shift to 8-hour working day, introduction of social insurance,
prohibition to employ children under 16 (a 6-hour working day for teen-agers of 16-18), and other
responsibilities like these were envisaged. The Fraction upheld the 24-hour continuous rest in a
week. The Fraction was against working overtime.
The Musavat members were supported by the Fraction of Non-party members in the Parliament,
partially by the Ahrar Fraction. The group, which was previously called the Musavat Fraction, started
to be called the Fraction of the Musavat and Non-party members after 8 deputies from the Fraction
of Non-party members joined them and the number of its deputies already reached 38.

Mahammad Amin Haji
Molla Alakbar oglu Rasulzade (31.01.1884, Baku,
the village of Novkhani, 06.03.
1955
Turkey,
Ankara) – The prominent
political and State figure of
the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic, one of the founders of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic, the
chairman of the Fraction of the Musavat and Nonparty members, a writer and publicist studied at the
II Russian-Tatar school in Baku and Baku technical
school (in the Russian language). When he was seventeen years old (1902), he headed the Revolutionist
Muslim Youth Party, participated in the development of the Muslim Social-Democratic “Hummat”
group within the Baku Committee of the RSDFP
(the Russian Social Democrat Workers Party). M.A.
Rasulzade’s articles were published in the “Shargi
Rus”, “Fuyuzat”, “Irshad”, “Taraggi” and other
newspapers. At the end of 1908, he left Baku and
immigrated into Iran in connection with the risk of
being arrested. He was one of the main leaders of the
“Mashruta” revolution in Iran. In 1910 he founded
the Iranian Democratic Party. He was the editor-in
chief of the “Irane-Nou” and the “Irane Ahat” newspapers published by this Party. After the suppression
of the Iranian revolution he went to Istanbul. He
worked in the “Turk ojagi” society and was one of
the active writers of its journal the “Turk yurdu”. In
1913 after the pardoning, M.A. Rasulzade returned
to his country and joined “the Musavat” Party which
was a Muslim Democratic Party, and soon became
its leader. From August, 1915 he published “the
Achig soz” newspaper. In June, 1917 he became the
chairman of the Turk Adami - Merkeziyyat Party –
“the Musavat”. He was elected as a deputy to the

All-Russian Assembly from Azerbaijan and
Turkistan. He was the Chairman of the Presidium of
the Muslim fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim and
the Azerbaijan National Council. He participated in
the Batumi Conference. He was the Chairman of the
Azerbaijani delegation to the International Istanbul
Conference. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on establishing the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He was the
leader of the Fraction of Musavat and Non-Party
members in the Parliament. After the April occupation he was arrested. He was released from the jail,
taken to Moscow and provided with job by I. Stalin’s
indication. A bit later, he fled to Finland and immigrated to Turkey. He established the Azerbaijan
National Center (in Istanbul) and the External
Bureau of the «Musavat» Party. In 1931 he left
Turkey upon the claim of the Soviet Government.
After residing in various countries of Europe he
came back to Turkey in 1947. M.A. Rasulzade who
continued to struggle for resuming the independence
of Azerbaijan till the end of his life, was buried in the
Asri cemetery in Ankara.
  
Fatali khan Iskandar khan
oglu Khoyski (2.11.1875,
Shaki – 19.06.1920 Tiflis)
– the prominent political and
State figure, one of the
founders of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. He
graduated from the Ganja
classical gymnasium (grammar school) and the law faculty of the Moscow State
University in 1897. He worked at the Kutaisi district
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and region courts, as well as at the Zugdidi Court of
Conciliation. In 1904 he was appointed as a deputy
prosecutor to the Yekaterinador (Krasnodar) district
court. He was elected as a deputy to the II State
Duma from the Ganja province. After the dissolution of the II State Duma, he was elected as a jury
member to the Ganja district court, then to the Tiflis
Judicial Chamber. Khoyski who moved to Baku in
1913 worked in the capacity of a jury member in the
district court here till 1917. In Baku he was elected
the chairman of the Interim Executive Committee of
the Muslim National Council, and the chairman of
Baku city Duma in October, 1917. He was the
Chairman of the (Azerbaijani) Commission for the
elections to the All-Russian Parliament. He worked
as the Minister of Education in the Transcaucasian
Provisional Government. He was a member of the
Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim. He
was appointed to the position of the Minister of
Justice in the Transcaucasian Federative Republic.
He was one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan
National Council that adopted the Declaration of
Independence. He took the position of the Chairman
of the Council of Ministers and the position of the
Minister of the Internal Affairs in the first Azerbaijani
Government. He held the office of the Prime
Minister and the Minister of Justice in the II
Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. In accordance with the law of the National
Council “on founding the Azerbaijan MajlisiMabusan (Parliament)” he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. In the III Governmental
Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic he
held the offices of the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Justice, in the V Government Cabinet
the office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Khoyski who immigrated to Tiflis after the April
occupation was murdered by the Armenian terrorist
on June 19 and buried in Tiflis near the grave of
M.F. Akhundov.
  
Nasib bey Yusif oglu
Usubbeyov (Yusifbeyov)
(1881, Ganja - 31.05. 1920,
Yevlakh) – The prominent
political and State figure,
one of the founders of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He finished Ganja
classical gymnasium (grammar school). In 1902 he
entered the law faculty of
the Odessa University. In 1907 after the Tsar
Government temporarily closed down the University,
Nasib bey travelled to the Bagchasaray city of the
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Crimea and worked in the editorial office of the
“Tarcuman” newspaper there. In 1908 he immigrated to Turkey to avoid persecutions. In 1909
coming back to Ganja he worked in the Municipality
of the city. He founded the Turk Adami-Merkeziyyat
Party in Ganja. In 1917 after the unification of the
Turk Adami-Merkeziyyat and the “Musavat” Parties
he headed the Ganja branch of the “Musavat” Party.
After the February revolution he was elected a
deputy to the All-Russian Parliament. He was a
member of the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian
Seim, and a member of the Azerbaijan National
Council. In the TDFR Government he served as the
Minister of Education. In the I Government Cabinet
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic he was the
Minister of Finance and the Minister of Public
Education, in the II and III Government Cabinets he
was the Minister of Public Education and the
Minister of Religious Affairs. In the IV Government
Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic he
was the Prime Minister and the Minister of Internal
Affairs, in the V Government Cabinet the Prime
Minister. After the April occupation, Yusifbeyli left
Baku for Georgia. However in the midway he was
murdered mysteriously. The reason of his death is
unknown till now.
  
Hasan bey Mashadi Huseyin oglu Agayev (1875,
Ganja- 19.07. 1920, Tiflis)
– One of the founders of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He received his secondary education in Ganja
classical gymnasium (grammar school). 1901 after
graduating the medical faculty of the Moscow University he started working as a doctor and published
his articles in the periodical press. Agayev, who was
the subject to persecutions for publishing the book
“Stratum, Class, Party” that he had translated into
the Azerbaijani language by the instruction of “the
Hummat” organization immigrated to Iran. Having
returned from Iran he was the editor of the “Yujniy
Kavkaz” newspaper and the head of the Educational
society. At the end of 1914 he founded the first
health society in Ganja together with Khudadat bey
Rafibeyli. He was one of the founders of the Turk
Adami Merkeziyyat Party. In April 1917 he participated in the Congress of the Caucasus Muslims
convened in Baku. He was elected as a member of
the Central Committee of the “Musavat” Party in
the first Congress of the Party. He was a member of
the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim.
He was elected the deputy chairman of the Azerbai-
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jan National Council. H. Agayev was the first who
signed the Declaration of Independence of
Azerbaijan as the chairman of the meeting of the
National Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council “On founding
Azerbaijani Milli –Mabusan (Parliament) he was
included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He was elected
the first deputy chairman of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. As Alimardan
bey Topchubashov was not present in Baku, from
the first day of the Parliament – February 2, 1920
Hasan bey chaired the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. H. Agayev who immigrated
to Tiflis after the April occupation was killed by the
Armenian terrorist on June 19, 1920. He was buried
in the Muslim cemetery in Tiflis.
  
Khalil by Hajibaba oglu
Khasmammadov (25.10.
1873, Ganja – 1947,
Istanbul) - one of the leaders of the Azerbaijani
national - liberation movement, the prominent political and State figure of the
Azerbaijan
Democratic
Republic. He finished Ganja
classical gymnasium (grammar school) and graduated from the law faculty of
the Moscow State University in 1895. He worked in
the Yekaterinador (Krasnodar) and Yelizavetpol
(Ganja) district courts. He was the chairman of the
Religion and Law Commission of the “Ittifagimuslimin” (the Union of Muslims) Organization. He
was elected a deputy to the II Russian Duma from
the Ganja province. He was the only deputy representing Azerbaijan in the III Russian Duma. In
1913-1917 he worked as the head of the Yelizavetpol
(Ganja) municipality. After the February revolution
he was one of the founders of the Turk AdamiMerkeziyyat Party. He participated in the Congress
of the Caucasian Muslims (in Baku, April) and the
Congress of All-Russian Muslims (in Moscow,
May). He was a member of the Central Committee
of the “Musavat” Party. He worked as the chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Ganja province
and the Commissioner of the State supervision in the
Transcaucasian Commissariat. He was a member of
the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of Azerbaijan
National Council. In the I Governmental Cabinet of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic he was the
Minister of Justice, in the II Government Cabinet
first he was the Minister without portfolio, then the
Minister of Justice, in the III Governmental Cabinet
the Minister of Internal Affairs, in the V Govern-

mental Cabinet the Minister of Justice. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council “On founding the Azerbaijani Milli
–Mabusan (Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. In April 1920 he was appointed the Ambassador of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic to Turkey. After the April occupation he
stayed in Istanbul. While being in immigration, he
was actively involved in political-journalistic activities. He was a member of the Central Committee of
the Azerbaijan National Center (in Istanbul) and a
member of the Presidium of the Foreign Bureau of
the “Musavat” Party and its treasurer. In early
1930s, together with M. Vakilov, S. Rustambeyli
and others in the Azerbaijan National Center and
Foreign Bureau of the “Musavat” Party he was in
opposition to M.A. Rasulzade. He was excluded
prom the Party in the August Conference of the
National Musavat People’s Party in 1936. He was
elected the chairman of the Azerbaijan Daglilar
Union, founded by the Northern Caucasus emigrants.
  
Mammad Yusif Hajibaba
oglu Jafarov (14.03.1885,
Baku – 15.05.1938, Baku).
He received his secondary
education in Baku. He graduated the law faculty of
Moscow University. He
was one of the main leaders
of the “Azerbaijan Ethnographic Concert Nights”
and the Azerbaijan Compatriots Organization founded by Azerbaijani students studying in Moscow. In 1912 he was elected
to the IV State Duma as the only deputy representing the Muslim population of the Transcaucasia. In
the Duma he joined the Cadet (the Constitutional
Democrat Party) Party. He was one of the 5 members of the Special Transcaucasian Committee
established on March 9, 1917 with the instruction of
the Provisional Government. From November 15,
1917 he was the Commissioner for Industry and
Trade in the Transcaucasian Commissariat. He was
a member of the Muslim Fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim and one of the 26 members of
the Azerbaijan National Council that adopted the
Declaration of Independence. He worked as the
Minister for Industry and Trade in the I Government
Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He
was appointed the diplomatic representative of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic to the Georgian
Government from late June, 1918 to mid October,
1919 and the Minister of Foreign Affairs in the IV
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Governmental Cabinet from March 14, 1919 to
December 22, 1919. On February 2, 1920 he was
elected the I Deputy Chairman of the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. As Topchubashov was not present in Baku, he worked in
the capacity of the Chairman of the Parliament till
April 27. During the Soviet period M. Jafarov
worked as a legal advisor in the Azerbaijan Cotton
and Wine producing trusts.
  
Teymur bey Makinski (? -?) An active participant of the Azerbaijani national – liberation movement, political and public figure. He was a member
of the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim
and a member of the Azerbaijan National Council.
He worked as the Deputy Minister of Justice in the
II Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. In October-December, 1918
he was the diplomatic representative of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic in Armenia. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding “Azerbaijani Majlisi-Mabusan”
(the Parliament) he was included in the composition
of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He was the Minister of Justice in the III
Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. From June 1919 to January 1920 he was
the chairman of the Azerbaijan Court of Military
Justice and from March, 1920 again the diplomatic
representative of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic in Armenia.
  
Aga Haji Aslan oglu Ashurov (1880, Baku –
1936 Rostov) –A political, public and State Figure.
He finished Baku classical gymnasium (grammar
school) and acquired the specialty of engineertechnologist (higher education) in Germany. He
worked in the City Municipality Office in Baku.
In 1908 the Contract on the construction of a new
electric power plant in Baku was signed under the
leadership of Ashurov. He participated in building
the Shollar water pipeline to Baku. He was one of
the leaders of the “Nashri-maarif” Society and a
member of the Baku City Duma.
Ashurov was a member of the Interim Executive
Committee of the Muslim National Council. He
attended the Baku Conference of Caucasian
Muslims. During the massacre in March, 1918 he
conducted negotiations being in the composition of
the Muslim delegation with the members of the
Revolutionary Defense Committee, the Armenian
National Council and Iran’s Consul to Baku
Habibulla khan to cease military operations. He
worked as the Minister for Industry and Trade in the
II Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
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Democratic Republic and at the same time, the
Minister for Provision (Food) till October 6, 1918.
He was appointed the Minister of Post and
Telegraphy (Communications) on October 6, 1918.
Ashurov was the only member of the Parliament
who voted against the Bolsheviks’ demand to surrender the Government on April 27, 1920. That was
why the Bolsheviks that came to power, the next
day issued an order on his arrest, but they were not
able to capture him. Ashurov, who failed to go to
Turkey moved to the city of Rostov and worked
there as an engineer-technologist. He was buried in
the Tatar cemetery in Rostov.
  
Murtuza Akhundov (? - ?) - An active participant of the Azerbaijani national-liberation movement. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included
in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the town of Guba.
  
Haji Salim Mirza Ismayil
Gasir oglu Akhundzade
(1872,
Lankaran
–
15.12.1930 Anzali, Iran) –
A public and political figure. He received his first
education in the “usuli-cadid” school opened in
Lankaran by his father, a
poet Mirza Ismayil Gasir,
and then he studied in the
classical gymnasium (grammar school). He learned
theology during the following eight years in Ardabil,
Zanzan, Najaf. After coming back to Lankaran he
worked as a Secretary in the Police office of the
town for and then for the landlord Askar khan
Talishinski. He also served as a mullah for some
time. From 1911 he began to teach Shariah (principles of the Muslim religion) and the French language in the classical gymnasium (grammar school)
of the town. In early 1915 he went to Turkey. He
came back to his country in the summer of 1917 and
joined the “Musavat” Party. He participated in the I
Congress of the Party. He worked in the
Transcaucasian Commissariat. He was a member of
the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim
and a member of Azerbaijan National Council. He
attended the II Congress of the “Musavat” Party. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
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During the reign of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic he was one of the organizers of the cultural
– educational events carried out in Baku and in other
parts of Azerbaijan. After the April occupation he
moved to Anzali city, Iran and taught Shariah in the
public school there. Akhundzade was one of the
leaders of “the Musavat supporters” in Iran.

Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included
in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  

Museyib bey Akhijanov (? - ?) – One of the active
participants of the Azerbaijani national –liberation
movement. He was a member of the Muslim Fraction
of the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of
Azerbaijan National Council. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.

Rashid bey Akhundzade (? - ?) One of the
participants of the Azerbaijani national – liberation
movement. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from
Salyan. Akhundzade was the chief of the
Employment Office of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from January 1, 1919 to February 5. He
was appointed the governor of Baku by the decision of the Government dated February 5, 1919 and
he served in this position till August 25, 1919.

  

  

  

Yusif Ahmadzade (? - ?)
In accordance with the law
of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the TradeIndustry Union.
  
Mirza Sadig Akhunzade (? - ?) One of the participants of the Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani

Asadulla Ahmadov (? - ?) – a well-known philanthropist of his time. He was a member of the
Baku city Duma. In the first meeting of the Baku
Muslim Charity Organization he was elected a
member to the Board. Ahmadov was one of the constituents of the “Nashri-maarif” Society and a member of the Central Commission for the convocation
(convening) of the “Muassislar Majlis” (the Parliament). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected a
member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. Ahmadov who was previously a member of the Fraction of Non-party members joined the “Musavat” Fraction together with
some non-party members after of the disintegration
taking place in this Fraction in October 1919.
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Agakerim Mashadi Kerim ogli Aminov (1888,
Baku – 1921, Baku). In 1907 he graduated from
Baku classical gymnasium (grammar school) for
boys, in 1911 from Petersburg Institute of Mining
Engineers. He worked as an engineer in SabunchuSurakhani oil fields. In 1912 he affiliated to “the
Musavat” Party. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was elected from the «Musavat» Party as a member
to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He was the Minister for Industry and
Trade in the IV Government Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In May 1919 he
played an active role in establishing the Union of
Diligent Muslim Intelligentsia. After the collapse of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic he worked in
the oil industry.
  
Aliaga Haji Suleyman
oglu Hasanov (1871, Baku
– 18.03.1933, Baku) – A
public and State figure. He
finished the classical gymnasium (grammar school)
and Commerce school.
Hasanov who was a Baku
merchant, took an active
part in founding and activities the “Nashiri- maarif”
Society. He was a member of the City Duma.
Hasanov provided great services in building the
Shollar water pipeline to Baku, urban sewerage system, and in laying out a seaside park. A lot of articles written by him were published in periodical
press and the “Fuyuzat” journal. In March 1918 he
tried to prevent the genocides committed against the
Turkic-Muslim population in Baku. He was a member of the Interim Executive Committee of the
Muslim National Council. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was elected a member to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic as a non-party
member from the city of Baku. He was appointed
the Deputy Minister of Finance in the III
Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic and the Minister of Finance in the IV
Governmental Cabinet. On September 30, 1919 the
Azerbaijan State Bank started functioning under the
leadership of Hasanov. There were the Prime
Minister’s and the Minister of Finance Hasanov’s
signatures on the national currency (notes) of the
Republic. Hasanov made great efforts to prevent
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inflation, emission, devaluation of the national currency. During the Soviet power he headed the
Azerbaijan State Bank. He maintained friendly ties
with the Great Russian writer L.N. Tolstoy.
  
Mirza Shamsi oglu Asadullayev (1875, Baku
– 1936, Paris) – an entrepreneur, philanthropist,
public figure, and the son of the oil millionaire
Shamsi Asadullayev. He worked in his father’s oil
company having finished the classical gymnasium
(grammar school). He married with the famous
entrepreneur Musa Nagiyev’s daughter Ummulbany.
He lived in Moscow and Petersburg cities of Russia
in connection with work of the company. He was
the chairman of the Baku Muslim Charity
Association. After the February revolution
Asadullayev was elected a member of the Interim
Executive Committee of the Muslim National
Council. From 1918 he was the chairman of the
Council of the Baku Oil Industrialists Congress. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected as a
member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic by the Council of the Baku
Oil Industrialists Congress. He was the Minister for
Trade and Industry (December, 1918 –March, 1919)
in the III Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. He played a great role in
establishing relations between Azerbaijan and foreign countries and developing the domestic industry. He was arrested in May, 1920 and released after
a short period of time and getting official permission from the government went abroad. He lived in
Paris till the end of his life. His grave is in the
Muslim cemetery in Paris.
  
Mehdi bey Hajibababeyov (1871- 1925) –An
active participant of the Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. He finished the Baku modern
school. From 1901 he taught at the I Baku RussianTatarian school. He was the head of the Nijat
Charity Organization and elected the director of the
I Baku Russian-Tatar school of “the Nijat” Charity
Organization. He was a member of the Central
Commission on Convocation of the “Muassislar
Majlis” (the Parliament). He was a member of the
Muslim fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim. He was
one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan National
Council who adopted the Declaration of Independence.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) Hajibababeyov
was included in the composition of the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
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Mehdi bey Suleyman oglu
Hajinski (24.05.1879, Guba – June, 1941, Baku)- A
theatre figure, an actor, a
publicist, a public and political figure. He finished the
modern school in Baku. He
attended the course in Eastern Languages. In 1896 he
took an active part in organizing a Muslim theatre in
Baku. In 1905 he was elected a member of the Baku
city office. He was one of the organizers of the
“Jamiyyati kheyriyya”, the “Nijat” and the “Shafa”
charitable societies. In 1906 he was the head of the
theatre section of the “Nijat“. He worked as the
deputy chairman of the “Nashri maarif“society and
the chief of the “Shafa” society for three years. His
articles were published in the “Kaspi”, “Hayat”,
“Igbal”, “Irshad” and other newspapers and the
“Zanbur”, “Molla Nasraddin” journals under the
pen-name of “Urfuzade”, “Damdamaki”, ”Avara”,
“Estet”. In 1906-1907 he worked as a publisher of
the newspaper “Takamul” of the “Hummat” organization for some period. In 1917 he entered the
«Musavat» Party and was elected to the composition
of the Baku bureau of the Party. He was a member of
the Muslim fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim. He
was one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan
National Council who adopted the Declaration of
Independence. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
Hajibababeyov was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He was the secretary of the Presidium of
the Parliament. During the period of the Soviet
Government he was a reporter to the “Yeni fakir”,
“Yeni kand” newspapers, “Dan ulduzu” journal published in Tiflis and founded the “Satir- Agit” theatre
by the instruction of the Commissariat of Public
Education of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic.
In the I Congress of the Lawyers of Judiciary he was
elected a member to the Presidium of the Council of
People’s Judges. Later he was an instructor at the
Justice Commissariat of the Azerbaijan Soviet
Socialist Republic. He worked in the Nakhchivan
Autonomous Republic as the People’s Commissar
for Provision, People’s Deputy Commissar for
Education and member of the Supreme Economic
Council of the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic
during last several years of his life. At the eve of the
II World War M. Hajinski was appointed the deputy
chief of the Head office of the Azerbaijan National
Economy Council in Georgia.

Mammad Hasan Jafargulu
oglu Hajinski (03.03.1875,
Baku – 09.02.1931, Tiflis)
A prominent public and
political figure. He studied
in Baku modern school, in
1902 he graduated Petersburg Technological Institute. He worked in millionaire Shamsi Asadullayev’s
oil refinery plant in Moscow
for some months. Coming back to Baku M. Hajinski
started to work in the capacity of the chief of the
Construction Department within the Baku city
Office from 1908. In 1909 – 1911 he headed the
construction of the Baku Seaside Park (the construction was finished in 1912) and the Sea Bath-house.
In 1913 he was the chief of the Baku city office for
some months. In 1902 -1917 he was elected a member of the Baku city Duma. He was one of the
founders of the “Hummat” organization and the
“Nashri-maarif” society. He was represented in the
board of directors of the “Nijat” society and in the
Central Committee of the Muslim Charitable
Society. Hajinski was one of the first members of
the «Musavat» Party. In 1917 he was elected a
member to the Executive Committee of the Baku
Social Organizations Council and a member to the
Interim Committee of the Baku Muslim Social
Organizations. He attended the Baku Congress of
the Caucasian Muslims and was included in its
Presidium. In the Transcaucasian Commissariat he
worked as the Deputy Commissar for Trade and
Industry. He was elected a member to the
Transcaucasian Seim from the “Musavat Party”. He
was the Minister for Trade and Industry in the
ZDFR Government. He participated in the Trabzon
and Batumi Conferences within the delegation of
the Transcaucasian Seim. He was a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council and the Minister of
Foreign Affairs in the I Government Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In the II
Government Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic he was the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
then the Minister of Finance. He was included in the
Azerbaijani delegation to the Paris Peace Conference.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included
in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
He was the Minister of Internal Affairs in the IV
Government Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. In February 18, 1920 he was appointed
the Minister for Trade, Industry and Provision. On
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April 1, 1920 M. Hajinsky was given a task to organize a new Governmental Cabinet. On April 22
Hajinski announced in the Parliament that it was
impossible to organize a new Governmental Cabinet
and that he was leaving “the Musavat Party” and
joining the Bolsheviks. During the Soviet Government, Hajinski worked in various top ranking
positions in the Supreme National Economy Council
of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic and the
Transcaucasian State Plan Committee. On December
3, 1930 he was arrested and convicted for “the case
of the Azerbaijan National Center” with the instruction of Beria. According to the investigation documents he committed suicide by hanging himself.
  
Rza Bey Agabeyov (? - ?) An active participant
of the Azerbaijani national – liberation movement.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  
Ahmad Hamdi bey Garaagajzade (? - ?) A
participant of the Azerbaijani national – liberation
movement. He was a member of the Azerbaijan
National Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  
Gulamhuseyn bey Kazimbeyli (? - ?) In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected a member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic.
  
Nariman bey Hashim oglu
Narimanbeyli (1889, Shusha - 1937) One of active
participants of the Azerbaijani national – liberation
movement, a public -political and State figure. He
received secondary education in the Iravan classical
gymnasium
(grammar
school). He studied in physics-mathematics faculty of Moscow University,
then in the law faculty of Kharkov University.
There he was elected the leader of the Students’
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Solidarity Society and was engaged in revolutionary
activity. In 1915 having finished his higher education he came back to his country and worked as an
advocate. At the same time he was one of the leaders of the Muslim Charitable Society. In 1917 he
became a member of the «Musavat» Party. He was
elected a member to the Muslim fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim. He was one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan National Council who adopted the Declaration of Independence. In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He worked in the position of public
inspector in the IV Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. After the April
occupation he worked as a legal advisor in various
offices, was subject to persecutions and dismissed.
He was the victim of the 1937 repression.
  
Mir Hidayat bey Mir Adil
oglu Seyidov (1887 –
March, 1919, Ordubad).
One of active participants
of the Azerbaijani national
– liberation movement. He
finished the Yelizavetpol
(Ganja) classical gymnasium (grammar school), and
then studied in the law faculty of the Kazan University.
He joined the revolutionary movement from 1907.
He was the chairman of the Iravan province Muslim
National Council, a member of the Muslim fraction
of the Transcaucasian Seim and one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan National Council who adopted the Declaration of Independence. In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic.
  
Javad bey Rza bey oglu
Malik-Yeganov (1878, the
Tug village of Garabag –
18.05.1942) A prominent
State figure of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic, the
founder of the Muslim
Workers’ Trade Union,
one of the founders of the
Trade Union Organization
of the Azerbaijan Democ-
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ratic Republic. He received his primary education in
the private school of Mir Mehdi Khazani, and then
he finished technical school. He worked in the oil
fields in Baku and joined the revolutionary movement from 1903. He was a member of the “Hummat”
organization. In 1909 he was exiled from Baku. In
1914 he came back to Baku and worked in oil fields.
In 1917 he became a member of the «Musavat»
Party. He was a member of the Muslim fraction of
the Transcaucasian Seim and one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan National Council who adopted the Declaration of Independence. As a member
of the Parliament, Malik-Yeganov was sent on a
mission to conflict zones assuming responsibility.
He was dealing with worker’s issues in the
Parliament. He raised serious requirements in connection with hard living conditions of workers
before the Parliament. In 1919 he was appointed the
Governor-General to Lankaran. Malik-Yeganov
was one of the organizers of the Turkic Workers’
Conference; he worked as the chairman of the
Central Trade Union. After the April occupation he
was arrested on May 11, 1920 and released on July
19. Later he was arrested several times and released
again. During the Soviet Government, he worked in
the Construction Company and labor exchange. He
worked as the chief of the Department for Refugees
of the People’s Labor Commissariat of the Azerbaijan
Soviet Socialist Republic. In 1927-1928 he was the
head of the Office for the Sale of Oil Products. He
was in charge of the logistics department of Baku
Industrial Technical College named after N.
Narimanov. In 1931 he was arrested with the conviction of being the member of the illegal “Musavat
Party” and exiled to the far north for 10 years. He
died in exile.
  
Rahim bey Alaga oglu
Vakilov (29.02.1897, the
Gazakh province, Salahli
village -1934). A public
and political figure. He finished Salahli village school
and Baku modern school.
He was a member of “the
All - Caucasian Students’
Organization”. In 1917
when there was a fraction
in the organization due to the national belonging,
he joined the Muslim Democratic “Musavat” Party
together with the Turkic group. He was a member
of the Muslim fraction in the Transcaucasian Seim.
As the Secretary of the Azerbaijan National Council
he wrote the text of the Declaration of Independence.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani

Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He was elected
the secretary of the Parliament. After the April
occupation in 1923 he entered the Oriental studies
Faculty of Baku State University and participated
in the illegal organization of the “Musavat”. 1923
he was arrested and exiled. Then he was pardoned.
In 1926 he was arrested again and sent to exile for
8 years. In 1934 he came back to his country. A bit
later he went to Paris and committed suicide not
bearing continuous persecutions.
  
Asraf Tagiyev (? - ?) - A participant of the
Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
  
Aga bey Safaraliyev (? - ?) A participant of the
Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected a member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the city of Baku.
  
Mustafa bey Nadir aga
oglu Vakilov (September,
1896, the Salahli village,
Gazakh
province
–
01.11.1965, Ankara) – A
public-political figure, an
active participant of the
Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. In 1912
he finished Baku classical
gymnasium and 1917 graduated the law faculty of the Moscow University.
He attended the Caucasian Muslims’ Congress held
in Baku, Russian Muslims’ Congress held in
Moscow and the Congress of Non-Russian Nations
held in Kiev. He worked in the capacity of the
Deputy Commissioner of the Special Transcaucasian
Committee for the Baku province, the Commissioner
of Internal Affairs in the Transcaucasian
Commissariat, advisor to A.Chenkeli. In the Istanbul
Conference of the Azerbaijan Democratic Party he
was the expert of the Azerbaijani delegation, and
the Secretary to the Ambassador of Azerbaijan (A.
Topchubashov) in Istanbul. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
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the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was elected to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the Musavat Party. He
was appointed the Deputy Minister of Internal
Affairs in the V Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic; from February
18, 1920 the Minister of Internal Affairs. After the
April occupation he moved to Tiflis, from where he
moved to Turkey. He worked in the Foreign Bureau
of the “Musavat”, the Azerbaijan National Center,
in the “Prometey” organization. In 1929-1939 he
lived in Poland, France and the Switzerland. Then
he moved to Turkey and worked in the Ankara
Province Bank. He continued his political activities
till the end of his life.
  
Mammadrza Haji Mansur
oglu Vakilov (08.03.1864,
the Salahli village, Gazakh
province – 1944, Baku) A public-political figure, a
doctor. He finished Tiflis
classical gymnasium (grammar school) (in 1887) and
graduated from the medical
faculty of Kharkov University (in 1893). He
worked as a doctor in Turkey. In 1900 coming to
Baku he opened the first polyclinic here. In 1905 1915 he was elected a member to the Baku city
Duma, in 1914- 1917 a member to the Regular
Commission on Oil Issues near the Mayer of the
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city. He was a member of the Muslim fraction of
the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council. In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. After the April occupation in 1922 he
was involved in the Commission for Demarcation
of the Azerbaijani-Georgian frontier. After his and
Mamay bey Shikhlinski’s insistence, the frontier
was laid out from Poyly station across the Boyuk
Kasik station. In the years of 1920 -1937 he was
twice arrested, then released. Though Vakilov
resigned in 1924, he continued his work as a doctor.
  
Abbasgulu Kazimzade (?
- ?) A participant of the
Azerbaijani national – liberation movement. In 1905
he affiliated to the Russian
Social Democrat Workers’
Party (RSDFP). In 1911 he
took part in the establishment of the «Musavat»
Party. In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included
in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
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Mustafa Hajimusa oglu
Mahmudov (1878, the
Kurdamir village, Goychay province - 20.12.1937,
Baku). He graduated Gori
Teacher’s seminary. He
worked as a teacher in the I
Russian-Muslim school in
Baku (in 1899-1907) and as
a head teacher (in 19101920), and a Government
official in the Commission for the Evaluation of the
City Real Estate (in 1908-1910). In 1907 he was
elected a deputy to the II State Duma. In 1917 he
was a member of the Muslim fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the Azerbaijan
National Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. After the
April occupation he was subject to persecution and
was convicted for nationalist and counter-revolutionary activities. He taught in School N 132 in
Baku. In November 1937 he was arrested and executed through shooting.
  
Musa bey Haji Mammadhuseyn oglu Rafiyev
(Rafizade) (1888, Ganja 1938, Tabriz) - A publicpolitical figure. He received
his first education in madrasa (religious school of
Muslims) in Ganja, then
studied in Ganja classical
gymnasium
(grammar
school); in 1906 he entered
the medical faculty of Kharkov University. In 1911
he graduated the University and returned to Ganja.
He worked as a doctor in the city hospital. In late
1914 he took part in founding the first Health society in Ganja together with Khudadat bey Rafibeyli
and Hasan bey Agayev. After the February revolution he was appointed the Yelizavetpol province
Commissioner of the Special Transcaucasian
Committee established by the Provisional
Government. He was one of the active members of
the Turk Adami-Merkeziyyat Party. On October 25,
1917 he was elected a member of the Central
Committee in the I Congress of the “Musavat
Party”. Musa bey Rafiyev was a member of the
Muslim fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim and a
member of the Azerbaijan National Council. He

was appointed the Minister without portfolio in the
II Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. When the Government of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic moved to Baku he
was in charge of the Ministry of Protection. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) Musa bey Rafiyev was
included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In the V Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic he worked in the capacity of the Minister
for Health and Protection. When the rebellion was
suppressed with cruelty he immigrated to Turkey.
After several years he moved to Iran. He founded a
clinic there and worked as a doctor till the end of his
life.
  
Mammadali Abdulaziz oglu Rasulzade (07.04.1882,
Baku, Novkhani village 03.02.1982, Istanbul) – One
of the active participants of
the Azerbaijani national –
liberation movement. He got
his first education from his
father who was a religious
figure. Then he studied in the
II Russian-Muslim School in
Baku. He was one the first members of the Muslim
Youth Organization and the “Hummat” organization.
He was the Technical Secretary of the Oil Industry
Workers’ Union, one of the constituents of the
“Musavat Party”. He worked as a publisher and an
editor of the Party’s main organ the “Achig soz”
newspaper at different times. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was elected a member to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from Baku by secret
ballot. He was the head of the Printing house of the
Government of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
After the April occupation Mammadali Rasulzade
who worked in the Cooperative Organization subordinated to People’s Nationalities Commissariat in
Moscow went to Iran through Baku in the summer of
1922 and emigrated from Iran into Istanbul. He
closely cooperated with organs of press published in
Istanbul, like the “Yeni Gafgasiya”, “Azeri Turk”,
“Odlar Yurdu”, “Azerbaijan yurd bilgisi” and others.
  
Jalil bey Sultanov (? - ?) In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was elected a member to the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
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First he joined the Fraction of the Non-Party members. In 1919 after this fraction was disintegrated he
joined the “Musavat Party” together with the
majority of 8 people.
  
Asaf bey Shikhalibeyov (? - ?) In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic.
  
Shafi bey Mustafa oglu
Rustambeyli (1893, Agdash province, Mammadli
village – 1960, Istanbul) One of the active participants of the Azerbaijani
national – liberation movement. He finished Ganja
classical gymnasium (grammar school) and graduated
the law faculty of Kiev
University. During the University years he was one
of the leaders of the Azerbaijan Compatriots
Organization and an active member of Kiev branch
of the «Musavat» Party. In 1916 he worked in the
Ganja District Court. In April 1917 he put forward
the idea of giving autonomy to Azerbaijan in the
Congress of Caucasian Muslims held in Baku. He
participated in the Moscow Congress of the Muslims
of Russia. He was a member of the Muslim fraction
of the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He was the
chairman of the Mandate Commission of the
Parliament and a member of the Central Commission
for convening the Muassislar Majlis. In the Ministry
of Internal Affairs he first was the head of Office,
and then in early March 1920 he worked in the
capacity of the Deputy Minister. After the April
occupation S. Rustambeyli went to Tiflis, there he
established the Azerbaijan Salvation Committee. In
February 1921 after the occupation of Georgia by
the XI Red Army, S. Rustambeyli moved to Istanbul
where he published articles in the “Yeni Gafgasiya”,
“Azeri Turk”, “Odlar Yurdu” and “Azerbaijan Yurd
bilgisi” journals. His articles were published in the
“Promotey” (in French) and “Gafgaz” (in Russian)
journals issued in Paris. S. Rustambeyli who was
represented in the leadership of the “Musavat
“Party from 1927 preferred to act independently
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together with Khalil bey Khasmammadov. They
gave priority to the Azerbaijan National Center (in
Istanbul) caused severe protest from the Musavat
members. S. Rustambeyli was excluded from the
«Musavat» Party. S. Rustambeyli took sharp opposite position towards the “Prometey” Organization
and entered the right opposition group headed by
Bammat Heydar. He was elected an honorable
member of the All-Azerbaijani Congress of the
“Milli Birlik Majlis” (National Unity Assembly)
held in Berlin in 1943.
  
Abuzar bey Askar oglu Rzayev (Irzayev)
(1876, Ganja - 1920, Baku) - One of the active
participants of the Azerbaijani national – liberation
movement. He finished Tiflis modern school (in
1894), then graduated from Moscow technical
school (in 1899). From 1899 he worked as an engineer in Musa Nagiyev’s and Murtuza Mukhtarov’s
oil fields in Bibiheybat, then as a chief of the oil
fields. In 1909 he moved to Ganja and was elected
as the deputy head of the Ganja city office. He was
a member of the Executive Committee of the Ganja
province organized after the February revolution. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected a member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the city of Ganja. He represented the
Fraction of Non-party members, in October 1919
when this fraction was disintegrated and great
majority of the Party joined “the Musavat” Party, he
represented the Fraction of the “Musavat” and NonParty members. He was a member, later the chairman of the Financial-Budgetary Commission of the
Parliament. After the April occupation he worked
as the chief of Oil Fields in the Bubiheybat district,
on June 15, 1920 he was arrested by the Azerbaijan
Emergency Commission and shot.
  
Mammadbagir Salah bey oglu Sheykhzamanli
(1881, Ganja - 1920) - A public-political figure, an
educator and cultural figure. He finished Ganja
modern school, and closely participated in the cultural life of the city. In 1906 organizing a drama
circle (group) he staged the works of the Azerbaijani,
Russian and European playwrights. He closely participated in establishing and in the activities of the
Ganja branch of the “Difai” Party; he was a member
of the City Duma. After the February revolution he
joined the Turk Adami Merkeziyyat Party, and was
elected a deputy to the Parliament from “the Musavat
Party”. M. Sheykhzamanli was appointed the chairman of the Counter Revolutionary Struggle Organization by the order of the Chairman of the State
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Defense Committee established in early June 1919.
On August 20, 1919 he quitted his position and his
younger brother Nabi bey Sheykhzamanli was appointed to this position. In April 1920 he was arrested in the first days of the occupation of Azerbaijan
by the Bolshevik Russia and shot by the decision of
the Special department of the XI Red Army.
  
Bakhish bey Rustambeyov (1870, Salyan 1942) – A participant of the Azerbaijani national–
liberation movement. In 1890 he finished Baku
modern school. The same year he entered Moscow
technical school. But not finishing his education he
entered the mechanical faculty of Petersburg
Technological Institute in 1893. Having graduated

from the Institute he came back to Baku and worked
as a deputy chief with S. Asadullayev. Then he
performed the same job with A. Nagiyev. Later,
Rustambeyov worked in the field of fishery and in
1910-1917 in the oil field. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was elected a member to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the Salyan
district. After the April occupation he worked in
administrative positions in the sector of light industry of Azerbaijan. He also taught in institutes and
technical colleges. In 1939 he was exposed to
repression and arrested. In 1942 he was released
and died on his way to Baku.

THE ITTIHAD FRACTION
The second biggest fraction in the Parliament was the Ittihad Fraction. The Fraction that was
organized from the members of the Ittihad Party was represented with 11 people when the
Parliament opened. In 1920 the number of Ittihad members reached 13 people. In their declaration submitted to the Parliament the idea that power belongs to the people was considered as
the ultimate goal of the Muslims’ struggle for independence. In the Declaration the Ittihad members pledged to make efforts to ensure the prosperity of workers, made proposals to distribute
the lands free of charge to villagers. This Fraction, which was in the right wing of the
Parliament, was in opposition against the national- democratic stream until December 1919 and
did not participate in the formation of the Government cabinets.

Gara bey Ismayil aga oglu
Garabeyli (14.01.1873 the
Yelizavetpol province,
Yukhari Ayibli village –
September, 1953 Samarqand) - A public-political
figure, a doctor, a publicist,
a linguist, a journalist. He
finished Shamkir GermanRussian lyceum, then Tiflis
classical
gymnasium
(grammar school). In 1892 he entered the medical
faculty of Moscow University. In 1896 he was
sentenced to one year imprisonment for his political activities. After the arrest he continued his
education in the Medical Faculty of Yuryev (Tartu)
University. In 1899 having graduated from the
University he worked in Moscow for two years. In
1901 he came back to Baku and opened a cabinet
for the treatment of venereal diseases in the city for
the first time. Garabeyli attended the I Congress of
Muslims of Russia; he was a member of the
“Ittifagi-Muslim” (the Union of Muslims) organization, and one of the leaders of Ahmad bey
Agayev’s “Difai” Party. From that time he started
to work as a publicist, and he cooperated with the
“Hayat”, “Irshad”, “Kaspi” and etc. newspapers.

Some sources indicate that Garabeyli also participated in the establishment of the “Hummat” organization. In 1906 he immigrated to Iran and continued his revolutionary activities. When Rasht was
seized he was obliged to immigrate to Europe. In
1908 he came to Istanbul, where he founded an
organization called “Saadat”. Though “Young
Turks” that came to power that year offered a position to Garabeyli, he rejected this offer. Returning
to Baku in 1911 he continued his activities as a
doctor and as a publicist and issued a journal called
“Hag yolu”. He as well published the first 2-volume Turkish –Russian dictionary. During the I
World War he worked as a doctor in the “Wild
division” composed of Muslims within the Russian
Army. Doctor Garabeyli who returned to Baku
after the February revolution was the editor-in chief in the “Kaspi” and the “Yeni Hayat” newspapers.
After the massacre of March, Garabeyli who
was obliged to leave Baku, went to Dagistan
together with the detachments of Imam Najmaddin
Gotsinski. Returning to Baku after the liberation of
Baku he was appointed by the Baku Municipality
the official leader of the events organized to the
honor of Turkish Army. He was elected a member
to the Parliament during by elections to the
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Parliament of the ADR. By the request of the
“Ittihad” Party he joined this Party, and was the
leader of its fraction in the Parliament. In April
1919 he was elected the chairman of the “Ittihad”
Party. After the April occupation Garabeyli was
arrested and exiled into the Solovki prison in
Arkhangelsk. He was released from the exile as a
result of interference by Lenin upon Narimanov’s
request. He moved to Moscow and started working
as a doctor in the hospital of the Emergency
Commissariat of Russia. At the same time he
taught Pathologic Anatomy in the Medical Institute
for some period of time. He headed the Kremlin
hospital. Along with this he worked as a translator
in the Office of the Council of the People’s
Commissariat. In 1924 he moved to Kazakhstan,
and laid the foundation of the first Architectural
College here. In 1932 he organized the first X-ray
cabinet. In 1933 he worked as a deputy chief doctor in the Samarqand hospital. In 1934 he came
secretly to Baku. He was arrested here for beating
an Armenian person. After he was released from
the prison he was sent to Samarqand. In 1936 he
worked as a chief doctor in tuberculosis sanatorium
in Samarqand. He was arrested as a panturkist and
panislamist and was exiled into Kolima for 10
years. Though in 1947 he returned to Baku, he
could not stay here facing the problems of job and
registration, so he went to Samarqand again.
  
Ali bey Harun bey oglu Zizikski (? – 1928) –
One of the active members of the Azerbaijani
national– liberation movement. After the February
revolution Captain A. Zizikski was appointed the
Commissar of the Guba Province by the Special
Transcaucasus Committee (his deputy was Mir
Jafar Bagirov). After the October coup he tried to
ADR students
studying
in France
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prevent the province to come under the subordination of the Baku Soviet. During the genocide of the
March 1918 Ali bey Zizikski with his detachments
joined the division of Najmaddin Gotsinski who
came to help Baku. Armed detachments of Gotsinski
and Zizikski approached Bilajari- Khirdalan
defence line of the joined Dashnak-Bolshevik divisions and defeated them during the first skirmish
and started the preparation of the final attack to the
city. But the correlation of forces changed as a
result of multiple number Bolshevik military forces
coming from Astrakhan to Baku through the
Caspian Sea, so they had to leave their positions. In
April 1918 the Baku Soviet organized a counterattack to Guba and dispatched troops there. In May
1918 the Muslim detachments headed by Ali bey
Zizikski, Hamdulla effendi Efendizade and the others failed to resist the Dashnak-Bolshevik forces of
Guba headed by dashnak Hamazasp. Zizikski
moved to Dagestan. Zizikski forming a new military detachment there with the help of the Caucasus
Islamic Army and local population in Dagestan
launched an all-out attack against Hamazasp’s
dashnak-bolshevik detachments and liberated Guba
again. After Baku was liberated Zizikski who was
already a colonel, was appointed a deputy governor-general of Baku, at the same time he was
elected a member to the Parliament of Azerbaijan
from the Guba province. After the April occupation
Zizikski participated in the resistance movement
against the Soviet Government for some period.
Zizikski’s former deputy M.J. Bagirov who was
the head of the Azerbaijan Emergency Commission
protected him from the Soviet - Bolshevik persecutions. After that Zizikski lived in Baku till 1928,
but that year in connection with M.J. Bagirov’s
appointment to party work outside Azerbaijan,
Zizikski was again subject to the persecution of the
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Bolsheviks and was arrested. He was convicted for
“perpetrating the massacre of Armenians” and was
executed.
  
Sultan Majid Haji Murtuzali oglu Ganizade
(April, 1866, Shamakhi 1937, Baku) - an educator,
writer, translator, and philologist. He studied in
“Majlis” (the Assembly)
school (1872-1879), and in
the III City school (in 18791882). He graduated Alexander Teachers Institute in
Tiflis (in 1883-1887). He worked as a teacher in
Russian - Muslim school in Baku (in 1887-1891),
in the II Russian - Muslim school (in 1891-1898),
the head of the Higher Primary school of the II
grade (in 1898-1905), Azerbaijani section of the
Gori Teachers Seminary (in 1905-1908), an inspector for Public schools of the Baku province and II
District of Dagestan (in 1908-1917) and the director of province public school (in 1917-1918). He
was one of the founders of the “Ittihad” Party. He
was elected a member to the All-Russian
Parliament.
He was a member of the Muslim Fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim. When the Azerbaijan
National Council adopted the Declaration of
Independence, he abstained in the vote. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
In August 1919 he was elected a deputy chairman of the Parliament. He criticized the activities
of the leaders of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. During the years of the Soviet Government

he worked as the head of the Department of
Textbooks and Extra-Curricular Reading Materials
in the Public Education Commissariat of the
Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic (in 19201925), an inspector at the Baku City Public
Education Office (in 1925-1929). S.M. Ganizade
was arrested and shot in 1937 repressions.
  
Hamid aga Khalil oglu
Shakhtakhtinski
(12.03.1880, the Nakhchivan province, Shahtakhti
village - 03.02.1944, the
Arkhangelsk province) –
One of the Public figures of
the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He studied in
Muslem
ecclesiastical
school, as well as in the III
grade city school in Nakhchivan. In 1899 he graduated from Iravan Teachers Seminary. He started his
pedagogical career in that seminary as a teacher of
the Azerbaijani and Russian languages. He was a
member of the Iravan Muslim Charity. He graduated the law faculty of the Novorossiysk University in
Odessa. When he was a student he was one of the
leaders of the Azerbaijan Compatriots Organization
there. Coming to Ganja in 1912 he took an active
part in the socio-political life of the city. In 1914 he
was appointed an inspector of public schools of the
Yelizavetpol (Ganja) province. He worked as an
assistant to Jury-member attorney in the Yelizavetpol
district court, and then he moved to Baku and took
the same position in the district court. In 1917 he
was a member of the “Ittihad” Party. In August 29
1917 he was the Commissar in the Education Office
of the South Caucasus. He was a member of the
Transcaucasian Seim and one of the 26 members of
the Azerbaijan National Council who adopted the
Declaration of Independence. He was the Deputy
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Education Minister in the II, III, IV Government
Cabinets of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic,
the Minister of Education and Religious Conviction
in the V Government Cabinet. He took part in organizing Baku State University; he worked as a
teacher, pro-rector there, as well as in the 2-year
Teachers Institute under the Baku Public Education
Department and Azerbaijan State Medical Institute.
In 1928 he graduated the medical faculty of the
Transcaucasus University in Tiflis. Shakhtakhtinski
was subject to repression. In 1941 he was arrested
and sent into exile. He died in the exile.
  
Hamdulla efendi Ismayil
oglu Efendizade (1888.
Guba province, Davachi
district Galagah village
-1928) A public figure. He
receuved his first education
in the village Muslim ecclesiastical school and in
Muslim religious school in
Guba. Then he finished two
- grade Russian school
(1906), studied the Arabic, Persian, and Russian
languages. When the Armenian dashnaks invading
the Davachi district performed genocide against the
civilian Azerbaijani people in April, 1918, Hamdulla
efenfi together with his friend Gachag Mayil mobilized the people against the Armenians. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the Guba province.
On April 27, 1920 when the armored train of
Bolsheviks invaded Azerbaijan, Efendizade made
efforts to prevent them, but as the forces were
unequal they were obliged to withdraw. In 1928 he
was exposed to repression and exiled to the Siberia
where he died.
  
Iskender bey Akhundov (? - ?) - One of the
participants of the Azerbaijani national-liberation
movement. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was elected a member to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  
Asad bey Amirov (? -?) - One of the members
of the Azerbaijani national - liberation movement.
He was a member of the Central Commission for
the Convocation of the Muassislar Majlis (the
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Parliament). In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament),
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from “the
Ittihad” Party.
  
Mir Yaqub Mehdiyev (Mirmehdiyev) (1891,
Baku, Khirdalan village - 1952, Turkey) - One of
the active participants of the Azerbaijani nationalliberation movement. Having finished Alexandropol
(Gumru) Commerce school in 1909, he continued
his education in the economy faculty of the
Petersburg Polytechnic Institute. He was arrested
while he was participating in the illegal meeting of
Muslim students of Russia in Kiev. Though he was
excluded from the Institute, a bit later he was reinstated. In 1915 he graduated from the University
and went to Bonn, the capital of Germany to continue his education. When he returned to Baku he
was one of the organizers of the “Ittihad“ Party and
was elected a member of the Central Committee of
the Party. Mehdiyev who represented the “Ittihad“
Party in the session of the Transcaucasian Seim on
March 25, 1918 made a speech for the first time on
behalf of the Muslim fraction with the request to
proclaim the independence of the South Caucasus.
He was a member of the Azerbaijan National
Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He was
included in the composition of Azerbaijani delegation participating in the Paris Peace Conference.
After the April occupation he moved to Turkey.
Together with M. A. Rasulzade, he represented
Azerbaijan in the “Prometey” Organization. He
attended the Geneva and Lausanne Conferences.
  
Jamil bey Nasir oglu Lambaranski (1884, Barda,
Lambaran village -1959,
Baku) - The Honored doctor of Azerbaijan. In 1913
he graduated from the medical faculty of Kiev
University. He opened a
hospital in Tartar and
worked there till 1920. He
attended
the
Batumi
Conference. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was elected a member to the Parliament of the
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Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
After the April occupation he headed the
Treatment Department of the Public Health
Commissariat of Azerbaijan. Then he worked as a
chief doctor and head of department in the hospital.
In 1949 he defended his PH.D thesis. He was the
head of the orthopedic and traumatic surgery departments of the Azerbaijan Medical In-service
Institute.
  
Zeynal bey Vazirov (? - ?) - The participant of
the Azerbaijani national– liberation movement. A
member of the “Ittihad” Party. In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament), he was elected a member to the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic
from the town of Shusha. After the April occupation he worked in various economic departments.
  
Gara bey Aliverdili (Aliverdiler) (? - ?). In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament), he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the Shusha province.
  
Gazi Ahmad bey Mahammadbeyov (? - ?) An active participant of the Azerbaijani national–
liberation movement. A grandchild of Gazi
Mahammad bey who headed the Samukh - Akhti
rebellion against the Russian Empire in 1877-1878
(according to some sources Sheikh Shamil’s great

grandson), a lawyer, an advocate. He was elected a
deputy to the All-Russian Muassislar Majlisi (the
Parliament). He was a member of the Muslim
Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim and a member
of the Azerbaijan National Council.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
Previously he was a member of the «Musavat»
Party, and then he joined the “Ittihad” Party. He
was the deputy chairman of the “Ittihad” Party.
Mahammadbeyov was an editor in chief of the
Russian language “Ittihad” newspaper issued from
June, 1919 (After doctor G.Garabeyli).
  
Aga Zeynal Tagiyev (? - ?) - An active participant of the Azerbaijani national - liberation movement. He was one of the organizers of the “Ittihadi
– Islam - Mussulmanism in Russia” Party, and was
elected a member to the Central Committee in the
III Congress of the Party (in January, 1920).
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was elected
a member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the city of Baku.
  
Bahram Ismayil oglu Vazirov (1886, Shusha
– 1929, Agdam ) - The participant of the Azerbaijani
national– liberation movement. He finished Baku
modern school, and graduated from Petersburg
Forestry Institute.

Security
detachments
of the ADR
Parliament
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Heybatgulu Habibulla oglu Mammadbeyli
(1888, Shagan village, near Baku – 16.12.1937,
Shagan village.) – A public-political figure, one of
the leaders of the “Ittihad” Fraction. He finished
Baku modern school and technical industrial college. After the February revolution he started his
political activities. He participated closely in constituting the “Islam in Russia” Party (from the end
of November of 1917 the “Ittihad” Party). He was
included in the composition of the Muslim Fraction
of the Transcaucasian Seim. He was one of the 26

members who adopted the Declaration of
Independence of the Azerbaijan National Council.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament), he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He worked in the
capacity of the Minister of State Supervision in the
V Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. After the April occupation
he worked in various positions. Later he was subject to persecutions and arrested.

THE FRACTION OF SOCIALISTS
The Fraction of Socialists was the extreme left wing of the Parliament combining the Azerbaijani
social-democrats, the Socialist revolutionaries (esers) and the Mensheviks functioning within the
framework of the Bloc of the Muslim Socialists and the “Hummat” organization. They promoted unification of Azerbaijan with the Soviet Russia, the idea that only the Red Army could bring real freedom to Azerbaijan, the economic and social reforms were possible only in the conditions of socialism. This Fraction played the role of servitor of the Bolshevik Russia, the goal of which was the
reoccupation of the Northern Azerbaijan.

Aliheydar Agakerim oglu
Garayev (20.06.1896, Shamakhi – 21.04.1938) – the
leader of the radical group
of the left socialists, the
Soviet State figure who
actively participated in the
occupation of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic by
the Bolshevik Russia. First
he studied in the Muslim
ecclesial school, then in Shamakhi modern school.
In 1916 he entered Don (Novocherkassk)
Polytechnic Institute and was involved in the revolutionary activities of students. After the February
revolution he returned to Shamakhi, here he was
the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
Soviet of Worker and Soldier Deputies. In the summer of 1917 he carried on the revolutionary work in
Tiflis. He was the Secretary of the “Hummat” (the
Menshevik) Committee, an editor of the “Al bayrag” newspaper.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
“Hummat” Party.
He delivered sharp speeches against the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He set up headquarters in January 1920 to stage a coup. After the
April occupation he was a member of the Azerbaijan
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Interim Revolutionary Committee, the chairman of
the Baku Interim Revolutionary Committee, the
Commissar of the Public Justice and Labor of the
Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic, the Chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Baku Soviet. He
headed the suppression of riots stirred up against
the Soviet Government in Azerbaijan. In 1923 he
was elected the Secretary of the Azerbaijan
Communist (Bolshevik) Party; in 1929 the Secretary
of the Transcaucasian Country Committee of the
All-Union Communist (Bolshevik) Party. In 19301931 he was the Secretary of the Ganja Oblast
Committee of the Azerbaijan Communist
(Bolshevik) Party. He was subjected to repression.
  
Samadaga Hasan oglu
Agamalioglu (27.12.1867,
Gazakh district Girag Kasaman village - 06.10.1930,
Moscow) – an educatorpublicist, the leader of the
Fraction of Socialists of the
Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. In 1887 graduating from the Vladigafgaz
Military School he acquired
the specialty of a land surveyor. He was a member
of the Ganja United Executive Committee of the
Social Democrat Workers Party of Russia and a
member of the Ganja Worker and Soldier Deputies
Soviet from 1917. In February 1918 he moved to
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Tiflis and was elected a member to the local
Menshevik “Hummat” organization. He was an editor of the “Galajak” and “Probuzhdeniye” newspapers. He was a member of the Muslim Fraction of
the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council. In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. Agamalioglu helped Russia to occupy
Azerbaijan. He played an active role in suppressing
the rebellion raised in Ganja against The Soviet
power. In the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic
he was the Commissar (the Minister) of Public
Lands (1920-1922), the Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee, a member of the Presidium
of the Central Executive Committee of the TSFSR
(1922-1929). He worked as the chairman of the
All-Union Committee for the New Turkic Alphabet.
He was buried in Moscow; his mortal remains have
been brought to Baku – the Honorable avenue.
  
Abbas Seyfulla bey oglu
Atamalibeyov (26.02.1895,
Tiflis – 1971, USA, Cleveland). He received his
first Education in Shamakhi
and in Tiflis. In 1914 he
entered the faculty of
Marine Engineering of Petersburg Polytechnic Institute. During this period he
joined the right Socialist
Revolutionaries (Esers), he was elected the
Chairman to the Muslim Compatriots Committee.
When he came back to the Caucasus Atamalibeyov
continued his activities in the Party of Socialist
Revolutionaries (Esers). He was a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council.
He was sent to Paris University by the decision
of the Parliament dated September 1, 1919 to continue his education in the field of shipbuilding.
Atamalibeyov who replaced the member of
Azerbaijani delegation to the Paris Peace Conference
M. Maharramov, worked as the secretary of the
delegation. After the April occupation Atamalibeyov,
who continued his political activity in Paris was
one of the known politicians in the immigration
circles. He graduated from the School of Political
Sciences in Paris. In the Azerbaijani immigration
he belonged to the group that opposed to Mammad
Amin Rasulzade. From time to time he participated
in political events and discussions of the Nations
Community based-on Geneva. After Alimardan
bey Topchubashov’s death (1934) he was the

leader of the Azerbaijani emigrants that assembled
in Paris. After the occupation of France by Germans
he lived in Berlin, and worked in the Red Cross
Committee; he did great work to rescue the
Azerbaijani prisoners. Atamalibeyov who continued his political activities in Berlin was one of the
three members of the group (together with
A.Fatalibeyli - Dudanginski and F.Amirjan), that
maintained relations between the Azerbaijani legion
and Hitler’s Army headquarters. In October of
1944 he was one of the initiators of the Caucasus
Council. He participated in the meeting of the
Caucasus Council held in 1947 in Lausanne. Later
he lived in Chili, in the Egypt Arab Republic for
some period; from 1967 he lived in the USA. He
failed to finish his diary which he started to write
before his death.
  
Jamo bey Suleyman oglu
Hajinski (14.06.1888, Guba – 1942, Russia, Kirov
village, Vyatka) – The prominent public-political figure, a publicist, a theatre
critic, and an art expert. J.
Hajinski who moved to
Baku when he was still
young, studied in classical
gymnasium
(grammar
school) here. In 1912 he graduated from the law
faculty of the Petersburg University. In 1907-1915
he worked as a correspondent in the “Kaspi” newspaper. In 1915-1917 he was the Commissioner of
the Muslim Refugee Committee that provided
assistance in the Batumi province and the Seaside
district to the people who suffered damages as a
result of the World War I. In 1917 he was elected
the chairman of the Central Commission of the
South Caucasus in Elections to the All-Russian
Muassislar Majlis (the Parliament). In April, 1917
J. Hajinski was appointed an advocate to the
Transcaucasian Committee of the Provisional
Government. In 1918 he was a member of the
Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim and a
member of the Azerbaijan National Council. J.
Hajinski was one of the 26 members of the National
Council who adopted the Declaration of Independence of Azerbaijan. He worked as the Public
supervisor in the I Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He took the position of the Minister of
Post and Telegraphy (Communications) in the IV
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and V Governmental Cabinets of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. During the years of the
Soviet Government he was appointed the chief of
the Administrative Financial Department of the
Public Justice Commissariat. In 1922 he was arrested. Having been kept in the jail for 3 years he was
exiled to Solovski prison. He was released in 1928
and worked in various positions in Baku. In 1938
he was re-arrested and exiled. He died in Vyatka
prison in the Kirov oblast.
  
Akbar aga Ibrahim oglu
Sheykhulislamov (1891,
Iravan – 02.03.1961, Paris) – The prominent public-political and State figure. He received his first
education in Iravan classical gymnasium (grammar
school). In 1912 He entered
Petersburg Road Engineers
Institute. After the February
revolution he returned to his Motherland. He
worked in the position of the Deputy Minister for
the Internal Affairs in the ZDFR Government. He
entered the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian
Seim (from the “Hummat” Menshevik Party). He
was one of the 26 members of the Azerbaijan
National Council who adopted the Declaration of
Independence. He was the Minister for Land and
Labor in the I Government Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. He was included in the composition of the Azerbaijani delegation to the Paris
Peace Conference. In accordance with the law of
the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. After the
April occupation he lived in immigration and was
one of the active representatives of the political
emigrants of Azerbaijan. He was buried in the
Muslim cemetery near Paris.
  
Aslan bey Agalar bey oglu
Safikurdski (30.09.1880,
the Ganja province, Safikurd village – 20.09.1937,
Baku) – the prominent
public-political and State
figure, the leader of Muslim
Socialists Union. He studied in Ganja classical gymnasium (grammar school)
in 1901, and graduated
from the law faculty of the Petersburg University in
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1907. In 1907-1911 he worked as an assistant to the
Attorney in Ganja Judicial bodies.
He was one of the leaders of the Ganja Muslim
Charity, as well as the chairman of the Actor’s
Association. In 1911-1917 A. Safikurdski was an
assessor and later an attorney in the Shusha city
Duma. After the February revolution he was a
member of the Ganja Province Executive Committee, as well as a member of the Ganja Muslim
National Council. Together with Amirjanov he
attended the Congress of Non-Russian Nations of
Russia held in Kiev. That year he joined the Muslim
Socialists Bloc. He was elected a deputy to the AllRussian Muassislar Majlis (the Parliament).
He was a member of the Muslim Fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council. He was included in
the composition of the Azerbaijani Delegation to
the Istanbul Conference. In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was elected a member to the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic
from the Gazakh province. He worked as the
Minister of Post-Tepegraphy and Labor in the III
Government Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic, the Minister of Justice and Labor in the
IV Government Cabinet. After the April occupation he worked as the deputy Public Justice
Commissariat of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist
Republic. In 1922 he was arrested and was imprisoned for 3 years. Though he worked as a legal
consultant at the “Azneft” system after the prison
he was always subject to persecutions.
  
Haji Karim Karbalayi Huseyn oglu Sanili
(Saniyev) (1878, Gazakh province, ChayliKasaman village - 1937) – a poet, an educator, a
public figure. In 1886-1893 he studied in Muslim
ecclesiastical school, in 1898 he finished Gori
Teachers seminary. In 1898-1918 he worked as a
head teacher in various schools. He started his
revolutionary activity from 1905. He functioned in
the “Difai” Party. In 1917 he was a member of the
“Hummat” (Menshevik) organization. In 1918 he
worked as the Governor General of the Gazakh
province. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament),
he was elected a member to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Menshevik “Hummat” Party. He struggled against
the “Musavat” Party, headed the provocation incited against the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
During the years of the Soviet Government he
worked in the sphere of public education. In 1933-
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1936 he worked as a teacher in the Azerbaijan
Consumer-Cooperative Institute, in the workers
faculty within the Soviet Trade Institute, a scientific worker in Azerbaijan Scientific- Research
Institute, an inspector at the Baku Education
Department. In 1937 he was subject to repression.
  
Ahmad bey Omer oglu
Pepinov (Ahmad Jovdat
Pepinov) (1893, Georgia,
the Akhalkalaki province,
Bolazur village - 1938) –
A public-political and State
figure. He graduated from
the Tiflis classical gymnasium (grammar school). In
1913 he entered the law
faculty of Moscow University; simultaneously he studied also at the faculty of economy. When he was a student, he was
one of the leaders of the Azerbaijan Compatriots
Organization. He actively participated in “Azerbaijani ethnographic concert nights”. In 1918 he
returned to Baku. He was a member of the Muslim
Fraction of the Transcaucasian Seim and a member
of the Azerbaijan National Council.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He worked as the
Minister of Labor and Agriculture in the V
Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. He was sent to the city of Grozny together with Rahim bey Vakilov to conduct negotiations
in early April 1920 to delay the expected attack of
the aggressive XI Red Army to Baku. Pepinov who
returned to Baku after the April occupation headed
the cultural-educational and publishing works in
Azerbaijan. Pepinov who faced with persecutions
moved to Ulyanovsk city and from there to AlmaAta (in 1934). He worked as the Deputy Minister of
Education. He was the victim of repression.
  
Ibrahim Maharram oglu
Abilov (1882, Ordubad 23.02.1923, Izmir, Turkey). In Ordubad he studied
in M.T. Sidgi’s “Akhtar”
school. He was a member
of the “Hummat” Party.
1913 he was exiled to
Astrakhan. Abilov who was
released after the Tsar had
been overthrown became

one of the prominent figures of the “Hummat”
Party in Tiflis. At the end of 1918 he came to Baku.
He was a member of the Azerbaijan National
Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
From 1920 he was an editor-in-chief in the
“Iskra” newspaper in Baku. After the establishment
of the Soviet power in Azerbaijan he was the
Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs. In 1921 he was
appointed the Ambassador of the Azerbaijan Soviet
Socialist Republic to Turkey upon recommendation
of Nariman Narimanov. On his initiative the
Azerbaijan’s Consulates were opened in Trabzon
and Samsun cities of Turkey. There were close
friendship relations between Mustafa Kamal
Ataturk and Abilov. Abilov presented a gold dagger as a symbol of friendship to Ataturk on behalf
of the Azerbaijani Government. I. Abilov was buried in Baku.
  
Vladimir Alexandrovich Bakaradze (? - ?). In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic as a representative of the
Georgian people. He joined the Fraction of Socialists
as he was social – democrat.
  
Rza bey Garasharov (Garasharli) (? - ?) He
was a member of the Muslim Fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the Azerbaijan
National Council. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  
Ibrahim Ismayilzade (? - ?) In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was elected a member to the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  
Mahammad Maharramov (1886, the Iravan
province, Gamarli village. - 1982, Paris) - The
participant of the Azerbaijani national– liberation
movement. Having finished Iravan classical gymnasium (grammar school) he entered the medical faculty of Moscow University in 1914. After the Feb-
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ruary revolution he interrupted his education, came
back to Tiflis and entered the “Hummat” socialdemocratic organization there.
He was elected to the Transcaucasian Seim from
the Muslim Socialist Bloc. He was one of the 26
members of the Azerbaijan National Council who
adopted the Declaration of Independence. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. He was a member of the
Azerbaijani delegation to the Paris Peace Conference.
After the April occupation he stayed in France and
graduated the economy faculty in the Sorbonne
University. From 1927 he worked in the bank, then
he opened a second- hand bookshop After the II
World War Maharramov who lost his hope to return
to his country accepted the French citizenship in
1948. He was in Baku in 1972 and 1975 and presented valuable documents related to the Azerbaijan
culture to the museums and libraries of the city.

  
Gasim bey Jamalbeyov (? - ?) - One of the
participants of the Azerbaijani national-liberation
movement. He was a member of the “Hummat”
Party and Azerbaijan National Council. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
  
Bagir Rzayev (? -?) - One of the participants of
the Azerbaijani national– liberation movement.
Rzayev was a member of the Muslim Fraction of
the Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the
Azerbaijan National Council (the Muslim Socialist
Blok). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.

THE AHRAR FRACTION
The Ahrar Fraction is represented by the deputies from the Ahrar Party (“Freedom-lover”). The
chairman of the Party was Aslan bey Gardashov. In early 1919 there were 9 deputies in the
Fraction. The Declaration of the “Ahrar” Party was announced by Abdulla bey Efendizade in the
session of the Parliament held on December 26, 1918. Along with applauding the establishment of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, the fraction criticized the Government as it didn’t consider the
work of the Government satisfactory enough. The Ahrar Fraction considered reasonable to privatize
the lands of the big landlords and to distribute them to the villagers. The Fraction also supported
the 8-hour working day and the protection of labor.

Mukhtar (Mukhtar Efendi) Ismayil oglu Efendizade (01.01.1880, present
Agdash district, Shamsabad village – 17.10.1975,
Baku) – an educator, teacher, orientalist-translator,
and active participant of
the Azerbaijani national–
liberation movement.
Mukhtar efendi acquired
his first education from his father. Then he studied
at his father’s friend Haji Mahammad efendi for 9
years, and another 9 years he studied at the scholars
of Agdash, Nukha, Guba, Baku, Shamakhi. At the
beginning of the XX century he wrote a textbook
called “Okhu” (Reader) for children based on the
new teaching and learning methods. He opened
“Children’s home for parentless children”, “A
Course for the adults”, “Darulirfan” school (in
1906), Reading hall (in 1906), a new theater (in
1908), “Girls’ school called Saadat” (in 1909). He
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taught in the “Usuli-jadid“school which he opened
in Guba. He wrote “Sharaye-ul-islam” book for the
“Usuli-jadid“schools. In 1918 when the Armenian
dashnak detachments devastating a number of villages in the Shamakhi, Agsu, Gutgashin (present
Gabala), Ismayilli districts launched attack to the
Goychay and Agdash districts, Mukhtar effendi
repelled them by organizing a detachment of 200
people. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) Mukhtar efendi
was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Arash province. After the April occupation, he
returned to Agdash and continued his educating
activity. More than once he was subject to physical
and moral pressure by the Soviet Government; his
house was searched under the stigma of the “Musavat
member”; he personally was arrested and exiled to
Kazakhstan. In 1939 he returned from the exile and
continued his pedagogical and scientific activities.
During 1944-1950 he taught the Arabic language in
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the Azerbaijan State University. His book titled
“Miftah ul-lisan ul-arab” (“The key of Arabic language”) (in 1947) was one of the first textbooks of
the Arabic language for students of the higher education institutions in the USSR. Mukhtar efendi
who died in Baku, was buried in the Shamsabad village cemetery in the Agdash district.
  
Aslan bey Gardashov (? - ?) – A public-political
figure, one of the leaders of the “Ahrar” Party. He
was a member of the Muslim Fraction of the
Transcaucasian Seim and a member of the Azerbaijan
National Council. In the IV Government Cabinet of
the ADR he worked in the capacity of the Minister of
Agriculture.
  
Haji Huseyn Efendiyev (? - ?) - A participant
of the Azerbaijan national– liberation movement.
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the Goychay
province.
  
Bayram Niyazi Kichikkhanli (Kichikkhanov) (?,
Zaqatala, Faldar village ?) - The participant of the
Azerbaijani national– liberation movement. He finished Orenburg seminary.
He started his career in
Baku and joined the revolutionary movement. In accordance with the law of the

Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Zagatala province. Kichikkhanli was elected to the
position of the Parliamentary secretary, and was
included in the composition of the Presidium due to
his position.
  
Garib Kerimov (Kerimoglu) (? -?) - The participant of the Azerbaijani national– liberation
movement. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Nukha (Shaki) province.
  
Haji Molla Ahmad Nuruzade (? - ?) – An
active participant of the Azerbaijani national– liberation movement. In accordance with the law of
the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Ganja province.
  
Haji Ali Gasim oglu (? - ?) - One of the active
participants of the Azerbaijani national– liberation
movement. In accordance with the law of the
Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Ganja province.

THE FRACTION OF INDEPENDENTS
In late 1919, the group of Independents composed of 4 people was established in the Parliament.

Alimardan bey Topchubashov (04.05.1863, Tiflis
– 05.11.1934, Paris) – The
prominent political and
State figure of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic, one
of the founders of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, one of the leaders of
the national –liberation
movement of the Muslim

–Turkic peoples of Russia. In 1884 he finished the
first Tiflis classical gymnasium (grammar school);
in 1888 he graduated from the law faculty of the
Petersburg University. After working in Russia for
some years he returned to Tiflis and worked as an
assistant to judge, and the secretary of the district
court. From 1894 he worked in the judicial bodies in
Baku. A. Topchubashov worked as an editor - publisher in the “Kaspi” newspaper from 1897. A.
Topchubashov who was elected the chairman to the
Baku city Duma in 1901, was one of the leaders of
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the first political organization – the “Ittifagulmuslimin” Party (All-Russian Muslims Unity Party). He was the chairman of the I Congress of AllRussian Muslims held on August 15, 1905 in NijniNovgorod. In the same year together with Ali bey
Huseynzade and Ahmad bey Agayev (Agaoglu) he
constituted the “Hayat” newspaper. In 1906 he was
elected a deputy to the I State Duma. He lived in
Moscow for 4 years and struggled for the rights of
Muslims in Russia. In 1910 he returned back to
Baku. In 1914 he organized the Advisory Assembly
composed of 45 people in Baku and developed “The
package of requirements” for Muslims and sent it to
the Tsarist Government. In 1916 he represented
Azerbaijan in the meeting of the Caucasian nations
assembled in Tiflis. In 1917 he protected the principle of “the Muslim nations’ right to self-determination” on behalf of 8 democratic organizations of
Muslims in the Meeting of the Russian State Duma
in Moscow. In 1917 he was elected a deputy from
Ganja constituency to the All-Russian MajlisiMuassisan (Parliament). He was a member of the
Muslim Fraction of the Transcacasian Seim and a
member of the Azerbaijan National Council. First
he was appointed to the position of the Minister
without portfolio in the II Governmental Cabinet of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, then to the
position of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. On
August 23, 1918 A. Topchubashov was sent to the
Ottoman State as the Authorized Minister and the
Extraordinary Envoy of the Azerbaijan Republic.
On October 6 he was elected the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Azerbaijan Republic, on December 7
he was elected the chairman to the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Republic. Alimardan bey Topchubashov
headed the Azerbaijani Delegation to the Paris
Peace Conference. On December 29, 1919 he was
re-elected to the post of the chairman of the
Parliament. However, as he was representing
Azerbaijan in international Conferences during all
this period he never presided the Parliament. After
the April occupation in 1920-1934 he lived in Paris
and continued his socio-political activities. Despite
the protests of the Soviet delegation, he participated
in the Geneva meeting of the Nations Community in
November 1920, the London and Genoa Conferences
(1920), and Lausanne Conference in 1923 with the
mandate given to him by the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. In those conferences he gave detailed
information on the invasion of Azerbaijan by the
Soviet Russia and the crimes perpetrated by the
Soviet Russia. A. Topchubashov who devoted his
life only to the struggle for the independence of his
nation and all Muslims of Russia died in Saint Denis
district of Paris and was buried in the Saint Cloud
cemetery.
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Xudadat bey Aga oglu
Malik - Aslanov (April,
1879, Shusha – 23.07.1935)
– The prominent State figure
of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic, a scientist and
inventor-engineer. In 1898
he finished Shusha modern
school. In 1904 he graduated
from the Petersburg Road
Engineers Institute. Though
he was a member of the Russian Social-Democratic
Workers Party in 1901-1904, later he did not affiliate
to any Party. First he worked in Petersburg, then
from 1905 in the Transcaucasian Rail-road sector in
Tiflis. After the February revolution he was appointed the Commissioner for Rail-roads in the
Transcaucasian Special Committee; the Minister for
Rail-roads in the Transcaucasian Commissariat and
the Transcaucasian Federative Republic. He was a
member of the Muslim Fraction of the Transcaucasian
Seim and a member of the Azerbaijan National
Council. He worked as the Minister for Rail-road
Transport and the Minister for Post and Telegraphy
(Communications) in the I and II Governmental
Cabinets of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In
accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. He was the Minister for Roads
in the III, IV and V Government Cabinets. 1919 he
was appointed the chairman of the Special
Commission established in connection with the shift
to the Latin alphabet. During the Soviet Government
he worked in various administrative positions related
to his own specialty. Malik-Aslanov was arrested in
1930 with groundless conviction and released in
1933. In August 1934 he was arrested again and sent
to the prison. He died in one of the prisons.
  
Samad bey Sadiq bey oglu
Mehmandarov (16.10.1856,
Lankaran – 12.02.1931,
Baku) – The Military Minister of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic; general of Artillery. He received
his first education in Baku
in Edadiya school. In 1873
he entered II Constantine
Artillery School in Petersburg. In December, 1875 he acquired the title of the
second lieutenant and sent to the I Turkustan
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Gunnery brigade. Later he served in Warsaw,
Transbaykalya. In 1900-1901 when he participated
in the suppression of the anti-imperialist riot in
China, he rejected to perform the order of the
Russian generals to fire at weaponless civilians and
considered it as something which is outside the
honor of a military officer. In 1890 he was granted
the title of captain; in 1898 – the title of lieutenant
colonel; in 1901 - the title of colonel; in 1904- the
title of major- general; in 1908- the title of - lieutenant general. During the 1904-1905 Russian-Japan
War he was a commander of the Artillery battalion.
In Port-Arthur he was taken as prisoner by the
Japanese. Having been released from the captivity
he participated in the World War I as a Commander
of the I Pedestrian Division, then the Commander of
II Caucasian Army. For his high skills as a commander in 1915 he was conferred the title of the
General of Artillery. After the February revolution
he resigned and lived in the city of Vladigafgaz for

some period. In September 1918 he came to Baku.
First he worked as the Deputy of the Military
Minister; on December 25, 1918 he was appointed
the Military Minister. Although after the April
occupation he was arrested together with A.
Shikhlinski on June 4, 1920, he was released after
interference of Nariman Narimanov. Having lived
in Moscow for a year he returned back to Baku in
1921 and worked in the Public Military Commissariat.
In 1924-1928 he worked as a teacher in United
Commanders School. In 1929 he retired on a pension.
  
Baba bey Gabulov (? - ?). In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic.

THE FRACTION OF NON-PARTY MEMBERS
The fraction which was composed of 11 deputies previously included F.Khoyski, B.Akhundov,
B.Javanshir, M.Asadullayev, A.Amirjanov, Y.Ahmadov, B.Rustambeyov, A.Rzayev, J.Sultanov,
A.Ahmadov, and A.Ashurov. In October, 1919 the fraction was disintegrated. Three people B.Akhundov, B.Javanshir, and A.Amirjanov stayed in the fraction. The remaining 8 people
joined the Musavat Fraction and established the Fraction of Musavat and Non- Party Members
which had a decisive vote in the Parliament. At the same time, 8 people kept the right to vote
independently with themselves.

Ahmad bey Mirza Hasan
oglu Agayev (Agaoglu)
(1869, Shusha – 1939,
Istanbul) – One of the ideologist of the Turkism
movement, the prominent
public-political figure, publicist, writer, lawyer, scholar
for Oriental studies and
Islam, a journalist and a
pedagogue. He belonged to
the Garabag khan Panahali khan’s family (kin). He
studied in the Russian school in Shusha and in Tiflis
classical gymnasium (grammar school). He entered
Petersburg Engineering-Technical Institute, but
interrupting his education he went to Paris in 1888
and graduated from the law school and then Sorbonne
University there. During that time Ahmad bey’s
articles were published both in local and foreign
press. The writer who returned to the Caucasus in
1894 went to Shusha in 1896 and taught the French
language in a modern school. In 1897 he moved to

Baku by the invitation of H.Z.Tagiyev and worked
as a teacher of French in a modern school; reporter
in the “Kaspi” newspaper, and then the chief of
Literary department in 1898-1907. In 1906 he
established the “Difai” Party. He was received by
the Tsar Nickolay II twice and prevented Azerbaijanis
displacement from oily lands around Baku. During
1905-1909 he worked as an editor and publisher in
the “Hayat”, “Irshad”, “Progres”, “Taraqqi” newspapers. Agayev who immigrated to Turkey because
of persecutions, joined “Ganj Turks” and entered
“Ittihad and Taraqqi” Party. He represented
Azerbaijan in the conference of ethnic minorities
living in Russia, held in Lauzanne in 1915. In 1918
he returned back to Azerbaijan as a political advisor
to the Commander of the Caucasian Islamic Army
Nuru Pasha. Ahmad bey who was elected a member
to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic went to Istanbul in the composition of the
Azerbaijani delegation to the Paris Peace Conference.
But in Istanbul he was condemned as a “Turkish
journalist and Deputy to Turkish Parliament” and
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seized by the English and was sent into exile to the
Malta Island. In 1921 he was released from the
exile and returned to Istanbul. He took an active part
in the Salvation War. He was an advisor to Mustafa
Kamal Ataturk. In 1920 he was appointed the chief
to the State Press Bureau of Turkey. Agayev who
was twice elected as deputy to Turkish Parliament
from the Gars district, served as a professor at the
Ankara University and editor of the “Hakimiyyati
Milliya” newspapaer.
  
Bahram bey Jafar oglu Akhundov (1872,
Shusha – 1932, Baku). In 1893-1895 he studied
Science and Medicine in France. He worked as a
doctor in “Ittihad” School in Baku. He was a member of “Nijat” and “Shafa” Associations. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic. In 1919 the Azerbaijan
Government commissioned him to control the state
of health of the Azerbaijani students going to study
abroad. After the April occupation he worked as a
doctor in various heath facilities and was awarded
the title “Hero of Labor”.
  
Behbud khan Azad oglu
Javanshir (1886, the former Tartar district, AzadGaragoyunlu village 1921, Istanbul) - A publicpolitical figure. He studied
in Tiflis modern school. In
1912 he graduated from the
Mining Academy in Freiberg, Germany. In 1916
after he came back to Baku,
he worked as a senior engineer at the oil refinery.
He was a member of the Russian Technical
Association. He was one of the leaders of the
Muslim Charitable Organization. He was elected a
member to the Interim Executive Committee of the
Muslim National Council. During the March, 1918
Genocide he was a member of the Committee of
Conciliation. In June - December 1918 he was
appointed to the position of the Minister of Internal
Affairs of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In
October of that year he acted as the Minister for
Trade and Industry in parallel. In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was elected a member to the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
In 1919 he was closely involved in founding the
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“Dayanat” Commercial Union. After the April
occupation he worked in the Oil industry. Behbud
khan who was sent to Istanbul to buy equipment
there, was shot with gun in front of the “Pera Palas”
hotel by the Armenian terrorist Toplagyan (a member of the “Dashnaksutun” Party) and died in the
hospital.
  
Abdulali bey Shirali bey
oglu Amirjanov (1870,
Shaki – 1948, Istanbul) –
A public-political figure and
educator. He studied in the
Shaki city school (in 18761883). He graduated from
the Alexander Teachers
Institute in Tiflis in 1888.
He worked as a teacher in
the Shaki city school and in
Lankaran. He was a member of the Inspection
Commission of the “Nashri-maarif” Society, and
the deputy chairman of the Baku Muslim Charitable
Society. He was a member of the Interim Executive
Committee of the Baku Muslim Social Organizations.
He was the Minister of Finance (in June-October
1918) in the II Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic and the State
Supervisor (in October-December 1918). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament), he was elected a member to the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. Amirjanov was a member of the FinancialBudgetary and Survey Commissions in the
Parliament. To establish trade relations with foreign
countries, he closely participated in organizing the
“Dayanat” company in Baku in mid 1919. After the
April occupation he immigrated to Istanbul and was
a member of the Azerbaijan National Center functioning there.
THE FRACTION OF ETHNIC
MINORITIES (ETHNICITIES)
In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan
National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani
Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) the
Georgian, Jewish, German and Polish ethnicities which were in minority in Azerbaijan, each
sent one representative to the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. They unified and established the Fraction of Ethnic
Minorities. The representative of the
Georgians V.A.Bakaradze entered the Fraction
of Socialists as a social- democrat.
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Stanislav Alexandrovich Vonsovich (? -?) – A
member of the Baku bureau of the People’s Freedom Party (cadets). He was a supporter of the idea of
giving freedom to the Caucasian peoples. In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan”
(the Parliament) he was included in the composition
of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic mainly from the Poles.
  
Vasil Kujim (? - ?). In accordance with the law
of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He is Ukrainian.
  

  
Ollengren V.K. (? - ?). In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from
the Slavic – Russian Association. Ollengren first entered the Slavic-Russian Fraction in the Parliament,
then joined the Fraction of Ethnic Minorities.
  
Grigori Ivanovich Skhakaya ( ? -?). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan”
(the Parliament) he was included in the composition
of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
  

Lorens Yakovlevich Kun (? -?). In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the German colony.

Dubrovski (? - ?). In accordance with the law
of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament) he
was included in the composition of the Parliament of
the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.

  

  

Moisey Arkadiyevich Gukhman (? -?). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council
on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of the
Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic as
the representative of the Jewish people.

Mikhaylov.S.M. (? - ?). In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.

THE FRACTION OF LEFT INDEPENDENTS
In early November, 1919 Abdulla bey Efendizade (Efendiyev)who left the Ahrar Fraction announced himself the left independent and by this a new fraction composed of one person was established in the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic - the Fraction of Left Independents.

Abdulla Ismayil oglu
Efendizade (Efendiyev)
(1873, Shaki- ?, Baki) –An
educator and translator. He
was born in the family of an
ecclesiastical official. He
received his primary education in Nukha (Shaki) community school (in 18801888). He studied in professional school in Yelizavetpol
(Ganja) (in 1888-1894); in Alexander Teachers
Institute in Tiflis (in 1895-1898). In 1898 he started
his pedagogical activity. He worked as a teacher and
as a head teacher in various schools (in 1898-1920).
He actively participated in the I (in 1906) and II (in
1907) Congresses of the Caucasian Muslim Teachers.

He wrote and published a textbook called “Ikinji il”
(The Second year) (in 1908) based on the Curriculum
adopted in the Congress and on the draft alphabet
that he developed together with Suleyman Sani
Akhundov and Farhad Agazade (Shargli). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi Mabusan” (the Parliament) Efendizade was included
in the composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the city of Nukha. In
Parliament first he entered the Ahrar Fraction. In
early November, 1919 leaving the fraction he
announced himself the left independent. He was an
author of the “Last Turkic Alphabet textbook (in
1919) published by the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. Efendizade translated poems by I.A. Krilov
and M.Y.Lermontov into the Azerbaijani language.
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THE SLAVIC – RUSSIAN FRACTION
Despite ten seats were allocated for the Russian representatives in accordance with the law of
the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament),
they rejected to come to the inauguration of the Azerbaijani Parliament. The Russian National
Council took a special decision not to participate in the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic. By this they tried to prove that Azerbaijan contradicted the idea of “the uniform and
indivisible Russia” proclaiming its independence. However the decision of the Russian National
Council did not reflect the position of the Russian population. The Slavic - Russian Association
appealing to the Chairman of the Azerbaijan National Council Contrary to the Russian National
Council requested to enter their representatives to the Parliament. Taking into account the
appeal, the Slavic-Russian Association was allocated five deputy seats in the Parliament. On
January 31, 1919 the Russian National Council under the pressure of the Russian population living in Azerbaijan also took decision on participating in the work of the Parliament of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.

Fyodor Kotilevski (? - ?). In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the Slavic – Russian Association.
  
Vinaqradov M.M. (? - ?). In accordance with
the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the Slavic – Russian Association.

  
Viktor Viktorovich Klenevski (? -?). In accordance with the law of the Azerbaijan National
Council on founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi
-Mabusan” (the Parliament) he was included in the
composition of the Parliament of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic from the Slavic – Russian
Association. He was the Minister of Social Protection
in the IV Governmental Cabinet of the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic.
  
Sergey Remizov (? -?). In accordance with the
law of the Azerbaijan National Council on founding
the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Slavic – Russian Association.
  
Father Vasili Kravchenko (?-?). In accordance
with the law of the Azerbaijan National Council on
founding the “Azerbaijani Majlisi -Mabusan” (the
Parliament) he was included in the composition of
the Parliament of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic from the Slavic – Russian Association.
  
Protasov I (? -?). In accordance with the law of
the Azerbaijan National Council on founding the
“Azerbaijani Majlisi - Mabusan” (the Parliament)
he was included in the composition of the Parliament
of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic from the
Slavic – Russian Association. He was the Minister
of Finance in the III Governmental Cabinet of the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
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